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FORECAST
Sunny in the Okanagan this 
morning, otherwise cloudy and 
cooler today. Widely scattered 
thovk’ers this evening. Few cloudy 
periods tonight and Saturday 
morning.
C o u r ie r HIGH AND LOWLow tonight and high Saluixlay at Kelowna 42 and 65. Temi>cra- tures recorded Thursday 39 ahd 
72.
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Sudbury Union 
Head Attacked 
A fte r M eeting
Huge Celebration Planned
SUDBURY, Ont. iCPi—A un-'what he said were discrepancies 
ion official was slugged uncon* in the local s funds. He incn-| 
acious Thursday night as he left tioned the sums of 5180.000 and- 
a h t\tic  membership meeting! ‘ 
after |  rolesting Communist elc-1 
rnents in the International Union i
of Mine. Mill and Smelter Work­
ers ilnd.i.
Raymond Pjiricr, financial h 'x- 
rotary of Mine-Mill's local 598.
$100,000 and said they couldn’t bci 
accounted for. (
“ I’m not saying anytliing i.s 
definitely wrong." said Mr. Poir­
ier, "but I’m not saying c\cry- 
thing is right.’*
Mike Solski, defeated by Mr.
Burning Mortgage
was attacked by a group of nuui Qjjii,; jq,. jiiesidcncy, stood up 
at the side d(»r to the union front of the platform where the 
fiall lie W’as treated in iiu.ajit-tl ^xl,cutive was seated, iwinloci to 
for a head injury but was not poirier and told him: "I’m 
Ec^rcly hurt, , , , ‘ going to lay charges.’’
The attack came after local
-V.-- »5I'
president Don Gillis had staved 
off efforts to uM.scat him. He wn.s 
elected only two inonth.S ago in 
an unexpected overtlirow of the 
lcader.shi|j which dominated the 
local for ycar.s,
, The new leaders won a cru.sh- 
Ing victory Thur.sday over fac­
tions that termed the leadership 
» '"dangerous dictatorship."
Mr. Poirier charged that the
In an outbur.st agaiast commu-: 
nisuiii. Mr. Poirier said that dur­
ing the three - month strike 
against Ineo last year many un-, 
ion;-: .vouldn't come to the Mine- 
Mills’ aid "because of the tinge 
of eominunism on Local 598."' 
Tlie statement was greeted by 
chects.
The union was c.xpclled from | 
the Old Canadian Congress of La-
... * d -
book.; had been tampered with. bor 10 years ago ' for alleged 
by the old leadership and li.stcd Communist leadership.______
Crowd Jeers Hanging 
Of London Cop-Killer
LONDON <AP) — Ronald Mar-land piccc.s of furniture out of 
wood, a 25-ycar-old cop killer,: windows. A red glow in .some cell 
was hanged today in Pcntonville | windows indicated sheets or blan- 
Prison while hundreds of persons-kets had been set on fire, 
milled about the gates protesting; The condemned man’s pretty 
the execution. 20-year-old wife Rosalie waited in
The crowd outside stood an all-: an apartment 200 yards from the 
night vigil, and inside the jail - prison and read over and again 
prisoners rioted for half an hour‘the last letter from her husband, 
demanding that the hanging be ! "Keep your chin off the floor,
! darling,’’ he wrote. "Things arc 
' never as bad as they seem.’’
Details Of Aug. 1 Fete 
Disclosed A t Meeting
A spectacular, extravagant and sumptuous party to top 
anything ever held in this province is envisaged for Kelowna 
August 1.
The occasion will be the burning of the provincial mort­
gage, marking the pay-off of ihc province’s net debt, and also  
the seventh birthday of the present provincial government.
"Lucky Seven’’ is the theme of government planners organ- 
I izing the pompous ceremonies that w ill attend the first burning 
of a mortgage by a government of any province in Canada.
Arrangements are being made to welcom e and accom m o­
date thousands of visitors from all over the province.
Kelowna has been chosen as the 
site of the unique ceremony and 
birthday party because it has the 
facilities for such a celebration 
as is envisaged by planners, it 
is centrally locatccl, and because 
it i.s the heart of Premier Ben­
nett’s own riding.
It is proposed to organize car 
caravans all over the province 
for persons wishing to come to 
Kelowna. Chartered buses also 
will be put into use if necessary..
Parades, a picnic, a mammoth 
barbecue, a gigantic firework.s 
display, sports for the children
It was pointed out today, when' and .street dancing will give Kel
She had collected almost alone 
more than 10,000 signatures to a 
petition seeking clemency. An­
other plea came from 150 mem­
bers of Parliament who opposed 
the death penalty for Marwood.
Marwood stabbed 23-year-old 
Constable Raymond Summers as 
the policeman was trying to
called off.
'The execution took place only 
200 yards from the home of the 
cockney convicted of murdering 
a policeman — one of the few 
crimes that can get the death 
penalty under Britain’s modified 
capital punishment law.
In the crowd of about. 1,000 
outside the prison were some 
carrying placards reading "Save 
Marwood,’’ "revenge is contrary!break up a dance hall brawl, 
to justice” and“ is Mai’wood 
really guilty?” |
Constables guarding the prison I 
gates were .Jiooted and jeered.
Five policemen grabbed one | 
youth and carried him inside the j 
gates. "Savages! beasts! murder-1 
ers!” the crowd shouted. |
Mounted police then rode into; 
the throng and drove it back, j 
while foot police joined hands to 
keep the gates clear. I
A few minutes; after the hang-j 




$ 1 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0
W IL L IA M 'Y a n c e y , m a y o r  p a r k in s o n , p r e m i e r  b e n n e t t  a n d  w a l d o  s k il l in g s
. . .  checking over tentative celebration plans
jrcliminary plans were bared at 
a press conference at City Hall, 
;hat Kelowna also has a reputa- 
;ion for its organizing ability and j 
an outstanding record for suc­
cessful spectacular productions.
Presiding at the press confer­
ence were Premier Bennett. 
Mayor Parkinson an d . Bill 
Clanccy of William Clanccy and 
Associates, a well-known public 
relations firm at Vancouver.
The August 1 c.xtravaganza. 
while set for Kelowna, is intended 
as a province-wide celebration.
Two Doctors 
Pen Final
P. F. Hilborn And Wife 
Injured In Accident
1
LINDSAY. Ont. (CP> — A 51.- 
! 000,000 fire ripped through an old 
included 1 business and apart-
teen-age girls and boys and some block early today leaving
mother.s carrying babies or push- perkons homeless and destroy­
ing baby cimiagcs, sent up a re-; about 30 stores and offices,
newed howl. Many of the worncir lujured in the
were sobbing 
Many were on their knees pray­
ing.
“ Poor Marwood," murmured a 
little girl, sucking a piece of 
candy. '
PRISONERS RIOT
Police rushed reinforcements,to 
the grim jail In north London 
Thur.sday night to cru.sh a riot of
prisoners who tossed tea mugs fire hall.
blaze that roared out of control 
for six hours in the downtown 
urea of this town 18 miles west 
of Peterborough. Fire Chief Arn­
old Watson made the $1,000,000 
damage estimate.
About 75 firemen from five 
centres battled the flic and stop­
ped it spreading to adjacent 
buildings. The building at Cam­
bridge and Kent Streets faces the
LINCOLN, N.H. (AP)—"I 
little prospect of any 
reaching us today.’’
"I have little hope.’’
*T have become particularly 
weak. Fighting the cold weather 
is hard.”
"It is




In these notes, found in the 
wreckage of their crashed plane, 
two Dartmouth College )ihysi- 
cians described their last hours 
after their single - engine plane 
plowed into a clump of trees in
j P. F. Hilborn, well-knov;.i Kel- It is not known immediately if 
'owna resident,' and his '.vifo are other youths were in the truck 
'̂ '̂^lin hospital as a result of injur-with the driver. The truck, dam- 
planesjigg received when struck by a aged slightly to the front end, 
: I light delivery true’.; while they is parked at the police station.
i'fti"
were walking home Thursday 
night.
Mr. Hilborn. who is the past .
plus-five (temperature) President of the Canadian -Le- 
 ̂ gion branch here and retired  ̂ .
about two years ago from the 
Canadian Pacific ' freight office, ; ! 
is in critical condition. Extent of <! 
injuries was hot known immed-V 
lately. f ~
Hospital officials reported! 
Mrs. Hilborn was in "satisfac-i;- 
tory” condition. '
Both wer# reported to be walk-^
I '
S v ® .
Vii
PREMIER WILL NOT ANNOUNCE 
ELECTION DATE AT CEREMONY
Premier Bennett will not announce an election date 
when the Sogred government holds a mortgage-burning 
cerem ony here August 1.
“1 will not announce an election nor will we have one 
this year,” Mr. Bennett said in discussing tentative plans for 
the celebration, “We will not use such a memorable occa­
sion to make such an announcement. 1 give you my word.”
A huge bonfire, the largest ever witnessed in Canada, 
will be built on a raft and floated out into the middle of 
Okanagan Lake. It will be lit between 9 and 10 p.ni., "ex­
actly to the minute when the government was sworn in 
seven years ago,” Mr, Bennett explained.
Mr. Bennett said he could think of no belter place to 
hold the celebration.
“Kelowna is in a central location, and besides, the 
weather is always, fine.”
snowy mountain wildernc.ss lierc|ing home from the Legion when
la.st Feb. 21.
Tlic notes, .written by Drs. 
Ralph E. Miller, 60. and Robert 
Quinn, 32, of the Dartmouth med­
ical faculty, were released Thurs­
day night by the college news of­
fice.
the accident occurred at the in­
tersection of Harvey and Ellis,' 
about 11:30 p.m.
The Kelowna ambulance took! 
the two unconscious pedestrians j 
to the hospital.
Meagre details gathered so' 
far indicate the light dclivery|ON MERCY FUOnT. , ,,,,,
Their planC’ downed on n jy direction. It was said by po 
mercy flight from Berlin to Le­
banon, N.H., was found last Tues­
day in a dcsolaio part, of the 
White Mountain National .Forest, 
about seven miles east ,ot Lin­
coln. Dr. Miller, n vetdrnn oiiot, 
said in one of the notes that their 
carburetor had iced up.
lice to bo driven by a 17-year old 
Kelowna youth.
P. F. HILBORN 
seriously Injured
U.S. Outlined Stand 
On East-West Talks
1’*: I1* i" ■ ' 4
i,,W -iin;*





PENTICTON (CP) — Hotelmim 
Fred Donnollv and building con­
tractor Bill Rittaller, both.of Van­
couver completed piircha.so of *he 
Incola liotel here from DonuUi 
Emluiry of Winnipeg.
The price wa.s not disclosed,
Embury controlled the 50-room 
hotel since 19.55. ,
Embarrassed CBC Heads Wonder 
How TV Program Got On The Air
MONTREAL (CP) -r- En'ibar- Charity—the Grey Nuns,
rassed CBC officials today were 
trying to find out how and why 
a television program that drew 
strong protests from Roman Ca­
tholics and French-speaking Ca- 
nadian.s ever got on the air,
The program, a 00-inlnuto pres­
entation last Sunday over tlio 
o n e 's  French network, was 
billed as showing Incidents from 
the early life of Mai'lo Tlierese
unci who was bonllfiocl by the Ca 
Uiolic chureli, tlie day the pro 
gram wa.s iiresenteci,
Bcntifiention Is the church’s 
highest honor next to sainthood.
Viewei'.s from all over Quebec 
protested that Iho dress worn by 
the actress who pla.ved Mario 
d'Youvillo was cut too low and 
that camera angle.s cmptiuidzud 
thl.s, unci that tliii iirogfam dealt
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi­
dent Eisenhower will refuse to go 
to a summit conferciicc if Rus­
sia carries out its threat to turn 
East Berlin over to the East Ger­
man Communists,
He will take the same stand if 
Russia signs a separate peace 
treaty with En.st Germany.
Any such ono-sicieci Soviet ac­
tion in the next few weeks un- 
cloubtccily would wreck the Big 
order, I Four tcrcign ministers eonl'er-
R d  Cross Blood Clinic 
"B itte r Disappointment
Marguerite d’Youvllle, who In her too much with the seamy side of 
later years founded the Sisters of Montreal life in the 17th century.
The CBC inibllcly apologized 
for the program. In the llmiKc of 
Commons, R e v e n u e  Mlnlsler 
Nowlun oromlsed a speedy In­
yo,sllgullon and "appropriate dl,s- 
eliillnary aellon,”
cnee duo to begin in Geneva Mon­
day.
This American altllucle became 
k n o w n authorltiatlvely a lew 
hours before St.ite Secretary 
Christian A, Horler's sehedulecl 
takeoff for pro-conl'erenee strat­
egy talks with the Brltlsli and 
Frtineh foreign'mini.-'ter.s,
Heter lilmsolf already' ha
fiivst must make concrete gains 
in casing the Berlin crisis and 
other German problems.
Tills moans, informants said, 
that mere agreement at Geneva 
on a time, place and agenda for 
a summit meeting would not be 
enough to convince jiim that a 
conference With Premier Khru.sh- 
jehov would bo worthwhile.
! Two-Year-Old Boy 
Electrocuted By 
Television Set
owna one of tlie most hectic days 
in its history.
In addition, promoters iiromise 
that the burning of the mortgage 
ceremony itself will be something 
the country has never seen the 
equal before.
LARGEST FIRE
It is planned to make the 
"largest fire that ever look place 
on a raft on the continent” in 
which the provincial mortgage 
will be consumed. Thi.s will take 
place around 9 o’clock in the 
evening of Saturday, Aug. 1. 
Topping the specially-prepared 
Sec SELEBRATION Page 12
Kamloops Youth 
Surrenders . . .
He Was Hungry!
VANCOUVER (GP)-A Kam- 
! loops youth wiio escaped from 
jOakalla luison gave 'limsclf up 
!lo police Thursday night because 
I he was hungry. 'Sec earlier story 
I on page 11 L
I Albert Bondarchuk, 21, fled into 
dense bu.sh from a prison farm 
working party Wednesday.
Thur.sday night he phoned New 
Wc.stminster police and told them 
ho was at a Maillardvillc hotel. 
”1 want to give myself up.” 
Police notified Burnaby RCMP 
of (he call,
"He said he gav<' up because 
lie was hungry,” police .said, 
Bondarchuk was charged with 
e.seaping l a w f u l  custody. Ho 
started a 15-month sentence, his 
fourth at Onkalln, March 11 after 
conviction in K a ni 1 o o )i s on 
charges of theft with violence 
and |)osscssion of stolen goods.
Sir Samuel Hoare, 
79. Passes Away
LONDON (API - ’Rlr Samuel 
Hoare, a pre-war Brltlsli foreign 
secretary, died 'niursday night 
after a brief illiies.s, He wa.s 79.
Hoare had a brilliant political 
career spanning more than three 
docafles, 1ml he was a.s much re­
membered for ot.e of 111,'; si.'lback.s 
— tlie secret Hoai'e-Laval Pact of 
193.5--11S for anylliing else.
WIDi Pierre I,aval, then French 
foreign minist'M', ho agreed on n 
I Ian 1o settle, the Elhlopian war
Campbell W ill
To Premier
by giving Mm'.sollni territorial 
CAPREOL, Ont, (CP)—A 19,51,gi'anis and oeonomle ndvantages 
television set Is being examined ||n mo:-,t>f Ethiopia, 
here today by an eloelrical in-' Tlie lerms l e a k e d  out, and 
spector in conneellon with Wed-1 Prime Minister S I a n 1 e y Bald- 
nesday's eleetrocullon death of|v\in',- governmeiir was aeensert 
.served notlee that the iin.s;iians'lwo-.veiir-old Dale McLaughlin in on all sides, of ahandoalng tho 
must match cdneesslon for coa-|l'dt> hortliorn Ontario town, I,,eagne of Nations, which was 
cession to end tho dangc.'r of war,| A report on the set wlileli jti'ylng to stop tlie way by snne- 
Desplto prossuro for a snmmll bears iiii approval mimber fromjUons agidnst Italy, ,Hoare ve- 
tulk regardle.ss of progress In Ge-ltho Canlidlan Standards Assocla-' signed Iho foreign secretary n 
neva. Elscnhowei" was reported llfiii \\'*h h'.' made before deciding,post, wlileli lie laid hold loss then 
Insisting the foreign inlnhslers oh an i))(|uesl, J a year
ATTACKED BY SHARK
"GOODBYE AND Gt|0D LUCK"
Instead of coming In first iivll)e lowgsl In three years, Lli.st ,vear. 
blopd dhnor ehallenge race, Kel-' ] 0()3 ti(,„(,rs gave th(iir blo(Kl. 
owm\ and dlslriet, ended last, „ breakdown hf this
Dohatlnns of blood locally w as, , (,3,, Kelowna city,
,, “ blttei" dlsnppidntmeiU, to j,,,, jam Glen more, ,61;
Kelowna Red Cross <> fh'lnh’' ,»«! Westbank, 45; Siiuth and East 
the three-day s|)i'lng clinic n ided, Kolnwnn. 44; Okanagan Mlssioiii 
last night.  ̂ , 63; Ilgnvoulin 27: others, 25,
i i r ia n  r T  iundlv^S^^^^^^^  ̂ One eonsoling factor. Red Crons
U 'f officials said, was thal” nnile a ! - - C l l v e  ,Lainp-
i le  Kel *w "f ncwdondrs appeared,” j I';'!, dlsmhsed las wnckead, ascrease the lyilovsna, ciinie s nnai ^pyp^nl in the IR to *'hlcf archlleet of Brltlch CoUim-
20-year group from thn high •'‘O'ti' lie >w ill niipcnl to
schools, , ■ >
Plucky G irl Rescues Boy
so 1 knew he maid likve been •«
Objective was T,500
WASHINGTON (AP) -  Sir 
Winston Churchill ended his 
WIdto'Hou.se visit Tlmrsdny and 
moviHl a few miles away to the 
Iti ilish Embassy' for an over­
night ?t.iy >
'rhe' former prime ' miuli tor 
W'ns e.scorted to his limousine 
by hlii host, President Ejacn-,
how^n (d mld-rlgy, Mr». Elsori-, 
liower wa,tchei| from the w'indow 
ns her. husband heliied the 84- 
year-old statesman down tho 
steps nnd into the ear,
•'It's been It gieat honor to 
have you here,” , Ei.senlaiwei re- 
htarked. ' ‘Otkodbye |««nd gwat 
luck, tAP Wire i ’hoto), '
to 1,056
pints, ' ! 'i ' ' ,
Consequenlly. Ponlicton. where 
1..373 donations were made, re­
tains the Okanagan "chamiiion- 
shlp," VornOn l« Ig second ns n 
resiiU of 1,078 donations during 
the recent spring ellnle,
NEW HONORS
Offtduls letMUtf'd that de,s(iile 
’plenty of publlicd.v and th<> ; up 
jiHirt of. the news inidium 
week’s thiee-<lay
CANADA'S HIGH 
...A N D  LOW
this Mnnlrral
clinic wa.s, thy, Port Arthur, Onl.
Premier Hennell against the mub 
den dlsmilssal.
, He said he wan "lioi'riflcd, 
sho(?ked ami stunned” iH^anso 
Ida dlsnllssnl, aflor 28 yenra’ In 
government service, was farried 
Old wltldait'n hearing, or a recent 
warning.', ' < \ ■
V'H 1 vvas iiicflelehl, why would 
ihe.v hov*’ ' a|)|mlnted iiie deputy 
HI ' lulnl.stei In 19,55?” Mr. Campbell 
27 n.iketl, ” 1’U stand on my  re,cord."
BAN ERANCISet) (AP( —  AI where he died of shock ,and In; , , ,, , ,,
grill’y eo-ed swam into Uio. I’ii-'of blood desplle (‘mergency Mir-diurl badly, I coaldii I eayo linn. 
eiflc’TTiursdiiy nnd lugged aiilioreigery, Doelors said Ids 4eft arm , When '.‘lie reached ,1dm. h« 
a youth who had been fnliilly w(is nearly r i p p e d  from the,said."U  wan a shink., ' 
wounded hr a shark. 'hlioiildcr and he had deep 'gashs' "There was lilood all '•‘''['•'"j
Albert Koglcr, who .died 2>-! |on Ids neek, right <iriiuu)d hack, iis," ,MliN Q'Nelll c(inUiHied, ami
hours after the idlaek, had fir.sii The pair had gone Tor a late Oie (Iriit tiling I tliouidd, was,
warned Sldrloy O’Neill ba,ck'to 1 afternoon dip op an unusually!’God, lalji him.
the beaelr by yelling: " I t 's  a ' w a r m  day and, werl; treading the ‘’I was seared. I didn I kmiW
shark! Go liaek! d o  'back!” ' Wider when the yilutli sercuined what to do, but I knew 1 coiildnt
Bid when ho eiicd for III Ip the;Ids'flr;d warning, , ........
nttrnclive Immetto swaiil out W)l Miss O'Neill said slie saw a 
yards and pulled him (0 Baker heavy, dark IxKly bronk the sur- 
■ • . fncp near Koglor filter h|u) had
returned to shore. Tying tlio end 
of a nearby flslicrman’s line 
and iKdh i|ionild her waist, she pluniC’d 
hack Info Ihc riirfIt,*'
Bench; Just Vzciit df Oolrten CUito 
Brldgiu ' ,
Ikdh well! siudeids at ban 
FraneK'ieo Slide (!olU‘ge 
Ifl ■'
ARM NEARl.V RII’I'EH OFF ” l' ru.w ’Albeil stingglo and Im 
Kogler was eonselouM hut lileo-, eouldn:i iiiake any ,piogreis
leave liliii.''
"So finally I I'dil lilni: 'Tho 
only way I can do it Is If you lie, 
nUlLon yonr buck, Llo, bBOlt. fHM* 
relax.' \
"He didn't i:creimj afltir\1l»at. 
The iialn nni'it bavO been awful 
hul’ he didn't eomtdain,”
After telling , dll? iitory Mlsn 
O’Neill Was treated lop sliock
herenl when taken to buspiial she buld. "ilo’a # gomk .‘<\yimnter ,f(ml taken homo.
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O f Life A re  There 
O w n  P ro te c tio n
Ils summer lime again and perhaps, it is 
time to once again suggest to drivers that 
signs and signals arc there for their protec­
tion. Failure to observe and comply .with 
signs and signals on the highway is similiar 
to ignoring signs of sickness. Sometimes you 
can get away with both for a surprising num­
ber of years before real troblc is experienc- 
cd.
A look at traffic accident figures, how­
ever, makes it evident that failure to comply 
with signs and signals catches up with the 
erring driver with deadly regularity. Be­
tween 55 and 60 per cent of the drivers in­
volved in fatal traffic accidents were violat­
ing a traffic law at the time.
The violations which concern most of us 
are;
V'iolation of a posted speed limit—such 
violations are reported for every hundred 
drivers involved in fatal traffic accidents.
Did not have the right-of-way—seven out 
of 100 drivers-in fatal acidents have not 
observed the right-of-way.
Improper passing—this includes crossing 
the solid white line; three violations per 100 
drivers in fatal accidents.
Failure to keep right of centre line—ten 
out of 100 drivers in fatal accidents were 
not on their own side of the road.
Disregarding traffic signs, signals or of­
ficer—including stop signs— three violations 
reported for every 100 drivers in fatal ac­
cidents.
Disregarding a warning sign—tluee out
of every 100 drivers did not slow down when 
warned or did not obey similiar warning 
signs. _ 1
'Seven per cent of the pedestrians who die 
in urban traffic accidents arc killed crossing 
the street against the signal and another four 
per cent were crossing diagonally at an inter­
section.
A posted speed limit of 40 miles per hour j 
is not a figure drawn out of a hat, but is tlie j 
speed above which safety becomes less dc-| 
pendent upon the driver and more dependent; 
upon fate.
The wisdom of observing all signs and 
signals seems self-evident but the very fact 
that approximately 6 per cent of the drivers 
in fatal traffic accidents had disregarded 
them would indicate that such observance is 
sadly lacking in many drivers and pedes­
trians. Signs and signals arc official remind­
ers to everyone using the highway of the 
responsibility he has for his own safety and 
the safety of those sharing the road with him.
The meaning of signs and signals should 
be apparent to the motorist from their shape 
as from the actual lettering appearing on 
them. Traffic signs, signals and pavement 
markings should command the same re­
spect and attention from drivers that a traf­
fic officer does.
These signs and signals are the Signs of 
Life and by that we mean they arc the vis­
ible reminders of the traffic laws and com­
mon sense rules that must govern us if we 
arc to go about our daily affairs in any de­
gree of safety.
Power Lawnmower Safety
According to information available to the 
British Columbia Safety Council, the power 
lawnmower has become one of the most 
hazardous of all home power appliances, 
leports Mrs. G. W. Kissick, Chairman of the 
Council’s Community Safety Section.
In a report published in “The Journal”, 
American Medical Association, a survey 
conducted by the State of Georgia, Depart­
ment of Public Health among 1,085 physi­
cians, showed that 794 injuries occurred in 
less than two years from power mower ac­
cidents. The chief causes noted were:
1. Most injuries resulted from direct con­
tact with the mower blades—of which over 
90 per cent were to hands and feet.
2. A surprisingly high per centage of the 
total, (30.4 per cent), resulted from objects 
—stones, etc.—thrown by the machine and
OTTAWA REPORT
Seaway Story 
..And A  Dream
f ] \
By PATRICK NICHOLSON tChevrior relates the history of I the 19th Century river and th#
The St. Lawrence Seaway of its ndd-20th Century
op>ned less than weeks ago. discusses it with
\ e t  the St. La^ence affection and understanding.
Authority  ̂ chiefs of course that importantfor handling Canada s share in
the construction and operation , o rnw all .
of the Seaway, has already .
three presidents. ; It is a fa-scinating story, that
_  ,! , , 1 , iwcount of the development ofThe first of these, Hon, system,
Chevrier. sandwiched three years 4 ^., a mere
as seaway ^ s s  into a UfeUme, ^  cargo, to the new
of boosting the concept of a wa- ,^
terway to enable saltie.s „,Hting 80 per cent of the world’s 
ocean-going ships to reach h e , j
eighth ocean of the the|
“Mediterranean Sea of the New ........................................“ •
Great drive deep into the dead centreof this great continent,
! And Mr. Chevrier, from his
World consisting of the 
Lakes.
It is appropriate that .............. , , „
Chevrier should have marked i eminence of experience, teUs this 
the opening of the seaway, on;®'°''-v very well, 
whose future banks he was j Today of course the great ques- 
brought up and has passed most tion is “What will this $329,000,- 
of his life, by publishing a book 1000 inve.stment mean to us ia
.11
describing the background, the 
construction and the future of 
the courageous concept. (“The 
[St. Lawrence Seaway" by Lionel 
Chevrier, published by the Mac­
millan Company of Canada Lim­
ited'.
Ig if t  to  cha rity
I In his preface, Mr
TAKE HOME PAY
Strong O ppos ition  V o iced  
To London A irpo rt Charges
which usually injured other than the opera­
tor. A considerable number of these were 
eye injuries,
3. Of the cases reported, 41.1 per cent, 
(1 in 7 ), resulted in some permanent dis­
ability.
A “Power Mower Safety” sticker, (app, 
3” X 4” ), bearing six essential safety rules, 
has been developed by a committee of the 
Community Safety Section, for attaching to 
power mowers as a constant reminder to 
operators that the machine can be most 
hazardous, but, with the adherence to safe 
practices, will be a safe and useful home 
labor-saving device.
In addition to the list of rules referred 
to above, electric mowers should have three 
wire cords and should not be used in rainy 
weather.
By M. MeINTYRE HOOD 
Special to The DaUy Courier
LONDON—Strenuous opposition 
is being lined up by the various 
airlines of many countries, in­
cluding the Trans-Canada Air­
lines, to the new scales of rental 
charges at the London Airport. 
The Ministry of Civil Aviation 
has presented demands for sub­
stantial increases in the charges 
paid for accommodation, both in 
the central area and in the old 
long distance terminal buildings 
at the North Airport.
Airlines representatives have 
made strong protests to the min­
istry. Their spokesman for these 
lines has issued the statement 
that the rents the ministry is 
now asking work out at 33 shil­
lings per square foot, almost as 
high as the top prices in the 
West End of London.
“We have pointed out that our 
offices are for operational use 
and not for ticket-selling, but the 
ministry holds that they are 
commercial.”
The demands for increases in 
rental charges have come at the 
same time as ministry proposals 
to increase air landing charges 
and the airport service charge.
W. H. Whelan, chairman of the 
Foreign Air Lines Association, 
has produced the following fig­
ures of how much the increases 
will cost the various airlines 
using London airport:
Swissair, £8,000 to £12,000 a 
year increase: KLM, £18,000 a 
year; Trans-Canada Airlines,
Canada"” ’
Mr. Chevrier points out that 
it now gives us “a south coast 
stretching half-way across the 
nation.”
WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS
More significantly, he says 
; this:
Chevrier j “This development will un­
announces his generous intent | doubtcdly quickly overtax its 
not to profit from the sale of tlie I single channel, bringing trade 
book, but to donate any proceeds and wealth to everything it 
derived from his royalties to the;touches. In addition, not only 
Red Cross Society and to “La!will the seaway directly reduce 
Corvee du Cardinal” in equal | the transport costs to consumer 
shares. Among his acknowledge-1 and industry, but it will also 
ments, he specifies Mr. Frank i have wide general effects. Cer- 
Russell, “without whose editor-1 tain industries will follow the 
ial assistance the completion of I seaway to find fuels, such as 
this book would not have been | coal or oil, or basic raw mater- 
possible." That may or mayiials, more cheaply. Some indus- 
not be an unusually generous re-'tries may need raw materials 
cognition of a ghost-writen neces- or semi-manufactured goods 
sarily employed very extensive-!which are not dependent on low­
ly by a very busy politician. For j cost movement. Accordingly 
Mr. Chevrier, as Liberal M.P.j there will be a traffic inter­
ior a riding in his adoptive pro-1 change, resulting in a ceaseless 
vince of Quebec, is one of the land dynamic interflow of indus- 
regrettably few solid pillars of;try along the St. Lawrence Sca­
the Opposition in our House of way.”
As Cornwall has increased from 
a community of 5,000 to a city 
of 45,000 within Mr. Chevrier’s 
memory, so we may now expect 
Cornwall, Prescott, Oshawa and 
many as yet unnamed stretches
£20,000 a year; Sabena Belgian 1 Commons.
Airlines, £5,000 and Pan-Ameri­
can Airways, £50,000. Hardest 
hit will be the British BOAC and 
BEA. The BOAC would pay an
increase of £160,000 per year and _____ _  ___
BEA £150,000. pioneer Dollier de Casson, to^of green fields to develop into
“We intend to fight the minis-}the modern commercial night-;higher degrees of bustling pros- 
try of civil aviation monopoly” mare of the matter of paying for 1 perity, thanks to the St. LaW' 
said. Mr. Whelan. “If the minis- that dream’s fulfilment. Mr.Trence Seaway, 
try is seeking a way to increase!
This slim but comprehensive 
book of his brings together for 
the first time the whole seaway 
story, from the 250-year old 
dream of the early French
revenue, he should study somei 
of the airports in Britain and the' 
traffic they deal with, and par-} 
ticularly the numbers of staff; 
attached to them.”
Paragraphically Speaking
“An increasing number of women are hiring 
people to kill their husbands.” says a sociolo­
gist. This is just another indication of the high 
level of prosperity. In the past, few women could 
afford this luxury—they had to do the dirty 
work themselves.
Yes, there’s a silver lining to every cloud, but 
It doesn’t keep the cloud from casting a shadow.
A 30-year-old suicide left a note reading, “The 
novelty of living has worn off.” Perhaps he 
subjected it to unduly rough wear.
BIBLE BRIEF
“Women should marry men who are srriarter _ 
than they,” says a psychologist. The Mrs. says | sentence but only intended to
PERSONALLY SPEAKING
By THE VENERABLE D. S. CATCHPOLE
SOMETHING TO FIGHT FOR in the colonies of New England,
All • uAi o  -t I soon to, become the nucleus ofAU right! So It ends with a pre- g America,
position. However, it isn’t a
The law of the Lord is perfect, 
converting the soul.—Psalms 19:7.
We cannot quarrel with the 
laws of the universe; nor can we 
fight against them. If we think 
them imperfect it is sure we do 
not fully understand them.
"HAVE GRAVEL -  W i l l  TRAVEL"
We can supply all your needs 
Sand and Gravel — Fill Gravel —  Top Soil 
Excavating —• Bulldozing ■— Driveway Shale 
— ESTIMATES GIVEN —
SIEG'S HAULING
PHONE PO 2-3406
this psychologist must be in favor of 
suicide.
Note to directors of and participants in tele­
vision programs: Your intentional fluffs are 
too carefully rehearsed to deceive televiewers.
Most of us have to ignor one of the following 
rules for maintaining health: (1) Eat a hearty 
breakfa.st: (2) don’t eat when you are in a 
dark mood.
"Beasts" Thunder O ve r 
Fields Enroute To Sub
By DAVE MeINTOSH 
Canadian Preaa Staff Writer
the chief pilot—there arc three 
of them-oversees the operation 
in the main electronic cabin like 
a captain on the bridge of his 
dc.stroycr
has been allotted in the four-en 
gino Argu.s for this purpose.
The two RCAF anti-sub squad­
rons here and the one at Comox, 
B.C., work closely with the navy.
The Argus carries various jin fact, in July, the Maritime
GREENWOOD, N.S. (CP'—On 
the flat floor of the Annapolis 
Valley, the tall tallplnnes of the
Argus submarine hunters standi detecting subs on and Command Atlantic and Maritime
out like grain elevators on the,
Pralric.s. 1
The 74-ton RCAF planes - the 
aircrew call them "bru tes” or 
“beasts”—thunder away over the 
quiet apple orchards out above 
the unquiet North Atlantic on 
sub patrol.
Their mission In wartime 
would be to keep Ru.sslnn .su- 
:uarine3 out of mls.sllo range of 
North America, particularly out
of depth chargc.s, rockets and hom-|nnd remain there for patrol duty
Uirpodocs' and the RCAF,for 12 hours., Of Its type, the 
West 8 .main arm or rttnlintlon, before long to acquire nnjplnno Is unequalled in the world,
SECOND ONLY TO U.8. ]air-to-.surfnce guided missile and}either for onduranco or for its
Canada In wartime would con-« puclenr depth charge. Space electronic equipment, 
tribute more Innd-ba.sed anti-sub
below the .surface but the scion 
tlsts have not yet come anywhere 
near their long-range objective: 
A system of keep constant track 
of all ships on and below the 
sen as radar plots all aircraft 
(lights, At any given moment, 
there are 7,00 ships at sea in 
the world and they don’t have 
to file voyage plans as aircraft 
do flight plans.
Command Pacific will come into 
full operation. Tlmro will be 
combined navy-RCAF operatlon.s 
centres on each coast manned 
24 hours a day.
The Cnnadalr Argus—total cost 
of the 33 will be nearly $240,000 
000 — can remain airborn for 
more than 24 hours without rC' 
fuelling. It can fly hon-sto|V from 
Newfoundland to Ireland , and
The Argus carries (oiir tons of,back or fly 720 miles out to sea
BYGONE DAYS
murine planes to,NATO defence 
than any other country hxcept 
the United Statc.s, 'Tills country 
has earmarked for the NATO 
task 40 of Its planned 50 sub- 
killers, a greater number than 
Brltlhn, France or Portugal and 
about one - third of the U.S, 
number. Tlio RCAF has 25 Nep- 
tunes now and will .have 33 Ar­
gus alrcrpft by' next sqmmer,jagaii cpnstituehey at a nomlnat- tho 1928 rate, was given recon' 
In peacetime,^ the 'RCAl'”.s'j,(^ convention Thursday, ; Mr.'! sW‘’i’f»tion, final pasaago and ad
race refer to one. Not only a sentence 
but a dictum, duly signed and 
sealed probably with the seal of 
the triple crown. There appear­
ed in the papers lately a small 
headline and three lines of type 
dealing with a subject which, if 
possible, is more important 
than that dealt with by a four 
inch headline sometime last 
spring when a certain teacher 
resigned.
This item to which I refer had 
to do with an order forbidding 
citizens of many countries vot­
ing by secret ballot for candi­
dates of a somewhat lurid brand 
of political thought ‘even though 
they were Christians'. Not long 
ago I saw, in my "magic eye’, 
the story of ‘The Shot that was 
heard Round the World’. It was 
the story of the War of Inde­
pendence. Almost the final scene 
showed the British General be­
leaguered In Boston and saying 
that the British had boon com­
pletely defeated by an idea. That 
idea had to do with the freedom 
of man. Now I hold no brief for 
the Communist doctrine. I am, 
by nature, a Conservative with 
Liberal tendencies as mo.st Con­
servatives are, today. But .so 
help me, If I choose to vote for 
Tim Buck (.should 1 be In any 
riding where he might decide to 
run), I will vote (or Tim Buck 
boenuso It is my right to do so 
and no authority, ecclesiastical 
or otherwise, l.s going to stop 
me. In short, no one is going to 
to|l me how to vote and any red- 
blooded citizen |n thi.s country, 
r  should think, would take the 
same stand.
Some people never learn from 
history. George of Hanovc)', who
10 YEARS AGO 30 YEARS AGO
May, 1049 May, 1929
C, W. Morrow, MLA, wn.s un- At a special mcotlng oI city
council, by-law No. 503, striking
Because he was so completel/ 
out of touch, he had orders is­
sued which simply enraged the 
people and touched off a tragedy 
which took thousands of lives 
and kindled ill feelings which 
have not entirely died out even 
now.
This dictum which has been 
signed by a man who, probably 
has never been out of his native 
land where he and his organiza' 
tion is plagued with Communis­
tic thought, is following exact 
ly the same plan as King George 
of England did. Apparently he 
can see only the situation in 
Europe. Ho does not see that, by 
ordering people under his sover­
eignity, to vote or refrain from 
voting (or some particular form 
of government, he is outraging 
democracy and the freedom, so 
hardly won, to vote by secret 
ballot for anyone whom one 
may choose ns one’s represent­
ative in the parliament of the 
country. •
Do wc care so little for the at­
tempted abrogation of this right 
that we kick up a terrible shine 
about some local event which is 
forgotten ten days after it hap­
pens and yet say nothing about 
the attempted destruction of 
democracy? We shall never get 
rid of Communism of tho .Mnrx- 
i.st type by banning it, If it is 
wrong, it will die anyway. Op­
position of this typo, to which I 
have referred, is the very sort 
of thing which will arouse sym­
pathy rather than dl.sapprovhl. 
People become sick of the con­
stant nagging against Russia in 
the American Press. However, 
that Is one thing and done out­
wardly, but this other is art in- 
.sldloua thing and could lead to
anlmously chospn to cnrr,y 
Coalition banner (or North Oknq
a rate of 45 miles for all pur- 
po.so.s, being one mill more than
sat on the throne of England at :̂ *’® destruction of the whole do-
thni lim p  slmnlv hnH nnt ii n l u p  1 OlOCmtlO prOCOSS, I Um Inclinedthat time, simply had not a clue 
about the feelingly of the people
Marltlnte Air Command (lies Morrow was the coalition noin- optlon.patrols comstanaly. All submar I, ,
Incs nrc free to trawl the high'*"®® following a joint Liberal 
»ca.s at will, of course, just like and Conservative mpetlng. 
all vessels, But the command /  , . , , . , , ,
tins Instructlon.s,defining a hostile! Muck and ti
set bv a submarine and tl>e dr- *'R two heavy compr
rumstnnees under which It could ««■■*, '
be attacked In the same way that « r«t><^>eiu,^Half wa> eonfeicncc o n  the subject of
10 YEARfi AGO 
m y ,  1919
Executive of the Okanagan
THE DAILY COURIER
Publisher and Editor, 
\R , 'P .  MacLean 
Publlshocl overy afternoon c» 
copt Sundays and holidays at 492 
Doyle Avo,, Kelowna, B.C., by 
The Kelowna Courier Limited. 
Authorized ns Second Class
ocess.
to pray for enlightenment in high
places!
School Trustees', As.Hoelntion Office Department,
ires.sors „ deputation from the Okaha-i^"'"'’" ’
ilgliwny gill) 'I’cachei's' Asiiociatlon in' n \  Mcniber pf The Canadian Press.
Mr Defence yCommand has or- 
der.s respecting anldcntlflcd bom­
bers.- , '
Tlie air force believes Soviet 
lubai probably wquid be capable 
j( launching missiles at Inland 
ks well ns coastal North Amer,l- 
fan targets.
PLYING KLKCTRONIC BRAIW
Tire Argus is a combination of 
\irUamo electronic brain and
acro.ss, Uic pilings of tb® bridge teachers' salaries, Tlioro was a 
gave way, and one of the com- general feeling'among the trim- 
prossors tumbled Into the crcck. itees that salaries should bo In­
creased. 'YEARS AGO
May, 1930 SO YEARS AGO
Kelowna taxpayers wUr go to May, 1909
the tKills May 25 to yote on ly Kelowna lost two iMpulnr (am- 
inonoy bylaw involving the, net | illes. by the,departure of Mri and 
sum of $2,1W and authorizing the Mrs. J, Dllwoith. Misses\Peairl 
purchase of the Canadian Pac-'and Feriv and Master Iri\ D|l- 
. ,"j®«"»way property at the foot, worth, Mr. and Mrk, J. Mini-'livery, city and district 30c per
i-uirshlp innnnml by 15 experts, j of Bernard Avenue, This CPR gun and the Misses Milligan, for' week, carrier boy collecting every
.hiring an attack on a sub, the (uoperty lakes In the lakeshorc Victoria w h e re  they will make weeks Suburban areas, where
nvigator can steer the plane, section nf Ihe west end of Her- their home# (or a ume, if not carrier or delivery service la
rom his rearward position while nurd Aicnuc. , ,
Members Audit Bureau of Clr 
dilations,
The Canadian Press Is exclu­
sively entitled to the use for re- 
publication of all news despatches 
credited to It or to The Associated 
Preaa or RcutOra In ,thla paper 
and also the local news published 
therein. All rights of rcpubllca- 
tion o( .special dispatohea herein 
are also reserved,
Bubscriptlon ra ^  — carrier de-
'permanently. 'maintained, rates as above.
Radio Controlled
ANYWHERE
Years ago Adams distilled 29 great 
whiskies, each with its ovyn distinc­
tive characteristics, and then aged 
them in special oak casks. Now, 
Adams has "married” the.se 29 rare 
whiskies to create the superb flavour 
of Adams Private Stock. This custom 
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BUT PiaURE NOT ALL BLACK
Double
Dim '5 9  Valley Outlook
i While it still is too early to |l9 ’s~all within a few days. Inipletely wiped out that winter and 
make an estimate with any hopes districts close to the city but on had to be cut down. Production 
■ of coming close, the Okanagan higher levels, the temjieratures has never reached the level that 
ifruit crop is going to be down in were still colder, [was common before the vicious
I community as a whole. Few of ,<''̂  in the accident that took her 
us had the imagination, let alone life.
the energy, to agree with andi ^^e f e w  remaining charter, 
carry out all she would have had members of Westbank Women's,
us do.
By DOROTII GELLATLY
In the death of our %ice-prcsl-i 
dent, Mrs. T. B. Reece, in the' 
tragic car accident April 6, • we 
lost, not only a member, but a 
friend. A friend whose sterling CIVE.V SCROLL 
worth we shall realize more and 
more as lime goes on. Yet, as wu 
slowly recover from the shock in­
to which her death plunged us. 'and for the simple reason that 
we wonder whether we arc equal 
to the task of carrying on with­
out her.
For Elcnor Cheyne Recce was 
Westbank Women’s Institute, just 
as much as was the late Jane 
Steven.s, under who.se itrspira- 
tion wc came into being 31 years | 
ago last month . . . April 12, to 
be exact—a date forgotten in our 
sorrow, for the first time since 
1929. But Mrs. Reece, uaon whom 
Mrs. Stevens' mantle fell, would 
understand. ;
Not that we always were in 
agreement with her, and that  ̂
too. she understood. Indeed, it 
would have been imixissiblc al­
ways to agree—just as it was, 
impossible to keep up with hen
kit'''!!!.#*
Institute look back and see a pic­
ture. The picture of a woman 
whose untiring energy encompas-
B.C. RIFLEMAN REPRESENTS CANADA
............ _ n c i u n i iieiK.v t-ii tuiuiJua
Mrs. Reece was a doci of ^  family, home and community
works—not for prestige, but be- .. . ■
cause she loved her fellow-man.
Cadet Capt. Clifford Bolton, 
18-year-old member of Tsim- 
sian Indian Tribe around Lyt- 
ton, will represent Canada this 
summer at Bisley shoot in Eng­
land. Here he is shown instruc­
ting his brother Alec, 16, Iright) 




myriad plans for the batterment, I'
Your Garden 
...a n d  Mine ^
BY HARRY CEELEY 
Horticultural Adviser to 




Getting down to the weeds 
found in your lawn, probably 
the most common wc have to 
contend with is the dandelion.
Once In the soil, these are 
perhaps the most troublesome 
of any.
Reproducing by seeds, dan­
delions will bloom during all 
months of the year when it is 
not freezing, but most abun­
dantly in the spring.
Cutting the crowns will not 
usually kill the weed.
2-4-D will take care of them 
but you’ll have to come back 
several times to get the young 
plants as they appear.
Knotweed seems to be get­
ting around in our lawns and 
appears to thrive best where 
the lawn is most trampled and 
abused.
It is an annual or perennial, 
reproducing by seeds and 
blooms from June to October.
The best control for this 
weed is by hoeing or hand 
pulling before the seeds ripen.
Common Chickweed when 
once started in a lawn is hard 
to control because of its pecu­
liar method of growing in 
dense mats along the surface 
of the ground.
It makes its most vigorous 
growth in cool weather and 
when considerable moisture is 
available. This weed produces 
seed throughout the winter in 
mild regions and may also 
live through the wiritor. It is 
easily removed by raking, and 
some forms of 2-4-D will also 
take care of it.
Plantains arc quite common 
in our lawns and are very per­
sistent because of the long 
vitality of its seeds. It blooms 
froiii May to September. Its 
short, upright stem and largo 
spreading leaves are not easily 
cut by the lawn mower. The 
seccl.s. which ripen from July 
to October, become very 
sticky when moist. 2-4-D will 
take care of these also.
Shepherd’s Purse is quite a 
common weed in lawns and 
produces seed in great abun' 
dance. This weed absorbs 
much fertility from the soil 
and the seeds have long vital 
ity,
The fall rosettes can easily 
be hoed or pulled out in lawns 
or killed by shading. Close 
mowing wil prevent it seed 
ing, 2-4-D should take it out 
ami it gives little trouble If the 
lawn is kept vigorous,
(Ireen Foxtail Is' found In 
mnny lawns and gardcnri and 
the seeds i\re very commonly 
found in top dre,ss .soils par 
tkiilarly if had from areas 
which were recently under cul 
tivntloh. Once in the soil, the 
.seed , retains it.s vltallt.v for 
yenrs. To control this weed, 
(ci'UUzo and make the soil 
more productive, and set the 
lawn mower to cut 1*4 inches 
high.
,Keep vour lawn and garden 
clean ad free of all pests, 
There are some wonderful 
controls available to enable 
you to do so. Science has given 
us many valnublc Insecticides, 
(iinglcldc.s and herbicides diir 
Ing the past few years ami 
while wc are on this subject, 
It may be a good time to again 
Issue 'a warning which cannot 
he reputed too oftem Mo.wt in 
secllcl(le.s, etc,, arc poisons 
UsihI correctly ns dlrectwi on 
till' labels they are perfectly 
sale to handle, So read 1he.se 
iaMrucllon.s carefully and re 
nicrnbcr |o „kccp tlie liottlcs 
stored away In a nlacC mil of 
rcnch of any kiddle around 
Ulc house.
If you have a gardening 
problem, drop a line to Harry 
(’ffley, c/o Super-Valu Store#, 
Box 2039, Vancouver. B.C.
Huper-Valu In Kelowna la 
ploaRed to bring you Ihl# gar* 
dming Inforniallon. For all 
your ganlenliig needs see. our 
goixtening shop at the rear of 
llie itore on the Parking area.
to an extraordinary degree. The 
picture of a woman always ready: 
to help. ' I
DEPRESSION DAYS I
As an instance, one member’s; 
memory goes back to the de­
pression days when money wasj 
practically non-existent—for all. 
not just for some. And to her de-, 
light when she was chosen to at-j 
tend an Institute conference—thoi 
first in the history of the newly-i 
established Westbank Women’s i 
Institute. ]
Delight that changed to dis-j 
may when she realized she had-|
n’t the necessary clothes for suchj The Kelowna Boys’ Club is one | 
a trip—and no money with which step closer to becoming a reality. I
Kelowna 
Closer To
to buy them. Therefore the honor 
must be declined. But Mrs. Recce 
refused to hear of it—she herself 
could lend her own coat—and a 
few dollars that could ill be spar­
ed in those days. Help was forth­
coming from others, too, and 
thus the trip became reality.
'The recent meeting, held in 
Centennial Hall, was informed be discussed, 
the club has applied for a charter i  ̂
under the societies act and is 
well on the way to the functional 
stage.
At the organizational meeting, 
directors were named for the
thanks to Mrs. Reece's interest; coming term. They were: Nor­
and ingenuity. | man Mullins, Robert Hall, Don
varying degrees from what it was 
last year.
, Two weather freaks are to 
blame.
' However, the picture Is not a 
black one, with the possible ex­
ception of cherries—especlaUy in 
the Kelowna area.
Said John Smith, supervising 
horticulturist for the provincial 
agriculture department: “Con­
sidering what we have gone 
through, prospects at the moment 
look fairly good."
He said there will be plenty of 
I irrigation water this year and,
I if the growers cooperate, the in- 
I sect nuisance should be well- 
controlled.
UNKNOWN FACTOR
The only factor on which no one 
can predict is the weather, which 
has an important bearing on the 
quality and the quantity of the 
fruit.
The significance of the weath­
er’s part was amply demonstrat­
ed early in January and again
Committees will also be forni-^ ^Pnl ^
ed at the May 19 meeting and;^ ?  ...
for a suitable site will also; ^ ’♦ unusually ****ld
nical knockout when normal cold 
! weather returned. And in April,!
Ground Observers™
Over 1,000,000 trees were com-11949-50 winter.
(Lytton) Cadet Corps. Eleven 
other top Canadian marksmen 
go to Bisley next month also. 
Last year Clifford won fame as 
best cadet rifle shot, in B.C. 







MRS. T. B. REECE
she couldn't help doing—continu­
ously. Away from home, nearby 
or abroad, not a thing escaped 
her notice if, perchance it might 
be of advantage to Institute or 
community.
For almost 40 years Mrs. Reece 
was a leading citizen of West- 
bank and district, taking an ac­
tive part in promoting every 
worth-while social project in the 
community. She was a life mem­
ber of the Institute, as well as a 
' charter member, and also was 
one of ten good citizens honored 
with a B.C. Centennial scroll last 
year.
Her home was truly, "a house 
by the side of the road’’—open to 
ail who cared to drop in and to 
! anyone in need of advice or of 
help in trouble. In all her com­
munity work Mrs. Reece had the 
full co-operation of her husband, 
who was himself severely injur­
ies, too. and it is small wonder ifi bank. Vern Johnston, Bob 
wc feel it impo.ssible to go on. hooly, Adolph Roth, Tom 
But perhaps we shall—in the spir­
it of her eldest daughter, who 
said; “She was a wonderful mo­
ther. and I’m going to join the 




Prosecutions under the city’s 
traffic bylaws during April 
amounted to 260, accounting for 
$676 paid in fines and costs, ac­
cording to the monthly report to 
city council by L. A. N. Potterton, 
special traffic officer.
Twenty-eight courtesy tickets 
were issued during the months. 
Mr. Potterton reported town traf­
fic was “rather light for the most 
part during the month and there 
was plenty of parking space avail­
able . . . most of the time."
GR 
Gre­
gory, Frank Griffin, Dick Steele, 
Frank Byrne and Donald White.
The club will meet again May 
19 at Centennial Hall, at which 
time officers will be elected.
Present at the recent gathering 
were two men from the Kamloops 
Boys’ Club, Keith Pattison and 
Arnold Satti. These men, from 
a club long recognized as one of 
the finest in the province, acted 
in an advisory capacity.
fruit orchards were in various
degrees of frost knocked the or-1 
chardists for another loop.
A - * 4 Hardc.st hit were the cherrv.
trees. Mr. Smith said the depart-'Other members have memor-i Pratt, Gordon Rankin. Alan Bur- of the Winfield ground observers; estimated a 50 per cent re-
1 -A ■ ___ II ____ I..- i t \  WnrvL> Vnrti Tnhnctrvn Rr\K Hil- nnrrv otfonHorl o fvniiv 1 ^  ct pu.1 CLIU I tcorp attended a training lecture'
and films held in Centennial Hall, ■ m the Okanagan cherry , 
Kelrwna. Flight. Lt. P. Ribbins,
EVERY PRECAUTION TAKEN
Predator Poison Bait 
Explained By Don Ellis
Regular meeting of the Kel­
owna Society for the Prevention 
of Cruelty .to Animals, held at 
the home of Mrs. Hilda Ross, 
was addressed by Game Warden 
Don Ellis, who cleared up many 
questions asked about poisoned 
Ij bait put out for predatory ani­
mals each winter.
Mr. Ellis stated that the poi­
son used is “10-80", which is sol­
uble in water, and is put out only 
by government representatives. 
Strychnine is not used and dogs 
killed by this latter method are 
not the victims of this poisoned 
bait.
Such bait Is made by soaking 
horse meat In the "10-80" and the 
bait is then wired to a stationary 
object so it cannot be carried 
away.
In The north, it is placed on 
lakes so that it is automatically 
submerged when the Ice thaws 
in the spring. Tlie poKson Is nev­
er placed clo.ser than two miles 
from where there might be dogs, 
and is placed only on private 
property a t . the request of the 
ranch owner.
The rancher requesting such a 
service has to sign a paper stat­





'VERNON — At a meeting of 
Vernon's “Good Citizens’’, called 
with regard to the acquisition of 
robes and chain of office for this 
city’s mayor, it was decided to 
invite representatives of service 
clubs, and others, to attend an­
other meeting next Tuesday. 
Plans will then be made to open 
a subscription list to cover the 
purchase price of over $3,000.
The matter of robes and a 
chain of office has been discus­
sed at intervals for some time. 
Now, with the Royal Visit in July 
it is felt they should be available 
for that occasion.
Premier Bennett has headed 
the subscription list with his per­
sonal cheque for $100. It is un
DFC, was in charge and the posts 
from Kelowna, East Kelowna, 
Okanagan Mission were also re­
presented.
Mrs. J. Chato of Winfield was 
awarded her wings.
The film shown pertained to the 
different types of atomic bombs 
and the amount of damage each 
one does. Fit. Lt. Ribbins spoke 
of the different aspects of ground 
observer corps work and how 
important it has been and the 
more vital it is for the future. He 
said the ground observer corps in 
the U.S. had been cancelled be­
cause of the good job the Cana­
dian ground observer corps was 
doing on “the front line” .
An interesting question and an­
swer period closed the evening.
ed the bait. Warning signs arc , , , . . -
placed on all roads leading to t h e  derstood there has been another 
bait so dog downers will n o t !  similar donation from an undis-
take animals into the vicinity.
It is placed on a remote portion 
of the property and the bait is 
collected in the spring by govern­
ment hunters. Mr. Ellis made it 
quite clear that everything pos­
sible is done to limit the victims 
to predatory animals.
Reports were received from the 
conveners of the recently held 
cooking and rummage sale. The 
secretary read the report of 
Orval Curts, the society’s inspec­
tor, of the number of dogs and 
cats disposed of by him since the 
beginning of the year.
In view of the volume of cor­
respondence and briefs, received 
by the secretary,-a committee of 
the president, secretary, record­
ing secretary and treasurer was 
appointed to peruse the material 
and appoint .sub-coinmlttecs to 
deal with the matters contained 
therein, These, sub-committccs 
will then report to the next gen­
eral meeting on such matters ns 
a constitution for the society, con­
trol of dogs, humane slaughter 







Okanagan Invdstmcnt.s Ltd, 
280 Bornuid Avc. 
Momber.s of the liivc.stpicnt 
Dealers’ As-socilitlon of Canada 
Today'# EANtcrn rriocH 
(ns at 12 noon) 
INDUSTR1AI.S
W. C. Steel B'.i-
Woodward " A ” 23*j
' Woodward Wls. 12‘!i












Cap E.stiUe.s . 12*4
'C M & S 203h
Crown Zell (Can) 22's , 
Dla Seagram.s 32*a
Dom Stores 82*a




hid. 'A«;c, Corp', 38'»
Inter Nickel 8B''a
Kelly ” A"- 10
Kelly Wls. 6:20
Mas.se,V IS'*
LnbaU.s v , 20'j4
I McMillan "B" 41 -
I Ok. llelicopteiM '4,.50
Ok Tele ' 12*4
'Powell River 38'i
A.V. Roe »'4
Steel of Can 76
|j Taylor P and C 18
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“Simley Get a Gun” , a saga of 
a sort of Australian Tom Sawyer 
who performs a number of diffi­
cult feats and earns his own ,22 
rifle from a friendly police ser­
geant, tonight starts a two night 
stancl at the Paramount theatre.
It stars the distinguished Bri­
tish actress. Dame Sybil Thorn­
dike, Australian star “ Chips" 
Rafferty and Bruce Archer. It in­
troduces Keith Calvert a s ' the 
new Smiley.
Filmed in Au.stralia’s back 
country, the. perfect place for 
boyhood adventures, the film 
follows the 10-year-old Smiley as 
ho is put on test, through an ag­
onizing scries of mishaps, to 
final vietbry-T-the day when he 
catches a ciiminnl, restores an 
old Indy's gold to her and wins 
the gun,
In addition to the Twnin-llkc 
peek Into the secret world of boy­
hood, "Smiley Gets a Gun" pro­
vides a faseinatlng look Into life 
In tlie rural area of Australia, 
a way of life not unllko that of 




B. C. Landrace Swine breeders 
will have a chance to “show their 
stuff,” May 25. '
On that day, there will be a 
show and sale of pedigreed Land- 
race Swine at Hunt’s Auction 
Market, between Vernon a n d  
Armstrong.
Every animal will have a cer­
tificate of health, and be certi­
fied for excellence by the depart­
ment of agriculture.
Association members feel when 
it is realized that stock will be 
offered from five and six star 
litter breeding and champions 
and stock that will market grade 
“A” as low as four-and-one-half 
months "the sale will be of in­
terest to every citizen of B.C.”
A , wide variety of classes will 
be offered, from sows with lit­
ters at foot and mature boars, 
right down to bred sows and 
gilts and servicable ago boars, 
and including open gilts and 
young stock down to two months 
old. ,
Prosecuted under the Game 
Act, Hugh Malcolm was fined $20 
and costs for fishing without a 
licence. -
, A minor, Herbert Hanct was 
fined $25 and costs for being in 
possession of liquor.
Hanct was also fined $15 in 
city court for driving contrary to 
restrictions endorsed on his 
licence.
Robert Speltzcr paid a $15 fine 
and costs for .speeding In a, 30- 
mllc zone.
A fine of $10 and costs was im­
posed on .lolui Bni't when he 
pleaded; guilty to speeding in a 
30-mllc zone.
crop. The Kelowna area, he said, 
was the worst off.
DOWN TO 5.000 
An earlier preliminary estimate 
of 80,000 crates of cherries In the 
Kelowna area now has been re­
duced to 5.000.
Mr. Smith said that due to 
location and the vagaries of the ; 
weather in the late April cold 1 
spell, most cherry trees suffered 
almost 100 per cent blossom loss, 
while a few came through quite 
well.
He explained that making an 
estimate of the Okanagan or local 
crop at this time is a “dangerous 
thing, because even with a light 
bloom, if the set is heavy, we 
can still have a lot of fruit.”
The warm January spell, fol­
lowed by cold weather, cut into 
all production in varying degrees. 
The late April frost aggravated 
the situation, Mr. Smith said. 
PLUMS GOOD
Next to the cherries, apricots 
and peaches appear to be af­
fected most. “Apples and pears 
may be down from 15 to 20 per 
cent, according to present indi­
cations,” Mr. Smith thought.
In an interview, he said plums 
and prunes were probably the 
least affected of all. “We will 
have a nearly full crop,” he felt, 
providing there were no unex­
pected .development.
This year’s situation is some­
what similar to what haopened 
in 1954 when a late April frost 
occurred.
And after the bitter cold of mid- 
November in 1955, the 1956 crop 
was way below.
For example, the April frost 
I of 1954 cut cherries down to 158,- 
000 crates from the 251,000 of the 
year before. Cherry production 
in 1956, due to the November, 
1955, catastrophe, dropped to 
94,000 crates.
Another example of the toll 
taken, by the November cold in 
1955 is shown in the 1956 apple 
production. Apple harvest pro­
duced 3,800,000 in 1956 as com­
pared with over 6,000,000 in 1955.
Summarizing, there have been 
three untimely frosts in the past 
six years, bringing groans of 
dismay and discouragement from 
the fruit growers and frequent ap­
peals for distress aid.
'I'housands of trees affected 
were young ones, planted since 
the worst weather upset on re­
cord in the Okanagan struck O'/z 
years ago,
VICIOUS WINTER 
The winter of 1949-50 will al­
ways be romembered, not only in 
the Okanagan and its fruit in­
dustry, but all across Canada., 
Temperatures tumbled to all- 
tlmo lows virtually everywhere 
in Canada in January of 1950,
In Kelowna that month, an all- 
time low of 24 below was rc- 
covded, along with two minus
In city cqiu’li Jack McLeod was 
fined $20 and costs after pleading 
guilty to being intoxicated in a 
public place,
LIBERALS TO MEET
Annual meeting of the South ' 
Okanagan Liberal Assoclallon t 
will be held tonight at the Kel-1 
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D e te rg e n t’ A ( t h n
D IE S E L  F U E L
W ith  new  S ta n d a rd  D iese l Fue l
your onglne's run emoother, pull 
hardor, stay In top condition longer, 
bocniiscoloxcluslvo potergent-Actlon,,
•  Rust problems with fuel system 
parts ore enrjed no matter how little 
or how nfiich^you use your engine,
•  In|octors and other 
fuel system parts stay 
c l e a n  — e x c l u s i v e  
D e t e rg e n t  • Act ion  
prevents deposits,
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One Complete Program 
only starting 2 p.m. 
Showing “Smiley” 
plus, 3 cartoons and 
Novelty Featurettc
« ^ M in in M K
oiKiiRBn-iiniaB
cut^ai-siniixni
— PLUS — 
Technicolor Cartoon 
adn Canadian Novelty 
Show Times 7;00 and 9:05






Run by the Girls’ Y-TEEN. All proceeds in aid of adoption 
of Korean Orphans. The whole family’s invited to the Dairy 
Queen parking lot, newly asphalted, drive in . . . buy a 
251* ticket from the girls, it entitles you to a plate of layer 
cake and Dairy Queen Ice Cream. There’s music all day.
Come Saturday, May % from noon to 
10 p.m.




Taste the refreshing difference 
in this sparkling smooth 
extra light beer—bright beer I
A  A  HW  ^
VIIT9-1
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia. .
862
' )for any S ic indardp ll pirodud, call 
A, IIRUCE PAIOE 






Corns in alid make us a BID oa any NEW TV 
SET in the store . . .
MOTOROLA and ElECTROHOME
Willi every piirclinse n FRKU Aiilomnlic Folnlo Feeler.
This is your chance for n r̂cjal bargain . net fast,






The Kelowna Legion really 
started something when they 
organized a girls’ softball 
league last year, judging by 
the turnout last night for this 
year's league play. In the strip 
above, some of the 70-odd 
happy young gals are seen 
waiting to register. Below. 11- 
year-old Sherry Olsen signs up 
under the eyes of Mrs. Pat 
Black, organizer of the league 
for the Legion, and Joe Fisher, 
s[X)rts chairman of the Le­
gion. The girls will have two 
divisions, older girls and "small 
fry." (See story bel<jw.)
Breaks All M arks
BASEBALL SCORES
i
Gals Turn Out In Droves 
To Legion So'Ball Group
The junior high school grounds i Black and Mr. Roper will take .game, and the result was highly
were jumping, last night 
Eager young gals of all sizes diamond, while the
and shapes, 12 years and under, advanced gals play under
the younger girls then, and work successful.
The softball
turned out in an avalanche of 
energy to take part in the Cana­
dian Legion, Branch 26, girls’ 
softball program, now in its 
sophomore year.
When Mrs. Pat Black; organiz­
er of the league last year for the 
Legion, and Joe Fisher, Legion 
sports chairman, turned out to 
register the girls at 6:30 last 
night, they were slightly over­
whelmed. Instead of 30-40 girls, 
there were over 70.
COACH ENTHUSIASTIC
“ This , is wonderful!” Coach 
Peter Reiger, of the locally fa- 
mouse sports family, was most 
enthusiastic. He had been asked 
by Mrs. Black to coach the girls 
this year, and hadn’t expected 
anywhere near so enthusiastic a 
turnout.
George Roper, a Legion mem­
ber, turned out to help Mrs 
Black, who Is also serving her 
second year as playground super­
visor for the city this year.
Legion president Percy Maun- 
droll launched the year’s activj 
ties, and Mr. and Mrs. 






The league was formed last 
year, at the suggestion of Mrs. 
Black, to fill a need. "The boys 
have Little League,” she said. 
"Why shouldn’t the girls have 
something similar?”
The Kelowna Legion branch 
agreed to underwrite the whole 
project, and supply any other as­
sistance they were able. Fran 
Tataryn and Mary Welder, two 
local softball "veterans” helped 
get the girls started in the
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
American League
Boston 1 Detroit 3 
Baltimore 10 Washington 1 
Only games scheduled.
National League 
Los Angeles 2 San Francisco 1 
Philadelphia 4 Pittsburg 5 
Chicago 3 St. Louis 4
International League 
Toronto 5-1 Montreal 10-18 
Buffalo 4 Rochester 6 
Miami 6 Richmond 7 
Havana 2 Columbus 9
American Association 
St. Paul 7 Indianapolis 9 
Minneapolis 1 Louisville 0 
Denver 12 Charleston 2 
Dallas 1 Fort Worth 0 
Omaha 2 Houston 1
Exhibition
New York (A) 6 Los Angeles 
(N> 2
Cleveland (A) 4 Cincinnati (N) 3 
Northern League 
Winnipeg 10 Fargo-Moorhead 11 
Eau Claire 0 Aberdeen 8 
Duluth-Superior 5 Minot 6 
Grand Forks 4 St. Cloud 5 
Pacific Coast League 
San Diego 2 Vancouver 0 
Sacramento 2 Portland 10 
Salt Lake City 2 Spokane 8 
Phoenix 4 Seattle 5
LOS A N G E L E S  (AP> Reese on to the bright green dia- 
"Campy's night” was a tremen-j mond.
dous, record-breaking event. | "This is the biggest crowd for 
A crowd of 93,103 packed Mem-j baseball any tim e, any place," 
orial Coliseum to benefit 37-year-lsaid W arren Giles, president of; 
old Roy Campanella, Los Angeles j the National League, in the pre-' 
Dodgers’ paralysis-stricken star,!gam e ceremony. j
and to watch the Dodgers play! Campanella said over a loud- 
New York Yankees. , speaker to the crowd:
It was just an exhibition, w’onj “Thank you, ladies and gentlc- 
6-2 by the Yankees. But the | men. I want to thank each and 
crowd surpassed baseball’s pre-,every one from the bottom of my 
ivious all-time attendance high— heart.
I the 86,288 who saw a world! j, something I’ll never
iseries game Cleveland Stadumvif , j j
i^tween the Indians and the old^ ^
iBoston Braves. j miUion.”
jSTANDlNG OVATION j Once again the stadium rocked
Campy drew a standing ova-with applause as Pee Wee 
Uion when he was wheeled by for- wheeled Roy back to his place 
mer Dodger captain Pee Weclbehind a screen near the Dodger
dugout. double by Gil McDougald, pro-
Two hours before. 10,000 gen-’ ^^ur runs. Starter Dukt 
eral admission seals went on, '̂*'*"* winning pitcher,
sale, 25,000 people wore waiting! Unofficially, it was the consen- 
for tickets. Four persons fainted sus that Campanella. hit by medi- 
in the crush and were carried cal bills since his car snaa&hup 
away in ambulances. Fifty extra!is months ago. wUl get around 
officers were summoned for help. $60,000.
As for the game: ' j ~  *
Tlie Dodgers’ celebrated "Chi-' 
nese c u r t a i n , "  the Icftfieldl 
screen, yielded but one home run I 
by lefthanded hitter Norm Sie-j 
bern. He put the Yankees in 
front with a sliced homer in the 
third off losing pitcher Sandy 
Koufax.
Siebern added a triple and a 
single to pace the Yankee attack. 
jThe roof collapsed on Koufax in 
ithe sixth. Four hits, including a
Whfn kulftfytitU 
to rfmov« tvffM 
acids and 




Pilla •ttiuuU tal 
lidnaji to normal 1 
duty. You (aal I 
baltar— bai- ’ 
work battar.
Vo'i ran dapand•Q D odd ’i .  Dodd'a i t  d r u |  a to ri.
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDHTOR
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Golfers Cussing Course 
In Oklahoma City Open
OKLAHOMA CITY (API — A j 6,640-yard twin hills course, 
lush green golf course that on Pete Mazur of Buffalo. N.Y., 
the surface appeared to be a was Jacobs’ chief competitor 
pushover had most of the top- after carding a 67 on the strength
project is one of 
the Legion’s sports contributions 
to the community, and president 
Maundrell said last night that 
the Legion will continue to handle 
the league in its entirety, even 
though it is considerably in­
creased this year over last year.
In addition, the Legion branch 
have sponsored a team in the 
Little League, and make a large 
contribution to. minor hockey. In 
recent years, members of the 
sports committee have tried to 
concentrate on backing youth 
sports, rather than sports on a 
higher level.
(CP) —MONTREAL
Johnson, Montreal Canadiens vet­
eran. was announced today as 
 ̂ _ithe National Hockey League’s 
'Pn*iibc.st all-round defenceman in the 
hand at getting j 1958-59 season,,
I Johnson’s selection broke the 
girls were formed i n t o ! s t r a n g l e h o l d  teammate 
tentatively, and will b e p ° “g Harvey had held on the 









ranking golfers talking to them­
selves today as the 525,000 Okla­
homa City o p e n  tournament 
plunged into the all - important 
second round.
In front was 24 - year - old 
Tommy Jacobs of Whittier, Calif, 
who shot a six - under - par 66 
Thursday.
Stan Leonard of Vancouver 
shot par 36-36—72 for a 24th- 
place tie with nine other golfers.
Strictly a test of accuracy. 
Twin HUls turned back the mass 
assault on par which usually de­
velops on the professional tour. 
Of the 148 players in the first 
round only 23 broke par 72 on the
of six birdies. Pete Cooper of 
Lakeland, Fla., was in a third- 
place tie at 68 with Glen Fowler, 
Oklahoma amateur champ
Henian of San Diego 
gave the Pacific Coast 
its first nine-inning ho- 
in kVz years Thursday
Tom Points were awarded on a 5-3-1 
basis for first, second and third 
choices. Voting was in two stages 
—at mid - season and following 
completion of the regular NHL 
schedule.
in a
their respective abilities. Mrs,
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
THURSDAY’S STARS 
Ilitling: Ted KluszewSki. Pitts 
burgh Pirates, had three hits in 
four trips and drove in two run.s, 
counting the (.’linchor with a lead- 
off homer in the 10th for .5-4 vic­
tory over Philadelphia Phillies.,, 
Pitching: Stan Williams, Ix).s 
Angeles Dodgers, allowed six 
hits,, three by Willie Mays, and 
boat San Francisco Giants 2-1, 
pitching .sliiitout ball over the 
last five innings, |
TIIURSDAV’S f ig h t s  
Oakland, Calif. — SI:(to Rodri­
quez, 173, San Anselmo, Calif,, 
outpointed J u n 1 u s Wii.shington, 
174. Oakland. 10,
Nashville, Tenn. — lri.sh Biliy 
Collins, 142, Detroit, sU ppecl Ted 
Mosley, 140, Mobile, Ala,, 4.
HOW ABOUT ANDY?
TRAIL, B,C, (CP)_And.v Hath- 
gate. Now York Rangers' all-star 
rlEfhtwlnger, 'Thur.sdny night sug­
gested veteran scoring nco Mau­
rice (Rocket) Richard of Mont- 
xcal Canadien.s should retire,
, Bathgate, named to tho Na­
tional Hockey J.,enguo’s first all- 
Btnr team this season, told h 
fnther-and-soiv banquet here that 
RIchnrtI should retire before he 
Incurs more aerlou.-i injuries. i
THIS IS IMPROVING'?
MONTREAL. N. H, (CP) -  
ElnmwHl Sehqol girls' softball 
team i,s improving. The glrhs 
lost n flvc-lnhing game Wednes- 
dayliO-H. Tliey struck It out fhr 
Bcven innings Thursday before 
losing 87-9 to Notre Dame SchcKil,
HOAD LEADINf.)
DENVER, Colo. (AP) — Rich- 
•irti Pnnehn Oonznle,s bent Low 
Kond in straight sets 6-4, 7-5 
Thursday nlgltt n.s the Jack 
Krnmer professfonnl tennis troupt' 
. ingdu, istop,, Rond
lends Gonzales J3-B in the cross 
country scries.
MaV Anderson beat fellow Au-i 
trnllnn Ashlny Ciwper 6-8, 9-7, 
6-6. Cooper and Hoatl 'combined 
(0 win Iho one double match 8-0.
Johnson received 92 point.s of a 
possible 180, Bill Gadsby of New 
York Rangers was second with 
67 points and Marcel Pronovost 
of IDetroit Red Wings third with 
58. Harvey, who previously 
tnissed winning the trophy when 
it was first offered six years ago, 
placed fourth with 48 points.
PARALLEL AIlL-STAR TEAM
The order of finish paralleled 
selections, announced earlier, for 
defence ixisitions on the NHL’s 
first and second aU-star teams.
Others receiving points were: 
Fern Flaman, Boston, 34; Pierre 
Piloto, Chicago, 19; I^ou Fontin- 
ato, Now York, 5; A1 Arbour, Chi­
cago. 1.
Voting was done by hockey 
writers, broadcasters and tele- 
casters in the six NHL qltios.
STOPPED GADGET
ATIKOKAN, Ont. (CP) -  The 
new stamp vending machine at 
the post office here worked, fine, 
until customers complained they 
weren't getting stamps. Officials 
found the stamp slot stopped up 
by a letter which some customer 
thought he was mailing.
night, beating Vancouver Moun 
ties 2-0.
The victory moved the Padres 
to within one game of the league­
leading Sacramento Solons, who 
dropped a 10-2 decision to Port-; 
land Beavers.
In other league action, Spo­
kane Indians scalped Salt Lake 
City Bees 8-2 and Seattle Rainiers 
shaded Phoenix Giants 5-4 
14-inning contest.
Heman, a lanky righthander 
who pitched for the Mounties in 
1958, won his third straight in 
striking one out and walking one 
Erv Palica, the loser, gave up 
eight hits, including Rudy Regal­
ado’s seventh-inning homer.
The last regulation , no-hitter In 
the PCL came Aug. 3, 1954, when 
-the^ old Los Anigeles Angels 
dropped Portland Beavers 2-0. 
Bubba Church was the pitcher.
REMEMBER WHEN . .  .
War Admiral, with Charley 
Kurtsinger riding, won, the 63rd 
running of the Kentucky Derby 
22 years ago today for owner 
Samuel D. Riddle. 'The groat son 
of Man O’War went on to capture 
the Triple Crown of-the American 
Turf that season with victories inj 




KELOWNA SENIOR HOCKEY ASS’N
A Q U A T IC  L O U N G E  
Thursday, May 14, 7:30 p.m.






Taken by our photographer. 
It is easy to get souvenir 
photos of tho time you were in 
the news. Send them to your 
friends or put them in your 
album.
Large Glossy 61̂  s  8 ^  
Only $1.00
No Phone Orders Please















COR. HARVEY and RICHTER PHONE PO 2-4915
GEM AUTO'S
SPRING  TIRE SALE
Continues
★  10% DISCOUNT
★  1 YEAR GUARANTEE
m
Ik  -
Wllli Every Piircha.4c 
4 Tires
of
AGAINST ALL ROAD HAZARDS
670 X 1.5 4 ply tube 
t.vpo. Only . '
670 X 15 -  4 ply 
tubeU’,si(, Only ; „ 
710 X 15 tube typo 






PLUS YOUIl OLD RECAPPABLE CASINGS
710 X 15 4 ply tubeless, ■i q  f r
'Only ................  I V . / j ‘
750 X 14 -- 4, ply |  n
lubele.ss, Only ....... IO.DU
BOO X 14 4 ply tubeless n /x  •*/v 
Only .......\ .......  .... * v . / U
AUTO SERVICE
Open 7;.10 a.ih. - 7:(M) p.m.
\  ER.N<)N RD. PIIONi: PO 5-5112
It's a simple maUer of fact—and of quiet, 
long-lasting com/ort—that the Anglia and 
4-door Prefect are excellently built. Body 
Btoel is heavier than in moat cars. Body and 
chnosia are "unitized” with 11,000 rigid 
welda to avoid rattles. Doors are sealed 
like a refrigerator. And the lo\v, prices in­
clude hydraulic brakes and clutch, foam
I t . . ,
rubber seat backs and many other features 
which ere not usually standard in imported 
4-passenger carip
One drive will show you other Anglia and 
Prefect advantages. Thrifty and quiet por- 
porformnnee. Big-window visibility. Trunk 
apace for 3 to 5 suitennes. Cornering that's 
almost level, handling that's Just plain fun.
ik i  ( I
Z E P H Y R
n
C O N S U L .
' ' I
ANQI.IA • rnaraoT . aoNauu 
xarHVR . ZODIAC . THAMaaTnuoKS
Tilt llvdy Zsphyr is an excepMonnlly 
low-prk'cd 6-cyllmler, 6-paSien*or enr, 
I.ilco tho rnnra lu xu rio u s  6-e y lin d a r  
/,ndiac, it  o|T«ni you exciting porform- 
nnea. . .  ampio roojns . . .  4 door conven- 
ienca , . .  26 to .lO miles per gallon o f gas 
. . . and a compact design without use­
less, hard-to-hnndia "overhang,”
The say Ceniul cenverllble Is a practical
famlly-Bixe car prlco^l lower than what 
most buyers are paying for sedans! l(s  
peppy 4'cylliider engine gets '26 to .'15 
m iles per gallon . And (he C onsul's  
handling and parking ease are as plesssnt 
as ils snvingsl
S e e  y o u r  < ;l© a lo r — t a k e  a  t r i a l  r W o l
■ \
423 QUEENSWAY-L p h o n e  PO 2-2340
SP0RTU6HT
OSHL Brass Close Books 
For 1958-59 On Sunday
By GEORGE INGUS
(Cooricr Saarts Editor)
The Okanagan Senior Hockey League closes iU 1 ^ 5 9  
books this Sunday at the Prince Charles Hotel in Penticton.
But with the Onal words still unsaid over the warm corpse 
of last season's debilitated winter sports _ spectacle, the hot 
breath of rumor is swceing the valley with its usual gusto. 
The pity of it all is that they can’t infuse some of the vigor of 
the rumor into the pallid reality. . . , „
Rumors, as always, are engendered basically from wishful 
thinking and some of the wishes fall in line with ours. Cer­
tainly fee rumor that William "Der Wilder Bill" Waro ck U 
being mooted as the new mentor for the Penticton V s is not 
hard to lake. While we are not neceparily happy to see Paddy 
Cobum abdicate, we feel that the king of the Warwicks repre­
sents some of that color and improved public relations we so
***^*^ere are some rumores that there will be agencral 
exodus of players from the Packers’ ranks to Penticton, but 
since these hollow yarns emanated from a source whose chief 
pleasure is to chuck boulders at the Orchard 
them tongue-in-cheek. However, we will say this, the Pen­
ticton hockey fans showed last year that they are ready to 
support a good hockey club again, and this should weigh 
heavily with players in the process of negotiation.
•TWOULD b e  s h e e r  fo ll y  to  p r e d ic t  the fortunes 
of the Packers for the year forthcoming, as some of the scribes 
in other valley centre.s have already done, since the annual 
meeting of the club hasn t been held )ct.
However it is not bevond the shades of comprehension 
to assume that the club will have to undergo a rigorous re­
construction. what with the call to professional ranks, the Jure 
of greener fields, and the creaking signs of old age cutting a 
wide swathe in the rank.s. However, the Packers problem will 
be not any tougher than those of the other three, all of whom
must moke mony, mony chonK^s,
The Packers’ repre.'cntatives to the forthcoming league 
meetlng-Bill Gordon and Bob Giordano-will carry with them 
two main proposals as the submission of the club.
1> Shorter .schedule—this has been discussed many times 
before, and it Is becoming increasingly evident, even to the pr«v 
fesslonals that the trade will only ^ n r  so much traffic, and 
a game j;er week per city is about all the valley can budget 
for. with a fixed hockey night in each city.
2' ’Three-team play-off—the league has been getting closer 
and closer to this each year, with each club drawing off m 
horror at the thought of losing those senes gates, which al­
ways paid a few bills In former years. However, the southern 
in the past two years didn t even pay for 
and it’s becoming completely impractical 
Undoubtedly, a lot of the thin gates during
Stan The M an  Joins Circle 









By E D  W ILKS  
AMOciated Press Staff W riter  
NaUooal League
W L Pet. GBL 
Milwaukee 12 7
Cincinnati 12 9
Los Angeles 14 11




St. Louis 7 16
Babe Ruth, Jimmy Foxx, Mel 
Ott, Lou Gehrig, Ted Williams— 
and now Stan Musial.
Stan the man, one of baseball’s 
all-time great hitters, hammered 
his way into that select circle of;
I sluggers Thursday night with hisj 
400th home run—a 400-foot shot 1 leading off the ninth inning at 
;St. Louis that brought the Cardi­
nals a 4-3 victory over the Chi­
cago Cubs.
Musial, at 37. has only two 
homers in this, his 18th season, 
but they’ve come on consecutive 
nights. And more than coinci­
dentally. perhaps, they've trig­
gered the Cards’ first two-game 
j winning "streak’’ of the year in 
•the Natiomal League.
I Musial’s hemer climaxed a tre 
Jmendous day for first basemen 
jin the NL. Norm Larker hit a 
; two-run homer that gave Los An 
jgeles a 2-1 victory over San 
I Francisco, and Ted Kluszewski 
i powered his first home run of the 
lyear leading off the 10th inning 
I'for a 5-4 Pittsburgh victory over 
i Philadelphia. Those were the 
only games scheduled in the NL 
Tlie homer was MusiaTs lone 
hit of the game. It came off re 
lievcr Don Elston (0-1', whe 
hadn't given up a run in his last 
eight appearances. The Cards 
other three runs also came on 
homer, with pinch-hitter George 
Crowe (another first baseman 
delivering on a 3-2 pitch
starter Moe Drabowsky with two lief.
out In the sixth.
That tied it three-all, after 
three solo homers off Card 
starter Lindy McDaniel by the 
1 1 Cubs’ Jim Marshall, who hit a 
1 jpair, and Ernie Banks. Howie 
I ' i  Nunn (2-1) was the winner in re-
Larker, subbing for Gil Hodges, 
W'ho pulled a shoulder muscle 
when he tripled in the second in­
ning, ripped his winning homer 
in the fourth inning at San Fran' 
cisco. It came off Jack Sanford 
(4-2), who had won four straight.
B O YC O TT RC8SMN8
RANGOON (AP)—The Burma 
Reporters’ Assoclatton Tuesday 
condemned •’uncivillied. conduct 
and fascist practices" of Russian 
Embassy p e r s o n n e l  who as­
saulted six Burmese reporters 
Sunday. The association resolved 
to boycott all news issued by the 
embassy. Russians roughed up 
reporters and p h o t  ographers 
when they were attempting to 
cover the forced departure of the 
Russian military attache.
by
If  G leam s . . .  Doesn't It?




The scorebook of Wednesday 
night’s softball game was treach­
erous, and the poor Blue Caps 
wound up on the short end of the 
score.
Actually, it was the Caps who
beat the Centennials, 14-9.
Tbnight, the Saints take  
Qub 13.
oa
WOODSTOCK. N.B, (CP)-On 
the grounds it would be a back'* 
ward step in game conservation, 
the local b r a n c h  of the New 
Brunswick fish and game associa* 
tion rejected a recommendation 
by t h e  Edmundston, N. B., 
branch that Sunday hunting be 
legalized.
NO M atter How SMALL or LARGE 
your car i s . . .  it warrants Mangold's
★  SPRING CHANGE OVER
Conipleic Tune-Ups and Brakes 
Guaranteed
You can eat off you car's floor — when you drive out of
our door
Mangold's Royalite
Cor. Wafer and Harvev Phone PO 2-4709
Here’S why FISH ERM EN  choose
S E f f - H O R S B S
over all other portable outboard motors
Fishermen want a motor that's ready to go anytim e. . .  
that slows right down from fast run to whisper quiet 
crawl. That’s why they choose o "Toke-olong" model 3, 
5 '/i or 10 h.p. Johnson. They’re easy to carry, easy to 
stow, the most dependable fishing motors ever model See  
oil 8 great Johnsons at your dealer’s. He's listed in the 
'phone book yellow pages. Ask him about convenient terms.
M A D E  IN C A N A D A  • SA IE S  A SERVICE EVERYWHERE
SM'kotM 10....... tmoa
-■g
Sm  Iw ii.SH.... SJIS.0Q
7H4 From 3 h.p, at $195.00 to Super V-50 h.p. at $1024.(X)
SMiMiH)....... tm.00
All horup«wir QIC. r iM
M O T O H S  PETERBOROUGH, CANADA
SEE A LL TH E ’5 9  M ODELS O N  DISPLAY AT
TREADGOLD SPORTING GOODS
1615 PA N D O SY  ST. f c j o h i n s a n9Bf9-Hai^SeS PHONE PO 2-2871
end of the semis 
the chewing gum,
to Dlav this way. ndoubteOiy, a lox oi me uiui 
the*^5chcdulc of play can be attributed to this nothing on it
system of elimination. ,
No doubt Giordano, former league statistician, twice mem­
ber of the executive, and the Packers’ manager both under 
the club and co-op management, will have some ideas on the 
league’s future, being a keen hockey student and a sports 
columnist in a local advertising medium in his spare time, as 
well as editor-in-chief of the hockey program. ^
Gordon, finance chairman with the Packers’ execuUve this 
year and a former booster club president, is very enthusiastic 
about the future of hockev. and should represent a positive 
influence at the meeting. Both men should supply constructive 
criticisms of the operation, as other delegates to the meeting
will, also. t *! «And out of criticism comes reconstruction.
’THERE IS STILL A GREAT DEAL OF TALK about re­
cession to senior "B” hockey going around. In a recent column 
we mentioned the fact that the Maritimes are a Uving example 
of the futility of such a move. We’ll flaborate. .
Back in the days of the Sydney : (illionaires, Crep Breton 
Miners. Moncton Hawks, HaUfax St. Marys, and other Mari­
time clubs of fame, the Herringchokers and the Bluenoses 
enjoyed a distressingly similar situation to the B.C. set-up— 
an operation of husky proportions maintained, for the most 
part, by import athletes.
They had a hey-day, similar to B.C.’s senior leagues, and 
the OSHL in particular, and then oversold or underproduced 
themselves into the spectator doldrum that we are currently 
floundering in here. They did precisely what some ’’experts’’ 
are advocating here, and believe us when we say it was a 
miserable failure. This malarkey about people only desiring 
to see close contests, no matter what the calibre, proved to be 
a colossal flop in action.
And you know ■what Dad always said. "If you can benefit 
by others’ experiences, why do you have to learn things the
hard way?” .  ̂ x v i
Believe us, the fellows advocating intermediate hockey 
who maintain that there are a bundle of players around here 
who would play for the "fun of it" under such a retrenched 
organization, are just whistling up a rain-barrell. The fellows 
who play the game on a senior “ A" level have to sacrifice 
a lot of time to the game for the years of their active par­
ticipation, and anyone who knows many of them also knows 
that they are eager to lay down their hockey sticks altogether 
once they are no longer playing actively.
It Is but a dream.






Golf and Country 
Club
Can offer you the best in 
golfing and tennis facilities.
' Modern Clu|> Room, up-to- 
date (enhis courts, and one Of 




Ladles—$10.00 |>cr year 
Men—118,50 per year 
Man and Wife—$29,50 per year, 
Junlor'l-$5,00 per year 
Associate Member 
Ladles— $10.00 per year 
Mcn-^10.00 per year
Entrance Fee—$25.00
(Ai'plicnble to new Full (Maying 
MeinlKTshlp Only)
\ KELOWNA,
(k)LF and COUNTRY a U B
For Eurlher Information Phone PO 2*2561
Golf and 
Tennis Fees
F U L L  P LA YIN G  
M E M B E R
(Golf and Tennis 
Privllcge,s)
Ladles—$40,00 per year 
Men—$50.00 per year 
Man and Wire—
$80,00 per year
n o n -r e s i d e n t
M E M B E R  \
l,adU'S-$20,0h per year 
Men—$25,00 per y ear ' 
Man and Wlfe-^
$40.00 per year
i n t e r m T:d i a t k
M E M B E R
18-21 ns at Mnr, 15— 
$25,00 per year,
STUDENT IVIEM BER
Under 21 and attending 
aUcool—$10,00 |K'i' year
JUN IO R M E M B E R  
12-18 ns 'nt M nr. IS — 
$7.50 |)or year.
A ' ' ' y ' y
/
u
V 'i‘li I ■ i'.i..iy DONl MISS
Showcase of beauty and en'glneering 




The adventure-loving Laurentlan 




Proud choice of the young at heart 
. . .  the exciting Porlelonno Convertible. - •'Jfe
HIASNPE
T a k e  the  freshneaa and exhilaration of S p rin g tim e , 
add the pride and joy o f P o n tia c .. .th e n  ait b a c k . •• ,
the  pleaaure'e jail yours. ^
28 models In six great series i '
STRATO CHIEF i  LAURENTIAN A PARISIENNE .  CATALINA,. STAR,CHIEF • BONNEVILLE ,
■ ■'  ̂ '' ■  ̂ ' ■' ' r̂ /aste. a  moment...
see. you/' VOidTIAC efea/et- ixx/ay f
A  . ' f r
nm:eThe perfect bnlenc  of luxury end 
economy. . .  Calellna 9>door Hardtop,
A OENERAI* M0T6|18 VALUR














C orrections For Customers
WESTBANK — Guides 
Brownies across Canada arc 
making plans for the celebration 
of their golden Jubilee in 1960, ac­
cording to Mrs. P. Smid. Brownie 
leader for the Westbank Brownie 
Pack.
who gets plenty of questions and jin to Mrs. J. A. Stehr. a Montreal | Appropriateb'. one of the corc-
! ----------- o u -  U-. I------------------------------- A  j monies to mark this golden jubi-
llee will bo the planting of golden 
tulios in communities all across
Donations Asked A t Winfield 
Toward Stall A t Hospital Fair
By CAHOLYN WILLETT , _ . . .
Canadian Preaa Staff Writer ! complaints. She has learned to ̂ housewife
OTTAWA (CP> — The cana-|‘ '̂P® ® i HOUSE EQUIPMENT
dian Association of Consumers ...............  ! Questions about electrical and
conducts a continual answering
WINFIEILD — Junior Hospital | Store or the homes 
Auxiliary members met this week 
in the lunchroom of the school 
for the May meeting. Ten mem­
bers were present, and in the ab­
sence of president Mrs. A. Selt- 
enrich. vice-president, Mrs. F.
Hall was in the chair.
Main business of the .evening
The CAC, a voluntary h o u s e - h o u s e h o l d  equipment h a v e ^ * * " ^ ^ , ^ ' c o u r s e ,  will|was completion of plans for the
service on questions about nearly j 
all types of consumer goods on 
the market.
wife’s helper when it comes to 
I  getting value for shopping dol- 
'lars, has an army of answer-
<0 ^  done this fall.
h ^ r ^ n  ^  Wes‘bank. it is hoped toconvener has been added thei jq golden tulips at
• the HBS Fur Brigade cairn, thus 
'improving still further this .site 
Sometimes questions or com-,that marks the old fur brigade
plaints are sent to the Ottawa trail in use in the Okanagan from
office and then referred back to
. , . 'answering list to handleseekers concentrating on sub- ii. , \vinkl.»r «;nirt 
 ̂ Such queries come into the as-.j^pts ranging from thread to nu "  
sociation’s headquarters at a.trttion. 
rate of about 50 a month, andj 
added to these are questions, MAIN FIELDS
handled by eight p r o v i n c i a 1! The two main areas from ques-! provincial or local committee
branches and 85 local branches tions—food and textiles -r- have'heads for study. Other questions. __  ____ _̂___
acros-. Canada. national chairmen and helpers; such as how a summer bride can committee in charge consisted-of j field Generai Store
“Sometimes it's pretty hcavyjaround the country. Experts in|be sure she will get good dqllarjthe late Mrs. T. B. Reece, Mrs. 
going," says Mrs. Isobcl Wlnkley,
1812 to 1849.
Custodian of the cairn is West- 
bank Women’s Institute and the
! Winfield stall at the Kelowna 
Hospital Fair to be held on the' 
hospital grounds on Wednesday, | 
May 13, 'The secretary roiKirtiHii 
that all organizations in the dis­
trict had been contacted and ask­
ed to donate to the stall. Pick up 
points for anyone wishing to do­
nate home cooking, needlework, 
etc. are Saplnzki’s Store, Win- 
Woodsdalc
of Mrs. T. 
Duggan, Mrs. M. Teel, Mrs. L , 
Toftner and Mrs, J. Green any­
time before 10 a.m . on Wednes­
day. May 13.
At the close of the meeting re­
freshments were served by tha 
hostesses Mrs. E. Bilqulst, and 
Mrs. J. Dehnke.
Mr. and Mrs. H. King of Lang­
ley Prairie were recent guests at 
the home of Mrs. B. Cordett.
MEETING MEMOS
Monday. May 11, Lions Ladie.s* 
meeting will be held at the home 





We can’t always answer the 
question, but we do our best,’’ 
she said in an interview.
TOOTHPASTE TUBES
She had on hand a letter from 
a woman wanting to know why 
there sometimes is discoloration 
around the top of a toothpaste 
tube.
The question goes to a national j sections with general garment 
commute convener, Mrs. Betty! manufacturing evoking the most
government and. universities as|v’i l̂^c for towels, are judged ofjA. Fcarnlcy and Mrs. D. Gel- 
well as interested housewives!^v^Honal interest and rate an'iatly. Mrs. Gellatlv replaces Mrs. 1 
take on jobs in specialized fields.'answer In the CAC Bulletin pub-! Recce as committee chairman.!
Mrs. R. W. Morningstar of Tor-Wished 10 times a year. |and with Mrs. Fcarnlcy will car-;
onto, who heads the foods com-i way, what may seem to ry on with the addition of Mrs. P. |
mittec, found there were soji^ ® single housewife’s gripe to-j Smid who has consented to be-| 
many queries in one field—fruitsl^ay may be a CAC national res- coine the third member of this' 
and vegetables—that she got two|Qinfion tomorrow. committee,
helpers to track down complaints.
Mrs. Michael Humphries of 
Toronto heads the textiles com­
mittee which, like the foods cora- 
tmittec, is divided into several!
! Withers of Toronto, who tries to 
trace answers to queries in the 
I labelling and packaging field. 
Mrs. Withers is one converer
criticism 
Complaints and questions about 
wrong sizes, seams that won’t 
hold and poor belt materials flow
FASHIONABLE SHEER SILK
By ALICE ALDEN
Many of the most modi.sh 
clothes make the skirt the focal 
fashion feature. Nat Kaplan fol­
lows this philosophy in this dark 
silk sheer dress, one that is 
destined for a busy spring. The
roundelay skirt Is a continuous 
round of tiers from lifted 
waisline to hem, the tiers stud­
ded with buttons and button­
holes. The round motif is re­
peated in the soft, detachable, 
white pique collar which tops 
the simulated jacket bodice.
HITHER A N D  Y O N
RECENT VISITORS . . .  for a ] 
few days at the home of Mrs. W. 
H. H. McDougall, were Sir Harold 
and Lady Yarrow, and their 
daughter. Miss Angela, of Kil- 
maclom, Scotland.
MR. AND MRS. R. C. GORE 
. . . left yesterday for Vancouver 
to attend the Military Ball to be 
held tomorrow night at Hotel Van­
couver, where Miss Judith Bur­
nell, daughter of Mrs. Gore and 
the late Wing Comm. H. H. Bur­
nell, DSO, AFC, will be presented 
to Lieuetenant-Governor F. M. 
Ross and Mrs. Ross.
Mr. and Mrs. Gore’s guests at 
the baU will be Major and E. W. 
Thomas of Victoria, and S. P. 
McGladdery of Vancouver. Mr. 
Gore will remain in Vancouver 
for the ensuing week to attend a 
seminar at UBC for Credit Union 
managers.
HOME FROM UBC . . . i s  
George Ferguson, son of Mrs. J  
A. Frtguson, who is visiting his 
mother before leaving for the 
north country where he will be 
employed.
BOUND FOR . .  . Walla, WaUa, 
Wash., Mrs. M̂  J. Burnett and 
Mrs. Daniel Parsons left yester­
day. They plan to spend a few
days visiting the latter's brother 
and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. 
M. J. Burnett.
GUEST . . .  for a few days this 
week at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. W. G. Guthrie was Rev 
Ronald Watt of the Baptist Lead 
ership Training School at Cal­
gary.
AFTER . . . a ten day visit 
to the coast, Mrs. F. A. Manson 
returned this week accompanied 
by her daughter, Mrs. J. R. Col­
lins, and grandson, Kelly, of 
Vancouver, who plan to spend the 
next two weeks here.
SPENDING . . . several weeks 
in Kelowna at present is Rev. I 
Elgar Roberts of Edmonton, 
guest of Rev, K. Imayoshi.
RONALD MINETTE . . .  son 
of Mr. and Mrs. J . P. Minette, 
has arrived home from UBC for 
a holiday with his parents.
THE>NNIJAL MASONIC BALL 
. . .  sponsored by the Kelowna 
Chapter Royal Arch Masons will 
be held tomorrow night at the 
Aquatic Ballroom. A smorgas­
bord supper will be held at 8 p.m. 
to be followed by dancing until 
midnite to Charles Pettman's 
orchestra.
A L IC E  W INSBY, Women’s Editor
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M ennon ite  Ladies 
G ive  Arm -Chairs
Two arm-chairs at a cost 
$142 have been handed over to 
the Kelowna General Hospital 
by the Ladies’ Mission Circle of 
the First Mennonite Church.
These ladies had noticed that 
patients in the annex could prob­
ably be made a lot more com­
fortable if some additional chairs 
were provided. Therefore, they 
approached the hospital, and re­
quested of the administration 
that arrangements be made to 
purchase two arm-chairs of the 
same type and equal in quality to 
those in the 1952 wing. The 
hospital gladly undertook to do 
this.
The hospital board is most an­
xious that such a thoughtful and 
considerate gesture be brought 
to the attention of the community. 
This spontaneous donation shows 
a marked interest in hospital af­
fairs, and in that most important 
aspect of the Hospital, the well 






After a walk in that beautiful 
sunshine, through the park of 
Wednesday afternoon, and a quick 
peek in at the membership tea 
held In the Aquatic lounge. I was 
really thrilled that I was blessed 
with such glorious surroundings.
It was really encouraging to 
gee a dozen new faces of new­
comers to Kelowna Interested In 
attending, We hope that these 
new arrivals to Kelowna have 
gained 40 new friends, for we all 
extend a hand of friendship, and 
that we In turn may gain from 
association with new found 
friends. We enjoyed having you. 
Do come again.
The members of the Aquatic 
Association are busily working on 
their first big project of the sea­
son, the annual fashion show. 
This to be held Wednesday. May, 
27, both morning and evening, nt 
10 a.m. and 8 p.mi 
Tickets for this event may be 
obtained from nny aiixllitiry mem­
ber. Hawaiian and Ciinndian 
fashions will be shown, and the 
finale will feature something dif­
ferent—in keeping with the 
Hawaiian theme,
M E M B E R S IlirS
At the regular meeting of the 
Aquatic Auxiliary It was decided 
that this year, for the conven- 
lonco of many people wishing to 
purchase a membership ticket, a 
house to house canvass would 
be made the first two weeks in 
June.
U must bo undcrstooil that thin 
la ipcrely a convchlcnco to any­
one wishing to be the proud ojvn- 
cr of a membership ticket at 
such a low cost. It is your decision 
iiildhe, whether- you wish to in­
vest in the youth of your com­
munity and to gain a lot of 
pleasure yourself in seeing the 
hapiilnesB surrounding you, Vi'on 
you SCO these thousands of young 
happy faces learning to live and 
play together.
A inemhershlp entitles you to 
all the facilities of the Aquatic 
Association, free Acquncadcs' 
every Tuesday evening, weather 
permitting; a reduction )n price 
,ln ncimiaslon to Aquatic dances; 
lunches on the iKirch in a beau­
tiful lakeside setting; weekly 
luncheons and fashions shown for 
your plensurc; not to mention the 
swimming and diving instruction, 
given W experts in their field;
, Aqua lUiythmoi taught as ef­
ficiently J as anyone could be 
taught in nny Aqua Rliyihm 
centre, with oxiwrt training 
brmiRiit in from Ho)lywoo«l and 
l^os Angeles; and to top it all. yes 
girls, a beginners' class (or all of 
us who-missed ibis wonderful ad­
venture in our youth. It's never 
too late! s
Sometimes we wonder where all 
this membership “money”  goes 
Read the above again, add super 
vision and your answer is very 
clear. Won't you buy a member- 
shlu ticket and be one of the 
happy faces I hope to look upon 
on my many treks to the Aquatic 
this summer?. .
FACE CHANGE
Many changes have taken place 
in the past year or two and the 
face of your Aquatic has been 
changed, but let’s put back the 
old faces in the new setting, and 
I think we will all realize the 
change wasn’t so drastic, it had 
to come to accommodate the ex­
pansion of your town.
Mrs. Syd. Cook will hostess the 
luncheons this, summer which 
are held on Wednesdays com 
mcnclng In July or earlier, should 
the weather become very warm 
These luncheons are held on the 
porch overlooking the lake, and 
are the ideal rendezvous spot with 
those summer, visitors,
Fashions will be shown at each 
hinchcon. More will be heard of 
this later.
Bye now. I'll try nnd keep you 
well posted on Aquatic activities. 
If there is anything tlmt bothers 
anyone Interested in the Aquatic 
Association, remembor the pur­
pose of Open Hoiisc in July is fpr 
you to a.sk the questions,
OGO.
of question a need in the annex has 
been met.
These chairs will be used in the 
annex until such time as the 
building is demolished, and at 
that point they will continue their 
usefulness in other wards in the 
hospital.
The ladies of the First Mennon­
ite Church were represented by 
Mrs. Anna Wiebe a n d  Mrs 
Agatha Wiebe. Mrs. J. Cormack 
received the gift on behalf of the 
hospital board, and the hospital 
staff was represented by Miss 
C. C. Sinclair, director of nurs­
ing; Mrs. H. K. Keating, assist­
ant director of nursing; and Mrs. 




If you haven’t got your best 
girl a present for Mother’s Day, 
here is a suggestion that should 
appeal to a mother of any age.
It is an oversized Milan straw
tote bak Imported from Italy. 
Doublbe cut-out heart-shaped 
handles provide a romantic de­
tail as well as making the bag 
very easy to carry. There is a 
-wide choice of colors, including 
black. .
Hawaiian And Canadian Styles 
Features Of Big Aquatic Opener
SOUTH KELOWNA
WESTBANK - -  A s-a Relegate 
from Westbank Mrs. A. C. Shet- 
ler left Thursday for Vancouver 
where she will attend the B.C 
Recreation conference at UBC be­
ing held May 8 and 9.
Mrs. Emma Wolfe arrived 
home' Wedhe^ after spending 
a month and a half with her sons 
in Vancouver and Kamloops.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Rumley who 
recently spent a few days in Van­
couver, have arrived home,
R. J. Lynn has returned home 
from Vancouver where he at­
tended a First Aid Instructor’s 
course held last week.
Ron and Wendy Dobbin were 
weekend, guests of their grand­
mother, Mrs. D. Gellatly, who 
drove them to their home in Ver­
non on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs, E. 0. Hewlett of 
North Surrey, were weekend 
visitors a t the home of their bro­
ther and sister, A, E. and Miss 
Grace Hewlett. They arc at pre­
sent staying In their former 
home-town, Penticton.
SOUTH KELOWNA ~  Mr. and 
Mrs. Claude H. Taylor have as 
their guests Mr. and Mrs. Eric 
Gordon of London, England.
Misses Dorothy and Frieda 
Halt, daughters of. Mr. and Mrs. 
Otto Halt are home from college 
f ^ t h e  summer.
Mr. Otto Halt is a patient in 
the Kelowna hospital.
The South Kelowna PTA will 
hold its reguluar monthly meet­
ing in the school on Monday, May 
11, at 8 p.m. After the meeting 
members will join the Mission 
Creek PTA at their school, where 
Mr. Gordon Johnson, School In­
spector will be the guest speaker
BINDING CEREMONY
FORT ERIE, Ont. (CP)-Step- 
plng out of a taxicab for his 
wedding ceremony, Walter Cas- 
mire ripped his trousers. Since 
the bride was due to walk down 
the aisle in a few moments, he 
bound up the tear with safety 
pins, then went through the bind­
ing ceremony.
Ladies Auxiliary to the Aqua­
tic have finalized plans for the 
official opening. In the form of a 
fashion show, it will be held at 
the Aquatic on May 27.
There will be two showings; 
one in the morning at 10 a.m., 
after which coffee will be serv­
ed, and one at 8 p.m. to be fol­
lowed by refreshments.
Both Hawaian and Canadian 
Fashions will be shown. The fin­
ale will feature something new 
and different in keeping with the 
Hawaian theme.
Fashion show committee heads 
a r e :  convener, Mrs. Tommy 
Walker: co-convener and dress­
ing room, Mrs. Ian Greenwood; 
commentator, Mrs. James Pur­
vis: pianist, Mrs. John Klassan; 
refreshments, Mrs. Percy Per­
kins; secretary, Mrs.'Jhek Buck- 
holtz; publicity, Mrs. Harry Van 
Akeran; tickets, Mrs. Nancy Mc­
Kenzie; ramp, Mrs. Sid Cook; 
and entertainment, Mrs. Frank 
Manson.
It was decided that for the con­
venience of many people not 
knowing where to secure a year­
ly membership to the Aquatic As­
sociation, a house to house can­
vas be made this year during the 
first two weeks In June.
Open house, when everyone has 
a chance to visit the Aquatic and 
sec for themselves the great ad­
vantages to the community of 
such an association, will be held
Wednesday, July 8 from 10 a.m 
to 9 p.m. and coffee will be serv 
ed free of charge. Members from 
the auxiliary will act as guides 
All proceeds from any projects 
of the auxliary this year will be 
used to improve the boys’ dress 
ing rooms and the downstairs 
area in general.
BAN-LON WEAR
Paris Star or Grand’mere Short Sleeve Pullovers ........ 4.95
Matching Cardigan .............................................. .........  6.95
Ban-Lon Skirts by Paris Star, the ideal companion Q  Q C  
for sweater and cardigan ......................................  / i #  J
ALWAYS ACCEPTABLE
Choose from Whisper, Kyser,
Priced from ............................
. . STOCKINGS
Orient, Burmil-Cameo i  2 ^
NYLON DRESS GLOVES
There’s a color for every outfit .......................................2.25
Now a scarf to match the gloves...............................from G9c
CORSAGES
Just right for the kiddies gift . . .
low priced but very welcome ............................. from 25c
PURSES
A wonderful selection just arrived . 
in leather or plastic, newest i  QQ 
designs and shades............ . I « ' 0
COSTUME JEWELRY
There’s a counter full of quality 
jewelry from brooches, earrings nnd 
necklets . . . and all at only HALF 
PRICE.
Your last chance to get a gift for Mother Is Saturday 
. . .  we will gift wrap any gift you choose.
FUMERTON'S





'O T W llK f f l i
RUGGED TRAVEL
CAMBRIDGE, England (CP>- 
Thc woman driver in trouble here 
told an Automobile Association 
patrolman; “My car stopped sud­
denly and won't move an inch." 
The patrolman found nothing 
wrong until he crawled under the 
car and saw a travelling rug 
wrapped around the trahspilsslon 
shaft. It had \vorkcd It.s way 
through a hole in the floorboards.
SUPER
VALU
O p e n  
T il l  9  p.m. 
Friday
WHY PAINT! A
Let US wash YOUR 
' walls with thio ’
Newly Invented Machine
Preserves Paint - Saves Redecorating
•  No Dripping WAler '
. •  The Cost la Rurprisll^gly Low
PHONE 1*0 2-2973
I
For F R E E  K S T IM A T Ii^  or D E M O N S TR A TIO N
Duraclean
RITE-W AY CLEANERS
Can’t harm little  boya ~  or 
C P  Weatherproof Paint
In fact, your CP Weatherproof 
paint — like all small boys — 
actually looks cleaner after the 
mini And it stands up equally 
well ihrough years of sun, sleet 
and snow. It’s the paint you’ll 
want to protect and beautify 
j'OMr' house.
T M « . ‘ -
CANADA PAIN T
O O ^ F A N V  U M IT R D
HOmSSAI. • TOSONIO • WINNinO • CAIOAXY • VANCOUVia » IIAtirAX '
HARDING REGENCY ‘
Four subtle tones in a sculptured, two level, two level 
cnibos.scd design — at home with traditional or mod­
ern, welcoming years of active use with n ,minimum of
care. Available in w;ood beige, plncfrost 10.35
Loom Creations
green, birch grey. Per sciuam yard
CLAYMORE DORVAL V
The only Vlneotio-Twot'd 
woven on a earnot haelUng. 
Tlils iH an, Idoitl onriH'l for 
'wiill-lo-wall Iniitallation.' 4 
color's,to t'liooso from. -
Only AQ <i
Brj. yard . . - . .4 . .—
B &  B PAINT SPOT LTD.
“ Ymrr Harmony Hendqtrnrtcrs for Kelowna and District'!
Tho Axmlnstcr carpet with 
the luxitr'y- look, Floral pat­
terns, Grey tonrr-on-tonc ,1 . . 
gr’cy on green ground , . . 
grene, textured loaf . . .  grey 




fiO per c(fnt wool, 20 per cent 
rtylon . . , the hardest wear­
ing |)laln frieze In thiri price 
range, the texture rnakos it 
rcsliitanl to crushing and 
shading, A praYnlcal broad- 
loom whore a single color is 
deslrablo. In eight shades.
yard
PO 2-3636 I47.J7 ELUS ST.
SERVICES I.TD.
Your Harding Dealer 
Ml BEr,N.ir.K AVE. 
riim in PO 2-.inr.«
'See many pthef Hording creations nt our spacious 
, showroom, '
' Harding Carpel in a size niilgc of 27" —■ 9’ -— 12’
Bring your rfK)m, mensuroinents with you and let our 
skllled-ln-decoratlon staff Itclp you choose Just the right 
color and dcslgh , . . .  if yilai cnnnol call in, wo will call 




Sacrifice No Beliefs 
Says Adventist Leader
KELOWNA DAILY COUBIEK. FRIDAY. MAY 8. 1»SS PAGE T
decision. We don’t get any pleas­
ure or glee in seeing ourselves 
expand at the expense of others.
We would be happy I f  we couK 
reach only those with no religioui 
affiliation.’*
The Canadian Japanese Mission 
will hold a spring conference 
here May 9 and 10 at the Central 
Okanagan Gospel Church, Rut­
land. Exoected to attend arc:
Wallace Strom, chairman: Sam
Tonomura, vice-chairman: gen- PETE EMMORY
cral secretary Miss Margaret Canadian Press SUff Writer
Ridgeway and Stanley Yokota, a —r-»fr,xT-iv-vM //-n. .former Rutland man, now of EDMONTON (CP* — Religiou
Toronto, ; groups with, similar beliefs may
Rev. Phillip Hapano, Essie forces, says the world presi-
Pastor from Lethbridge will ad-,^r'nt of the Seventh Day Advent- 
dress a public meeting at The ! t>ut no principles can be sac- 
People’s . Mission Saturday at rificed. „
7:30 p.m. i Grey-haired Rueben R, Flguhr
of Washington, D C., said in an 
Rev. T. Elgar Roberts will. interview here 
conclude his evangelistic cam-1 “Where people believe In the 
paign this weekend. He preaches same principles I feel it is a good 
tonight at the First Baptist thing for them to be bound. But ! 
Church, assisted by the Vernon!don’t think either group should
mulgate our concept of the Bible 
through evangelism and in this 
way we identify ourselves."
An aggressive group, the Ad­
ventists want to expand member­
ship but only through reason.
“People must make their own
Righteousness Exul- 
teth a Nation 
But sin is a reproach 
to any people.
M O THERS DA Y G IFTS
Inexpensive English China figu^ 
ines and florals. Brooches, neck­
laces, earrings, etc., to match 
Mum's favorite costume.
329 Bernard Ave. Vi. E . Krum m Phone rO  2-3141
CHURCH SERVICES
3 -
CANADIAN NUN BEATIFIED IN ROME
A painting of Mother Marie- 
Marguerite Du Frost De La- 
Jemmerais, founder of the 
order of the Sisters of Charity 
(the grey nuns) hangs high 
above the Altar of the Cath­
edral Chair after it’s unveiling 
in St. Peter’s Basilica, during 
the ceremonies during which 
the Canadian nun was beati­
fied. She was the first Canadian 
to be thus honored by the
Roman Catholic Church. She 
founded the order in 1755. The 
painting hangs amid hundreds 
of electric candles and angelic 
figures. (AP photo).
Immigration Drop Noted 
Unichurch Executive
The marked decrease in the 
number of immigrants arriving in 
Canada in the past year was 
noted by Rev. Dr. John R. Leng. 
associate secretary of the board 
of home missions of the United 
Church of Canada, speaking at 
the annual meeting of his board 
in Toronto. The total number of 
Immigrants in 1958 was 124,851 
compared with 282,164 in 1957.
Dr. Leng said that since the 
end of the Second World War a 
total of 1.816,913 immigrants 
have been admitted to Canada.
The five largest groups ad­
mitted to Canada last year were 
Italian, 28.564: British. 26.622; 
German, 14,449; United States, 
10.846; Netherlands, 7.595.
The United Church of Canada 
has five overseas chaplains at 
strategic ports of embarkation, 
Dr. Leng told the Board. These 
chaplains distribute literature and 
forward airlmail lists of im­
migrants to United Church chap­
lains at ports-of-ehtry in Canada.
Canadian ports-of-entry have had 
a less strenuous time during the 
past year due to the reduced 
number of Immigrants, Dr. Leng 
said. However, they were able 
to do more extensive counselling 
he said. Names and destinations 
of immigrants are forwarded to 
local United Church ministers so
TCA Head Pessimistic 
Over Aircraft Race
MONTREAL (CP)—TCA presi­
dent Gordon McGregor declared 
here that the Western world’s 
race to produce bigger and faster 
commercial aircraft may prove 
disastrous to many manufac­
turers.
Addressing a meeting of the In­
stitute of International Air Law, 
Mr. McGragor said simple eco­
nomics wUl make it impossible
First Baptist choir, and Saturday 
he will present a film, “The Two 
I Sons," at a .special youth rally.
! Also present Saturday will be the 
I inter-church choir, conducted by 
i I. K. Epp, with soloist Barry 
i Patterson. Sunday he will preach 
iboth services and then leave for 1 Hamilton, Ont., where his son, 
Robert will graduate from Mc- 
M a s t e r  University Divinity 
School. Rev. Roberts will preach 
the ordination sermon of his son 
at the Vittoria Baptist Church;
Pastor R. M. Bourke will speak 
at both services “Mother’s Day 
Sunday,” at The People’s Mis­
sion. Children’s voices will be 
heard in special music and 
mothers and daughters will test­
ify at the evening service. Cor­
sages will be presented to moth­
ers present in the morning, with 
bouquets going to certain mothers 
in the evening.
Rev. and Mrs. Norman Hccbner 
from Hlllcrest Bible Institute, 
Medicine Hat, Alta., wiU conduct 
services May 12 to 17 in the 
Evangelical United Brethren 
Chnrch. They will be accomp­
anied by a mixed trio consisting 
of Miss Lorraine Koch and Larry 
and Leslie Maerz. Instrumental 
numbers will be featured on 
saxophone, electric guitar, ac­
cordion and piano. The services 
will be conducted with special 
emphasis on youth but persons of 
all ages will attend. A special 
youth rally will climax Sunday 
services.
have to surrender any of their] 
principles. . ."
He said there Is no chance the 
1.500,000 - m e m b e r  Adventist! 
church would ever join any other! 
group because it has distinctive! 
beliefs. \
However, these beliefs were of-j 
ten confused with other groups’| 
and it was distressing to Advent-] 
ists. j
“People often join us with the] 
Jehovah’s Witnesses. We’re very 
different from them. We admire 
their zeal and persistence but 
question their wisdom and good 
taste.
“Adventists are loyal patriotic 
citizens and believe and support 
government whereas the Wit­
nesses take a rather negative 
view.”
Mr. Figuhr said mistaken Iden­
tity is being overcome by educa­
tion.
“We let the people know what 




SUNDAY. M A Y  10. 1959
EVENSONG 
7:30 p.m.
Dominican Republic General 
S till Boss A fter 29 Years
for airlines to change equipment____
that they might welcome the im- as fast as producers turn it out. wo<xi. 
migrants in the town or city in 
which they settle the board secre­
tary said. In Toronto the United 
Church maintains an immigration 
centre where advice is given to 
hundreds of immigrants.
In Montreal, Hamilton, Saulte 
Ste. Marie, Winnipeg, Edmonton,
Calgary and Vancouver churches 
of all nations and all people’s 
churches are rendering an im­
portant service to immigrants.
Dr. Leng said.
Last year 2,615 Chinese and 
188 Japanese people arrived in 
Canada. The United Church of 
Canada maintains many Chinese 
a n d  Japanese congregations
Christ Lutheran Church in this 
city is now in it’s tenth year of 
operation. Official ceremonies 
were marked earlier this week, 
together with the dedication of the 
recently-completed parsonage.
The Temple Trio, from the 
Vancouver Salvation Army organ- 
ganization will appear here May 
17 with several others of that 
group. The attractive lasses who 
will sing here are: Marion Steele 





(Next to High School)
REV. E. MARTIN, Minister
SUNDAY, M A Y  10, 1959
9:45







and ALL ANGELS' 
CHURCH
(A N G U C A N )
Corner Richter St. and 
Sutherland Ave.
Clergy:
VEN. D. S. CATCHPOLE 
REV. CYRIL CLARKE
Services Broadcast at 11 a.m. 
on 2nd and Stb Sundays
SUNDAY. MAY 10. 19S9
Sunday School 
9:30 or 11:00 a.m.




11:00 a.m.—(1st and 3rd Sun­
days) Holy Communion 
(2nd, 4th and 5th Sundays) 
Morning Prayers





Rev. D . M . Perley, B .A .. B.D., 
Minister
M rs. A . P. Fettyplece,
, Organist





"M O T H E R ’S D A Y  S E R V IC E "
United Church chaplains in which serve these newcomers.
Several Speakers Slated 
For Missionary Conference
The Pcople’.s Mission will hold 
its fifth “World Vision" mission­
ary conference beginning May 
14. and continuing Friday and 
Saturday evenings at 7:45, with 
Sunday services at 9:45, and 
11 a.m. and 7:15 p.m.
Speakers will Include Rev. Jack 
Tatier.snl, who has served In 
Columbia. South America.
Another speaker will be Miss 
Margaret Ridgeway, missionary 
to the Japanese people who went 
to Japan more than two years ago 
to learn the language and observe 
conditions and inis.sionary needs 
there.
Rev. and Mrs. Lloyd Cross, who 
have served in Haiti annd 'Trlni- 
dnd under the auspices of the 
West Indies Mission will tell of 
the growth of Christianity in 
these places.
In the ye:Irs since the organ­
izing of The People’s Mission, 
nearly 20 have gone out for full­
time service in Canada and other 
countries.
Apprcxiiuntely 40 missionaries 
and Bible School groups visited 
in 1958 and pastor R. M, Bourke 






Archdeacon D. R, Catchpole ofi 
St. Michael and.,All Angels'| 
Church has been named secretary j 
of the Anglican Synwl of British 
Columbia.
His election t«wk place at a 
recent meeting of the Angltcnti 
group in Vancouver,
'I’he biKly laterurged the ostiib- 
lislin'ient of a schl'Mil to tralii 
liulliin.s ns teachers in R.C, mis- 
‘ ston.s. , \
The syruHl nuidp the decision 
after hearing Ri.shop Tom GVeen- 
wood of the Yukon and llonry 
McKay of Gi'ehvUle, on the N«ns 
River, speak of a shortage of 
Anglican workers anmoR In ­
dians of tt|e province,
Forty-fiye delegates from )>olhts 
In n.C, and the Yukon attended 
the on I ) \  nu ting, which 
inurktMl the. l(K)tii anntversiiry of 
the Angluan ih iiu li work’ 
H.C. ■ ' ,
R E V . JACK TA T T E R 8A L  
(Ree story)
people hnvb been helped in their 
missionary endeavours,"
Special music, both vocal apd 
Instrumental will bo presented 
during the observance, and other 
missionaries and candidates are 
expected for part of the confer­
ence.
CIUDAD, Trujillo, Dominican 
Republic (AP)—Rafael Leonidas 
Trujillo, generalissimo of this lit­
tle tropical land seems very 
much the boss after nearly M 
years in power.
Some Dominicans, and f o e s  
around the Caribbean, would like 
to see him go. The Dominican 
Republic never has had a demo­
cratic system in its turbulent his­
tory, the bloodiest in Latin Amer­
ica before Trujillo took over.
No hand - picked successor is 
in evidence.
His brother, Hector, 51, was 
given the presidency by election 
in 1952, and re-elected in 1957 for 
another five-year term. Hector is 
reported to have much ability, 
but lacking tho benefactor’s per­
sonality and dramatic touch.
The dictator’s eldest son, 30- 
year - old Gen. Rafael Leonidas 
Trujillo Jr,, who figured as a 
playboy in Hollywood last year, 
is chairman of tho joint chiefs 
of staff. The young man, nick­
named Ranifis, was a colonel 
when a young boy.
Now 68, tho usually soft-,spoken 
but iron - fisted Trujillo r ,lcs by 
dealing out a combination of wel­
fare, theatrics, ruthless suppres­
sion of political opposition, eco­
nomic development, employment 
and efficient administration.
The sun-bathed republic has a 
population of nearly 3,000,000 — 
almost three times what it was 
30 years ago tind covers 19,333 
square miles, nearly as large ns 
Nova Scotia.
Trujillo’s propaganda machine, 
playing up to national pride, 
ceaselessly reminds the country 
of his record in making n once- 
bankrupt and revolt-ridden conn 
try financially sound nnd pros 
porous-by Caribbean standards,
, TruJHlo's program, including 
his brain - washing innchlnc, has 
been effective, but not entirely 
so. Dissidents, their numbers nnd 
unity difficult to nHcortnln, be 
Ilcvo he has outlived his usoful- 
hess nnd should got out,
Coavtomulim.
THE helpleti fledgling can de­
pend on the devoted mother 
bird to feed and protect it, no 
matter vrhat the circumstan- 
cei. Such confidence it wall 
placed.
In time of need, you can de­
pend on our aHentive staff to 
render helpful service. Tho 
cost of the ceremony is deter-, 
mined by your choice of ap­
pointments.
ATTEND THE CHURCH 
OF YOUR CHOICE 
THIS SUNDAY
To a visitor Trujillo appears to 
have a man - sized grip on the 
country, particularly among the 
largely Negro working and peas­
ant classes.
What opposition there Is seems 
concentrated among the well-edu­
cated younger people who have 




Understanding and Dependability 
ARTHUR R. CLARKE 
DONALD A. BENNETT 
Phones FO  2-3040, FO  2-3004 
PO 2-2722
FILM SHO W
Two sound color films
"M IXED  MARRIAGE"
and its sequel
" T H E  TWO SH AH  BE ONE" 
Monday, May 11th -  7:30 p.m.
at the
MENNONITE BRETHREN CHURCH
CO RNER E T H E L  A N D  STOCKW ELL
Shown by Rev, Wellington of the Canadian Protestant 
League




FANDOSY &  S U TH E R LA N D
"The Church Without Steps"
Mennonite 
Brethren Church
Comer Stockwell t n i  
Ethel Street
Pastor: Rev. A. J. Sawatsky 
Phone PO 2-4063
SUNDAY, M A T  10, 1959
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Minister:
T; Stoddart Cowan, DA (Glas.) 
Choirmaster:




9:45 a.m .—Seniors &  Juniors 
11:00 a.m .—
P rim ary  and Kindergarten
Superintendent:
James S. J. Gibb
"Come, W orship With Us"
Saturday, M ay 9th, 2 p.m.
Funeral Service of 
Mr. Gerhard Jacob Siemens




Mother Home and Heaven 
7:30 p.m.—English Service 
Special program in memory 
of our mothers. 
Theme: " A  Fraying M other"
The Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day 
Saints
Priesthood Meeting 9:00 a.m.
Sunday School.......10:30 a.m.
Sacrament Service 7:00 p.m. 
VISITORS WELCOME 
Meetings Held in 
Kelowna Little Theatre 
Corner of Doyle Ave. and 
Bertram St. Phone PO 2-8963
FIRST UNITED 
CHURCH
Rev. R. S. Lcltch, B.A., B.D.
Minister
Dr. Ivan Beadle, Mus.D. 
Organist and Choir Director
Broadcast 1st. 3rd and 4th 
Sundays of the month
SUNDAY, MAY 10, 1959








"This is Mother’s Day”
111
T lio  A tlns  M uni iiivi of Nm *'
Hi in fi\, it MMlRi'",
m i i ’h ing lu 'lg tils  of jiIh h iI i2,(Hm
f e e l . ’ , I a I I
Welcome to Our
YOUTH MEETINGS
MAY 12th to 17th 
Rev. and Mrs. Norman W . Heebner
and trio from
HILLCREST BIBLE INSTITUIE 
, MocHclno liat, Albcrtn ;
. every evening at 8:00 p.m. >yllh 
Closing Rally on Sunday
I'inc singing ilnd instrumcnt;il numbers 
Young and Old Arc Invited >
EVANGELICAL
UNITED BRETHREN CHURCH^
I:D3 R H 'IIT E R  »t . \
THE PEOPLE'S MISSION
1 BLOCK SOUTH OP P .0 , R E V . R . M . BO UR KE
CHRISTIAN 
SCIENCE SOCIETY
Branch of The Mother Church, 
The First Church of Christ, 
Scientist, in Boston, Mass.
Bernard Avenue at Bertram  
SUNDAY. M A T  3, 1959 
Church Service 11 a.m. 
Lesson Sermon Subject: 
"A D A M  AND F A L L E N  M A N "
Wednesday Meeting 8:00 p.m. 






THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY - SUNDAY 
7:45 each evening Sunday 9:45, 11 a.m,, 7:15 p.m.
•  REV. JACK TAHERSAIL
Colombia, South America
•  MISS MAR(5ARET RIDGEWAY
Missionary to the Japanese
•  REV. and MRS. IIO YD  CROSS \
West Indies Mission
•  Other Missionaries and Candinates
•  Costumo.s and Curios
•  Missionary Displays of (lospcl Recordings, Literature,
etc. '
•  Films (tnd Slides ...........  /
•Special Vocal nild Inslriimentali Music  ̂ .
^ ( u :  A u r  w i i i . r o M i . . \ i  i i :M ) i :v e k y  s l k v ic e
HOW CHRISTIAN SCIENCE 
HEALS
"F R E E D O M  FR O M  
SLA VER Y TO ALCOHOL"




1465 St. Paul St. 
L IE U T . B . D U M E R TO N
The Seventh-day 
Adventist Churches
W ELC O M E YO U
Sabbath Servlcea (Saturday)
Sabbath School___ 9:30 a.m .
Preaching .......... 11:00 a.m.
Missionary Volunteers—
3:30 p.m.
KELOW NA CHURCH—  
Richter and Law ioa
R U TLA ND CHURCH—  
Rutland Road











Home League Meeting 
(for women) 
Tuesday — 2:00 p.m.
ATTEND THE CHURCH 




Cor. Bernard and Richter 
Rev. Herman Epp, Pastor





Sunday School —  10:30 a.m. 
Everybody Welcome
A FLOWER
A boili*l e( loiti con . 
only b.gln lo ihow wur 
opprnclotlon . .  Ih« kMit 
woy lo molit h*r o((>d !■ 
to otiond worihip,
S P f C l M  D / i y  U R V K l i  {
SUNDAllf, MAY 10, 1059
9:55, a.m.-^Siinday School
Speolnl Mother's Day 
Programme










Sth Avenue South, Westbank 
LO R D ’S DAY
10:40 a,m.—Breaking of Bread






7:00 p.m.“ Chlldroit and 
Young People's MecUng 
8:00 p.m. Ministry Meeting.
All are Welcome ,
F A M IL Y  B IB L E  HO UR
Sundays 11:00 p,rn. 
CKOK 800 kc





Rev. J . P. Vogt, Chairman  
Rev. J. A. Janzen, Elder 
Rev. J. H . Enns
SUNDAY S E R V IC E
10:00 a.m.—Sunday School
(English)
10:45 a.rn,-Worship Service 
(English and German)
7:00 p,m.—Evening Service 
(English and German)
Hear Rev. Elgar Roberts
FIR5T BAPTI5T 
CHURCH
E I.L I8  at qU EEN SW A Y  
Rev. K . Imayoshi, B .D.
Minister '
Tonight 7:.M-Muslc: , 
Vernon Baptist Choir
Saturday 7 :4 5 -Youth Rally ' 
Film; 'Ilio Two Sohs 
Miislc: Inler-Church Choir
Sunday: Hev, E. Roberts 
Final Services ,11 and 7:20
•  15 iiilnuLc Organ MuhIc 
prior lo each Kcrvlee
•  9:4.5 Sunday SoIkm I
YOU AHF. WEI,COME ,
PEOPLE'5 MI55ION
1 Block South of P.O.
Rev. R , M . Bourke 









I These servloes w ill honor 
M oilier. SiMiolal musin w ill he 
featured. Flowers w ill he pre­
sented to certain mothers. En­
joy splrilasl, fsUawsbIp and 
I blessing,
E V E R Y O N E  W E IX IO M E
Good News of The A ir  
E vrry  Blondsy 8 p.m .—CKOV
W ORLD BRIEFS
KELOWNA BAILT COOEIEB. FKIDAT.
PEACEFUL SUBMARINES 
BONN (AP) — The West Ger­
man defence ministry has ordered 
three miniature submarines for 
u n d e r s e a  experimentation. A 
spokesman said the submarines, 
of 100 tons each, would have no 
combat role..
IRISH WmSKT
DUBLIN <AP) — The Republic 
of Ireland plans to double its 
whisky advertising in the United 
States. In the 12 month up to 
March 31 Ireland spent $126,000 
on such advertising in the U.S., 
and widespread consumer inter­
est was stimulated.
AUTOMATIC MINING
MOSCOW lAP) — Engineers in 
Kazakhstan have drawn up plans 
for a mine to be 0|>erated by 
automatic drilling equipment run 
by remote control and checked by 
television. Tass news agency said 
it is part of a program to release 
men from arduous underground 
work.
JAPANESE BEER
TOKYO (Reuters — Japanese 
now are drinking twice as much 
beer as they did 20 years ago. 
the national taxation board an­
nounced. The traditional bever­
age sake, fermented from rice, is 
still however the most popular 
alcoholic drink.
plan to be submitted to the clean­
ing committee. *Tt is not right 
that sales be made from such 
places because Buddha images 
are regarded with the highest re­
spect," said the city governor.
SUBW AY IN  R E D
TOKYO (AP) — Tokyo has a 
bright, cheerful new subway full 
of passengers in red - painted 
trains. Red is also the feature of 
the streecar and bus company’s 
accounts-it’s been running a defi' 
cit of $1,400 a day since the sub­
way opened.
Shop W alks 
Urged For 
O ttaw ans
all vehicle parking on Parliament 
Hill to give the Parliament Build­
ings "**att attractive and dignified " k  i 
frame." Ip-
Two can live CHEAPER 
than ONE!!
MAY DAY TURNOUT IN TOKYO
May Day turnout in Tokyo— 
A sea of umbrellas protects
huge throng of Japanese against 
the rain during May Day fes­
tivities in Tokyo. Banners of 
unionists and various political
groups rise above the under 
cover crowd massed in a park.
Ceylon Planning To Become 
Republic W ithin Two Years
By RUSSELL ELMAN 
COLOMBO. C e y l o n  (CP)— 
Within the next two years Ceylon 
plans to become a republic in the 
footsteps of neighboring India and 
Pakistan.
Whether this former British 
colony, which for the last 11 
years has enjoyed the same in­
dependent status as Canada, ult­
imately will retain her Common- 
wealth ties is not certain.
Prime Minister S. W. R. D. 
Bandaranaike intends to estab­
lish the republic before the next 
election, due in 1961. Reflecting 
the view of most Celonese pol­
iticians today, he says:
"We prefer a Republican form 
of government, which v/e con­
sider most suited to our country, 
and the Queen herself (warmly 
received on her 1956 visit to Cey­
lon) is too far away with too few 
personal contacts to stimulate a 
feeling of personal attachment.” 
There is no similar
on Ceylon’s future position In 
the Commonwealth. Bandaran­
aike says the island ‘‘very prob­
ably” will remain in the Com­
monwealth under his governing 
Mahajana E k s a t  h Peramuna 
(MEP) coalition, but the official 
opposition Trotskyist party and 






"Certain economic advantages 
flow from the Commonwealth re­
lationship,” the prime minister 
said in an interview. “My view 
is that the most important point 
is the fact that the Common­
wealth countries share more or 
less a common tradition of gov­
ernment and administration . . . 
in the British democratic way of 
life.”
The Commonwealth, he noted, 
is a loose association allowing 
each member complete freedom 
in internal and external affairs. 
Differences of opinion could arise 
over Suez, and the Common­
wealth could survive.
'The prime minister relates his 
conception of the Commonwealth 
to his foreign policy, which he 
describes as "dynamic neutral­




TERRACE, B.C. (CP)-Terrace 
school district officials have com-| 
plained that the provincial edu­
cation department is trying to 
grab the profit from a money­
making scheme here.
They told the Chant royal com­
mission on e d u c a t i o n  here 
that the district purchased sur­
plus houses from Kitimat for 
bargain prices.
The houses now are being 
rented to district teachers at low 
rates but because of the low cost 
of the houses—$2,000—the school 
board eventually hopes to make 
a profit of $7,000 a year.
I^e  officials said, however, the 
education department is insisting 
this, rental income be considered 
part of the district’s general 
revenue.
This would mean a reduction 
in the amount the provincial 
government will have to pay the 
school board under the cost- 
shkring agreement.
Board officials told the com­
mission that when the $26,000 
cost of the 13 houses is amortized 
in five years the school board 






P A IN T !
QUAUTY PAINT
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B F E C T R U M  CIIE3UC ALS  
L IM IT E D
F .O . Box 848.
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COLOR CENTRE
»4T B E R N A R D  A V E , 
rh«n«F O M U 9
operation with all nations and 
non-alignment with any of the 
pOwei:,J?]pcs of the^jvorld. In ac­
cordance^ with this policy, Ceylon 
did not join the Southeast Asia 
T r e a t y  Organization (SEATO) 
and asked Britain to give up her 
naval base at Trincomalee in 
1957.
Ceylon has strengthened diplo­
matic and trade tics with Com­
munist China and Russia, and 
Bandaranaike, pressing for a 
closer relationship with Afro- 
Asian countries, hopes to hold an 
Asian - African economic confer­
ence in Colombo at the end of 
the year. Western and Commu- 
mist loaders are frequent visitors 
to the island, w'ith Marshal Tito 
of Yugoslavia being as welcome 
in January as Prime Mini.stcr 
Diofenbaker was last November 
during his Commonwealth tour.
In contrast to the prime min­
ister’s stand. Dr. N. M. Perera, 
leader of the opposition Nava 
Lanka Sama Samaja (NLSSP) 
parly, say.s he will withdraw 
from the Commonwealth if ho 
comes to power. As head of the 
world's only major Ti'otskylst rev 
olutionary Communist party, he 
said: "I don’t see any particular 
advantage in staying inside the 
Commonwealth. Wo have to share 
the moral responsibility for all 
the wrong things the Common 
wealth Is doing. Look at Africa 
to<lny.”
ONE-WORLD IDEAL
Membership in the Common 
wealth, he said, is too much like 
belonging to a bloc. Unlike India, 
Ceylon was too small to pursue 
itn independent lino and yet make 
her weight felt.
Within the cabinet coalition, the 
influential Marxist food and agrl 
culture mini.stcr, Don Philip Gun 
nwardenri, favors slaying In the 
Commonwealth because of Us 
economic benefits. However, he 
made h point of stressing Coy' 
ion’s freedom to drop out,
The small United National 
party, whicii guided Ceylon to in 
dependence liut suffered a crush 
ing lection «lefeat In 19.56; sup­
ports a republic inside the Uom 
inouwealtli. Said its lender. Dud 
ley Senanayake: "Tlie Common­
wealth is necessary and useful.' 
Our main pattern of trade is with j 
the sterling area. I feel it was a I 
mistake to ask the British to 
leave their bases,"
In the long run, however, he 
consildercd that pence could only 
1)0 achieved through a federation 
of the world, which might start 
with r o g i o n n l  groiiplhgsi In 
these elrcumstances the Com­
monwealth Ideli might have to Ih' 
abniulofied.
r*r"
WARSAW (AIM — A inysterl- 
out* epidemic has wi|)etl out inori) 
than l,4lK> wild t)oarH In n year In 
the forests of Bydgoszcz province, 
Offlclnl.s said the warm spring 
weather had spread the epidemic, 
.klllinK 300 domestic pigs In vU 
lagea in threa weekly
and tohelp build up libraries 
offer bursaries.
The income would have helped 
meet these and other costs en­
countered at budget time which 
are considered non-shareable by 
the provincial education depart­
ment.
School trustees, headed by 
board chairman C. W. Michiel, 
also told the commission of how 
the district has achieved integra­
tion in school of whites and 
Indians in their 14-school, 68- 
teachcr system.
ATLANTA (AP — The super­
intendent of the Washington, D.C. 
public schools says integration of 
the school system has proved to 
be a sound educational move ra­
ther than a sociological experi­
ment.
Carl F. Hansen said that ac­
ademic standards had risen and 
delinquency declined since des 
egregation in 1954.
The superintendent discussed 
the effects of integration during 
a television program sponsored 
by the Georgia Council on Human 
Relations.
In reply to questions, Hansen 
said that tests given in 1954 and 
1955 and again in 1958 indicated 
there was a "phenomenal in­
crease in the rate of learning.”
Delinquency among non - white 
school pupils dropped from 37.1 
per 1,000 in 1954 to 21.2 in 1958, 
he said. He did not give figures 
for white pupils.
The school official explained 
that Washington schools grouped 
pupils by ability into four divi­
sions—honor pupils, college pre 
paratory, general and basic.
Asked if any racial differences 
were noted in the four divisions, 
Hansen replied that the larger 
propoi’tion of honor pupils were 
white and that the larger propor­
tion of the basic pupils were 
Negroes.
"But this was to be expected. 
A great number of the Negro 
pupils had not been given the 
kind of educational opportunities 
they needed. .. . . The separate- 
but-equal doctrine just did not 
work.”
RED FIRECRACKERS
MACAO (Reuters) — Commun­
ist China’s ability to quote lower 
prices has sent Macao’s once- 
thriving firecracker industry into 1 
its worst slump in many years.! 
Firecrackers production in th is ' 
Portuguese territory in China is 
only half of what it was a year 
ago.
LONG LECTURE
BERLIN (AP) — East German 
politburo member Albert Norden 
told a conference of 1,(X)0 jour­
nalists at Leipzig that much of 
their copy was uninteresting, col­
orless and dull, and they’d have 
to spice it up. His speech lasted 
four hours.
RED BROACASTS
LONDON (AP) — Moscow Ra­
dio reports it is doubling its 
broadcasting time to Africa in 
French and English. The new 
schedule calls for one full hour 
and two half - hour broadcasts 
daily intboth languages.
COSMOPOUTAN FORCE
AUCKLAND. N.Z. (CP)-When 
recuiting started for a battalion 
to replace the New Zealand unit 
now serving in Malaya, applica­
tions were received from English 
men, Australians, two Germans, 
a Dutchman and a Chinese. “We 
also had inquiries from New 
Zealanders," said a recruiting 
sergeant.
“GODLESS” WORK
CAPETOWN (AP) — British 
philosopher Bertrand Russell’s 
book “Why I am not a Christian” 
has been banned in South Africa 
"because it is anti-Christian and 
Godless in content,” the interior 
ministry announced.
YIELDS SEAT
SPROTBOROUGH, Eng. (CP) 
George Foatherstone s t a r t e d  
walking three miles to work 
every day because a robin built 
its nest under the seat of
OTTAWA (CP-Conversion of 
five blocks of one of the capital’s 
main downtown streets into a 
pedestrian shopping promenude 
has been propos^ by Paris town 
planner Jacques Grebcr.
The recommendation t h a t  
Sparks Street be closed to veh­
icles for five blocks west from 
the central Confederation Square 
was made last December to the 
former federal district commis­
sion and disclosed in the commis­
sion’s final re|X)rt tabled B’riday 
in the Commons.
Mr. Greber was autor of the 
1951 national capital plan oi\ 
which much of the program for 
capital area beautification is 
based. The program is being car­
ried out by the new national ca|> 
ital commission, which took over 
from the federal district com 
mission in B'ebruary.
Mr, Grebcr. who has continued 
as a commission consultant, said 
his proposal would turn Sparks 
Street into “a promenade, lined 
by commercial establishments 
with pedestrian shoppers pro 
tected from dust, sun, heat, rain 
and snow by arcading of build 
ings, and free to move without 
his!traffic hazards.”
' He also proposed abolition of
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Red Iraq Naked Force Attem pt 
Believed Distinct Possibility
FIGHT POLIO
BELGRADE (AP) — About 
24,000 Yugoslav children in the 
Adriatic port of Rijeka Flume 
will get Salk polio shots with 
vaccine from Canada this year. 
Inoculation of children under six 
years old was arranged after 
sharp increases in polio incidence.
FREE CAMEL
JERUSALEM (AP) — The 
camel that Mrs. Franklin D. 
Roosevelt bought here for her 
granddaughter Nina will be given 
to some poor Bedouin nomad. 
Mrs. Roosevelt asked Israeli of­
ficials to find a suitable recipient 
after U.S. health authorities ruled 
the beast could not enter the U.S.
WAP ON OPOSSUMS
WELLINGTON. N. Z. (CP) -  
Dropped from the air, the poison 
1080 is proving effective against 
oppossums, a grave menace in 
some New Zealand forests. The 
poiseh may become the main 
weapon in the extermination cam­
paign which now costs large sums 
annually.
SAHARA GAS
MARSEILLE (AP)—The French 
ship Calypso has made soundings 
in the Mediterranean to check on 
the feasibility o) laying an under­
sea pipeline to bring natural gas 
from the Sahara desert to Europe. 
The line would run from Algeria 
to Spain and thence to France 
and Germany.
BUDDHA IMAGES
BANGKOK (Reuters) -S a le  of 
images of Buddha from sidewalk 




are styled to stay 
young
Shown illustrate(i is the 
COUNTERFLOW ( m o d e  1) 
SGC) available in units from 
60,000 BTU to 130,000 BTU. 
Made from safety-insulated 
pressed steel cabinets, stream­
lined, compact and space­
saving.
With Hale-Co you get safe 
heat . . .  gas benefits and oh 
so quiet operation . . . install­
ed with the minimum of fuss 
and bother, and trouble free 
service for years to come. 
When you buy . . .  buy Cana­
dian riiade for Canadian 
Homes . . . Hale-Co.
HEATING






give an abundance of 
hot water for only a few 
cents.
Ask us to advise you 
regarding size and quality.
30 Day Trial
Take advantage of the Spring Package Deal which 
includes all installation costs.
PHONE 
PO 2-2682 ARCTIC PO 2-2682  PHONE
REFRIGERATION and GAS HEATING
AT THE SOUTH PANDOSY SHOPPING CENTRE
NEW YORK (AP)-A Commu­
nist attempt to seize control of 
Iraq by naked force has become 
distinct possibility.
If that happens, something In 
the nature of another Korea also 
is possible.
The threat of p Communist 
coup In Baghdad becomes more 
real with persistent reports of an 
Infusion of armed Kurds from 
the Soviet Union, , plus an Iraqi 
decision to arm civilian units 
known ns the “people’s rc- 
sl.stance." ' ,
Because Iraq has no borders 
with any Communist-ruled coun­
try, n forcible Red seizure of its 
government would bo a de­
parture from past practice. Up 
to now, nrmed communism has 
not leaped over land bniTlers, 
But the elements for such a leap 
are present. Al.so present are the 
makings qf a situation not unllUo 
that in Korea nine years ago.
Troops of Oarnal Abdel Nas­
ser's United Arab, Republic, ac­
cording to lYirklsh rciwrts, al­
ready have taken up positions in 
northern Syria near the Iraqi 
frontier, Shammar tribesmen, 
who supported t.ho recent iiro- 
Nnsser revolt In north Iraq 'find 
ns a result had to flee tlie co în-
try, are reported massed In ap 
area roughly 50 miles from the 
Iraqi border.
The fierce cold war between 
Nasser’s U.A.R. (Egypt and 
Syria) and the Iraqi regime of 
Premier Abdel Karim Kas$em 
could easily turn into a hot war, 
even a Moslem “jihad,” or holy 
war.
A military clash would be a 
prelude to an attempt by pro- 
Nnsscr forces to install a rival 
government In Iraq.
Tlio spark for the clash also 
could be a Communist takeover 
in Baghdad. The tools for the 
takeover could bo a nucleus of 
tough, heavily a r m e d  Kurds 
from the U.S.S.R. and the street 
militia. '
Ostensibly the militia Is sup 
po.scd to train for gucrrlUn war­
fare in the ovoiU the country is 
threntoned from outside. Actu­
ally it is a handy weapon of poli­
tical control through intimidation 
.should the need arise.
The arming of this group In 
Iraq came in response to strident 
demands of the increasingly pow- 
o|'ful left, dominated by the Com­
munists, With this weapon and 
the added ' suppqrt of Soviet 




MAIL ORDER IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Our suits are linnd tailored to your specifications — Specially 
UeMgned for fit and coinfort — Two plfce leg of iion-cl)afiiig —
Snaps >puiicl« (l' tlirougli m aterial — 
VS| ‘ Inch foam. Neoprene in YelloW,
)M
Muchlau sewn zi|>|>ers 
Made of highest n 
Black, A(iua and lied, 
on receiving.
ey back guarantee if not Ballsfled 
Send N«nie piid Address to >
"THE DOM'S Everything for Diving"
RTS KIN08WAY, VANCOUVER, D.C. !
when you |ive inB.C^
, . . ' ' ' , '■ I '
. . . .  P A V O U R I T B  P R p O R A M - ^ P A V O U R I T B  B B B R I
, : ■, ’ ' ) ' '1
largest selling beer in  the entire west '
' ■ ’ ' ■ ' • ■ " ' ■ ' ' ' . . . »  (• y/ !■  '
.  Jrec h o w f ( U lm T v \
L U C K Y  L A G E R  popiar 2 - 2 2 2 4
' V d M  This adverllsement It not published or dlipinyod by Ih t  Liquor Control Bonrd or by tho Ooyornmont of British Cofumblo.
Built-In Gas Ranges Rated Best MOVIE COLUMN
Inger Stevens 
Gets Lonely!
Hailey of Toronto. She talks vol- having someone to share things  ̂~  ~~ ; r ~  T ~7T  ;---- ;—
ubly about her life and career, with.” .she said carnestb'. ‘’IjKet very difficult. Sometinmes i loneliness. I do that by keeping 
though she avoids what specify come home in the c.ienings burst- would get so loncb' I could busy. 1 want to kttt) ihn caicer 
cally caused her turmoil. “ It was inv to unburden myself of the*scream,” iactlve now. There is talk of a
a scries of personal tWngs that things that hapi)€nedJo me dur-^ I suggested that the solution to q- .
tMV\KlArr\ Vua tra f i n H  ■ ^





Proud owners of built-in gas broiler units are a dream come'chores with the recent inlroduc- 
ranges declare these splendid true for the lady who has wanted tion of top burner control, 
cooking appliances arc the best an oven at the exact height she As easily as a .television set is 
thing tliat’s happened to kitchens likes. It’s easy to put food in, to channeled to a variety of favor- 
in many a year. They like the check its cooking progress, to itc programs, proper cooking,iimes i 
way they cook. remove dishes after baking and,temperatures can now be d ia led ,coma scream.
Ever so many fine features to dean the oven after use. to prepare foods perfectly Seemm^
have been incorporated in the! Temperature and timer con- time. Once the conUols a^e ad- ter> of Inger
compact units which are installed trols are right out in front at justed to the temperature needed, a ^dl-adjustcd
in kitchens planned to meet high easy-to-see-and-reach levels. In- foods can be left cooking without "
standards of working case and side the oven, adjustable, non-Tear of scorching, burning or
efficiency. tip racks make ample room for filling the house with smoke. Januai>. HjU\-wood \\a^
Top burners light automatically ! large family and company meals, i When foods are thoroughly ehpmied
TheT provide any heat from a; Ovens and broilers, too. light cooked, the control dial can be
•low simmer to a quick boil by automaticaUy. Perfect control of .set to keep them at serving tern- cleaning nu.d at ber i\cw yorK 
simply turning the burner valve oven beat asures fine baking.  ̂per a ture while other tasks are
handle which adjusts the flame Meats, cooked by modern low- completed.
to the proper sue. temperature roasting methodsi Smokeless broiling is ------ --- >>o in ni-.i v
Allt op burners are built so retain their wonderful flavor and ga.s range feature. Broiler pans CBS Ha> house
that it is practically Impossible juices. Old-time oven spattering, and grids are built so that fat
to clog them by accidental boil- caused by improper tempera-Trom broiling meat is drained 
overs and splatters. In fact, the tures, is a thing of the past. into a ’’cool zone". It simply
instant, finger-tip control of the And automatic, absentee cook- isn't heated to smoking tempera-
flame size helps you almost cn- ing took another step toward giv- ture. Any fat that spatters from
tirely eliminate these common ing tlie modern homemaker more .the meat is consumed by the
kitchen bug-a-boos. freedom from tedious kitchen bright, blue flame.
You may .select as many top', 
burners as you need. A griddle; 
of bright, .shining metal may be 
added. And you can have them! 
placed in the location of your ‘ 
choice.
Built-in gas range oven and
,I don't particularly want to talk log uie day’s work. But there is her problem would be to find -  j  k c
jab^’it." she exolained. no one to tell them to.” man. agreco with buiy
! But Inger did talk about the “Yes, 1 have dates, but that; "Yes, 1 hope some day to find tliat Hollywo<xi can bo 
Toueiiness mat can afflict a sin- isn’t the same. You need some- a man who will love me and town Ku suuse females, but 
glc girl in show business—or one to share the day - to - day whom I can love.” she agreed, added: "It’s not just Hollywood. 
, ... , endeavor. She events of your life. When you ‘ But until that happens, 1 have You can be lonely anywhere in
Some- is a divorcee. have no one like that, life can to find other means of curing my the world,
acly I .........  ̂ .......  : "
She is back here now and 
another (Working again. Tonight she stars
New Gas Furnaces Free 
Space For Entire Family
Fine B roiling 
Results From 
New Ranges
Splendid broiling results 
easily achieved m the 
of built-in gas range.s.
•leaks, budget 'burgers and sav-; basement inslaUation. ‘ however.
New homes heated with gas; Tlic specifying of gas heat cn- 
I don’t have to be limited to thelablcs the builder of new homes 
'conventional basement installa-Jo take advantage of the tre- 
I tion, says the builder of today’s } mendous buyer acceptance of 
homes. Modern automatic gas gas. Most of his prospective buy- 
furnaces and air conditioning i ers are aware that the gas-hcat- 
units. compactly and handsomely' cd home is free of delivery, stor- 
styled, come in a variety of col-. age, maintenance, ash-removal 
ors, harmonize nicely with al-} and soot problems, 
most all color schemes and do-! np-iT-ivr 
signs motifs, hence can be in-
are stalled in almost any room in the . A.s.sociation reports
broilers house.
Elegant, k the homemaker prefers a
builders ore finding nationwide 
acceptance of gas because of the 
economy', flexibility a n d  fully 
auutomatic features of gas homeory barbecue specialUes may be space-saving designs of the new
done in fine gourmet style. . gas heating and air conditioning and air cond.tiomng. Mo-
Built-in gas ranges are mighty; units, plus their freedom fromnl  t ir fr  fr  gas units fits
clean in u.sc and extra easy to fuel storage and maintenance' ideally into t ^  design and 
clean after u.se. Cleaning tips be-1 complications, permit builders to todays n e w
gin with simple in.structions for: make the basement an additional
your use of the equipment. After family living area. 'FURNACE PROVIDES
use. soapy hot water docs thej Superior perform ance and over-' ALL-YEAR COMFORT
trick in mo.st cases. i aH economy of gas units make Newest thing in home air con-
Adjust top burner _ flames to, them additionally attractive to ditioners is a direct-fired gas 
keep cooking steam in the cov-(prospective home builders and cooling unit that can be connect-
rred kettle and to reduce spat 
tering from open pans to a mini­
mum. Prevent boil-overs by turn­
ing down flame.
Check griddle temperature be­
fore putting food on to cook.
a correctly-heated
Food won’t stick and fat won't tenance of even heat during the 
smoke on 
griddle.
Use correct baking and roast­
ing temperatures and check pan 
sizes for casseroles and the
buyers, the Gas As.sociation re- cd to existing forced-air gas fur- 
ports. Fully automatic gas fur-|naces to provide all-season com- 
naccs heat, filter and circulate  ̂fort.
the air, even humidify it wbeni .77,^ unit’s two-ton cap-
climatic conditions require. Clock jpegt cooling needs
type thermostats guarantee mam-1 of rnost average space, is small
day, automatically cut back tem­
peratures at night, thus saving 
fuel and safeguarding health in 
a completely automatic 24-hour 
cycle. Some models have push
and
like. Cook-overs won’t happen if; button ignition of the pilot light 
■■ ' that puts the unit back into oper­
ation automatically after the 
summer lay-off.
The gas industry, following mo­
dern building trends, has develop­
ed a remarkable unit which com­
bines heating, cooling, and air 
conditioning on a year-round 
basis. This is the all-year air con­
ditioner, which cools, cleans, cir­
culates, humidifies or dehumidi- 
fies the air during the summer, 
and takes on the winter heating 
and air conditioning job with the
the temperature is right 
pans remain not too full.
Use broilers according to di­
rections. Don’t preheat broiler 
pans and grids used in direct 
flame broiling. Remove broiler 
pans when cooking is done and 
put them to soak with soap chips 
and dripping wet cloth or paper 
towel over the soUed area.
Make it a practise to clean 
soiled parts of the ranges before 
they are used again. It’s much 
less work to clean a slightly, 
soiled area than one on which 
grease and other foo^particles 
have accumulated.
Use mild scouring aids spar 
Ingly when absolutely necessary. 
When special range cleaning 
products are used, be sure to 
check and follow the manufac- 
turer’s directions.
RUSSIAN^iNIMAN^
. NEW DELHI —. India!
•aid Tuesday that th-e  ̂ Soviet 
Union will donate equipment 
worth 3.000.000 rubles ($750,000 at 
the official Soviet exchange rate) 
to the Indian Institute of Tech­
nology. T h e  agreement also 
called for 50 Indian specialists to 
be trained at Soviet institutions 
at their own expense.
enough to go through a 30-inch 
door, and is engineered for easy 
installation with existing duct 
systems.
The refrigeration system in the 
cooling unit is the same absorp 
tion type as that used in gas rC' 
frigerators and "all-year” gas air 
conditioners. A simple gas flame 
produces the cooling effect—with 
out motor or moving parts.
Nearly six million North Am 
erica homes are equipped with 
gas furnaces for winter heating 
The owners of a great percent 
age of these homes have been 
waiting for a gas-operated cool­
ing unit that could be quickly and 
economically connected to their 
existing furnaces and duct sys' 
terns so that they might enjoy
throwing of a single small switch, year round comfort.
M m
I m p e r i a l
GAS FURNACES
For you—PAYNE has de.' îgncd 
and built the World'.s Fine,st 
Forced Air Heating F.t;uipmcnt 
a masterpiece of comfort 
and safety, an efficient and 
economical operation. The 
Imperial Payne has no peer. 
It is the unmistakcable mark 
of the truly distinguished 
homo.
Exclusive for Payne 
Astrogard.
An exclusive Cermeut process 
developed for jet engines, air­
frames and missile parts ex­







Companions (f^ A T E R S
Up to a ten year warranty on 
this economical and efficient 
gas hot water heater — Rust­
proof — Owen’s non-corroding 
fibreglass insulation — Dupont 
dulux exterior finish — 1009r 
super thermostat 
control. Priced from 99.50
EASY TERMS — 10% Down — 
Free Estimates




Phone PO 2-2244 
526 Bernard Ave.
$7,500 VIOLIN STOLEN
 ̂ NEW YORK (AP) — Concert 
violinist Helen Janov reported to 
police Tuesday night' that her 
apartment had been ransacked 
and $10,000 worth of property 
stolon, including a $7„500. violin. 
Miss Janov said she discovered 
the theft when she returned from} 
n two-dny absence.!
W E S T B A N K
R E S ID E N TS
C«ll
south 8-5432




nnd by doing so you 
, can take advantage o( 
Inland Gas’ ,
“NATl RAi: COMPANION 
C O N T FSr’ '
CLARE SMALL
. t  P ltim blnr
A lleatlnK
BUY YOUR GAS FURNACE NOW!
to October 
30 Day FREE Trial of Gas 
Water Heater
Chance to win a YEAR'S SUPPLY 
of Gas FREE
A N T H E S






In the Fall, NOBODY 
can devote lull, undi­
vided altcntidh to or­
ders during the usual 
rush! You’ll probably 
be buying your fur­
nace in the I'all . . .  
so why not gel ii now 
. . .  get complete 
satisfaction, and the 
peace of mimi that 
comes froip knowing 
you’re ready for >V In­
fer. Our technicians, 
are ready to in.stall 




G E N E R A I  E L E C T R IC  
G A S  F U R N A C E
A N D  A  G A S  W A T E R  H E A T E R
Natural
Companions
This is the buy of the century. A beautiful new General 
Fdcctric Gas Inirnncc with all the latest General lilcctric 
Healing developments. In two‘-tonc gray,, the C ustom 
ITirnacc is so handsome, you’ll want to sltow it, not 
hide it, And its performance matches its, looks, It's 
clean — free of soot and odors, With the latest safety 
features and engineering know-how. You can depend 
on yoilr new General Electric Custom for years of 
worry free service.
/ » 
I i t < t I 
I )
I It t
Grows Into Yeor 'Round
fWHOLR! 
HOU8B1 Air Conditioning
All yqu ne«d lo do ii add a General Electric Cooling 
Unit —• and, pretlo, you hove whole-house healing ond 
coolingl For a free survey i^nd eslimolo of your heating 
needs —  coll (it lodoyl '
•  Immediate Installation
•  Save Up to 50%  On Fuel
•  10 Year Written Warranty
BARR &  ANDERSON
(Interior) Ltd.
! he Business That Service ,and Quality Built’’
594 RF.RNARD AVE. p h o n e  PO 2-.T0.T9
W IN








. . . a n d t t c o  








i  VPAB"? GAS SUPPLY FREE! That’s the wonderful prize going to W 
»  fam St in ^  draw contest to bo hold by your gas equipment
dealer. ‘ „ . „
These 10 prizes -  one for each sales territory -  are the Surprise Bonuses 
K d  in the Spring Package Price Deal your ocal p s  appliance dealer is
now making on natural gas furnaces and water heatei 8.
Tho Paokatre Price deal — which includes all installation costs — otters 
Lu fl bi? saving fn pric  ̂ The budget terms -  which include arrangements 
to r d o fo S  till Fall if desired .p are, the «  yat-I"
Idditioranyone buying the two units (or a furnace alone) .a ehg.blo to enter
the FREE gas draw. , v
Ac( now/ See y m r  dealer about« tuUural gae Junace and water healer. You m y
w m a ve a r^ eg a e m p p ly F R E E l ,,
INLAND NATURAL GAS
natural QAS.r. doo9 so much. . .  costs So HWsI
lATURAl
Coleman Furnaces -  Water Storage Tanks -  Heaters (Gas or Oil)
A SIZE ^N D  KIND FOR EVERY HOME
LOANE'S Your ' " ' ' , ' ■ , , ■ '
M A R S H A LL W ELLS STORE
,3B4 BERNARD AVE. . \ PHONE I’O 2*2025
FACE 10 KELOWNA DAILY COCllEE. FKIDAY. MAT S. 1051






A IK  C O N D IT IO N IN G
Deaths Help Wanted (Male) I Property For Sale
HINKS — Edith Mabel, aged 83, 
of East Kelowna, passed away in 
Kelowna General Hospital on 
Thursday. May 7. Funeral serv­
ices at the Chapel of Kelowna 
Funeral Directors on Saturday, 
jMay 9. at 11:00 a m., with Rev. 
| j .  E. W. Snowden officiating. In-
lcx:al fin a n c ia l  in st it u ­
t io n  requires male junior dark. 
High school standing necessary. 
Apply Box 3310 Kelowna Courier.
234
WANTED — BOY TO MOW; 
lawn. Phone PO 2-2125. t f !
jterment Kelowna cemetery, she S.ALESMAN FOR FULLER Brush
‘is survived by her husband Percy,
four daughters. Kathleen tMrs.
E. D. Tasken of Kelowna. Grace
_ .. . (Mrs. J. B. LaidlawI of Penticton.
T o r  >U )ovr b«aUB(. air rooditioaUf uui , .r«iriter*ti«a protiUiiui coauct tiu Mperts. Janet (Mrs. T. Ra>mcr) of Prince 
ARCTIC REriUGERAno.y George, Miss Eileen Hinks of
Pawtoiy s(. PhoM po2-i««3 Vancouver, 10 grandchildren. 13
___ ^—  Breat-Erandchildren, one brother,
A P P L IA N C E R E P A IR S  , n r. Pethvbridge of Kelowna 
Tt'RNi'iR BROS. |and a sister, Mrs. Elizabeth Mar-
AppiiMct Rcp.iri At i England. Kelowna Funeral
rhoii* P02 MZI lit* Water St Directors in charge of arrange-
■ jim'S~aIW matic _______________ -
Appliance Service
RKommeoded Wcatinrhouac Service 
PkOD* PU2-20ai At Benaett’a
territory. Must have car. Better 
than average earnings for the 
right man. Phone R. T. Warman 
PO 2-4202 for appointment. 233
Card Of Thanks
AUCTIO NEERS WE WISH TO THANK ALL OUR 
Readp taali Awalta to u  lor all nouae- irinHnpcc
how etieci Ai«i *o«da taken in lor n^any friends for the kinaness 
•iicUoa. ph ne to  TO r i  Uon Av*. sh o w n  in  OUT recent bereavement. 
CROUt S t t e n u N  ROOMS
C%R D E A LE R S
SI EG MOTORS „
Borfward and Renault baica k  Service H o m e. 
iU  Bernard Ave. Phone POJ-3ti2
.Mtbt: P0234U
Sirecial thanks to Father Ander­
son and Father Cofiper, Dr. Ellis 
and nurses and Day's Funeral
NATIONAL WHOLESALER OF 
Appliance and Heating Equip­
ment requires salesman for Ok­
anagan Valley Territory. Should 
have some experience in dealer 
selling. Have automobile avail­
able. Permanent position, gcxxl 
working conditions with health 
and pension plans. Apply Box 
3440 Kelowna Courier. 233
Help Wanted (Female)
WOMAN TO CARE FOR CHILD­
REN while mother works. Phone 
PO 2-3935. 232
5 2 5  Feet o f Lakeshore w ith  Sandy Beach 
Placed on M a rke t!!!
Situated just south of Kelowna it contains one of the nicest 
beaches for safety, for boating, water skiing or just gorgeous 
e.vpansive view. Tliis property is offered in sand lots or lots 
with buidlings (duplexes or homes'. The prices are reasonable 
and terms can be arranged of la down and balance monthly. 
Exclusive Agents
Charles D. Gaddes Real Estate
288 BERNARD AVE. DIAL POplar 2-3227
Cars And Trucks I Articles For Sale
CAPABLE GIRL TO LOOK 
after 2 small children 5 days a 
week, 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Light 
M. MALEN and FAMI’.Y.housework, live out. Phone P0 2- 
232 4524. 232
CLEA N IN G  SERVIC ES 1
DURACLEA.N CT.EA.VS furniture, n u i  
and walU the icientiiic way. S o  aatur- 
aUoa. Reaeonable rate*. Free eitim ite. 




The In terio r’!  Finest Mortuary I
D A Y ’S F U N E R A L  S E R V IC E  
LTD .
WOMAN FOR AUTO COURT 
work. Must be clean and have 
pleasant personality. P h o n e  
i Roger 6-2514. 235
Position Wanted
REVENUE PROPERTY
Grocery and meat business 
on busy South Pandosy. 
Shows excellent returns on 
investment. $16,000.00 will 
handle. Multiple Listing.
Absentee owner must sell 
duplex only I block from 
Bernard Avenue. Reduced 
$3500.00 for quick sale. Price 
now $12,300.00 with terms,.
JOHNSTON &  TAYLOR
R E A L  ESTA TE AN D INSUR.ANCE AGENTS  
418 Bernard A re ., Radio Building 
Phone PO 2-2816 Evenings PO 2-2975. PO 2-4454, PO 2-2542
t f
1959 BORGWARD ISABELLA -  
Loaded with extras. Big car 
comfort, small car economy. Used 
4 months. New price $2,800, will 
sacrifice for $2,400 with 90 day 
guarantee. Will consider trade. 
Phone PO 2-4713. 233
1M5 C H ^R bL E 'F ''^D A N '~  — 
Excellent shape. Would consider 
older car or '--ton truck in trade. 
Phone PO 2-7966. 232 , 233, 235
TWIN 2 INCH VIKING PUMP, 
Tandem Drive with dutches, 
3 h.p. heavy duty electric motor 
driven. $150. Phone evenings 
PO 2-7144 . 234
McCULLOCH CHAIN SAW — 
Model 47. In good condition. Only 
been used 2 months. Apply at 
1086 Martin Ave., or phono PO 2- 
4457 after 5 p.m. 234
BICYCLE FOR SALE. CHEAP. 
Phone PO 2-6422 after 5 p.m. tf
Newspaper Heads 
Tell Of Paying 
Racket Money
WASHINGTON tAP) -  Offi­
cials of a company which pub- 
I i s h e s newspaper supplements 
tc.stificd today they paid $131.- 
459.95 to a convicted labor cxtoi'- 
lionisl to assure labor peace dui'- 
ing the last 14 years.
■rhe officials of Neo Gravure
1953 CHEV. BEL-AIRE HARD-
T (S  Mn^u”(5'a/TsTi?de''^pL“ne'21 CU. I-’T. DEEP FREEZE, like!cept small c a r  a s  tiade. P h o n e , c o l d s p o t .  Phone ''i,
PO 2-3056. 234 nawken. N.J.. said the money233PO 2-8749.
iTaTlrHEvTTDOOir^ED^^
New tires and battery. Nice dean 
car. Price $980 cash or terms. 
PO 2-4864 after 5 p.m. 233
1954 FORD VICTORIA HARD­
TOP Auto, P. steering, custom 
R. and H. signals, nylon W.W, 
tires, skirts, duals with Holly- 
woods, full moon discs, W.S. 
washer, 2-tone, chocolate top and 
skirts, cream body. Interior 
green and white leatherette. Fin­
anced if desired. 976 Guy St. 
Phone PO 2-7376. 233
Kelow.na P.M.VT «> WALLPAPER LTD. Offer YOU the comforting -— ~ ~
Vour .Monamei u**icr j services that can only be found i LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING PO-
Pbon* poi-4.120 I in -fitnble sur”onnd:ngs SITION wanted for 5 days a
~  1665 Ellis St. Phone PO 2-2204 week. Phone PO 2-3130. 232DELIC.VTESSENS
SCHROEDER'S 
SauMbO k DtluiiUvafn 
Fbona POJ-ilJi (>rj Harvfy Avt.
All lausaiea made oa tbe premiaes.
D E L IV E R Y  S E R V IC E




SPEED\~ d'elTvERY SERVICE. 
DcUverv and Transfer Service 
H. E. (Herman) llaoson 
1427 EUia S4.
Phonea Day PO 2-4023 
Eve PO I-342J
THIRD CLASS ENGINEER EX­
PERIENCED in maintenance re-
___ ____ quires any kind of work in this
! AQUATIC DINING ROOM NOW .area. Box 3443 Kelowna Courier, 
•open for the season. t f i _________________________ ^
Coming Events
JUNIOR IIOSPITAL AUXILIA- ROUGH CARPENTER WORK
E Q U IP M E N T  REN TALS
Floor Sanders - Paint Sprayere j
Roto-Titlers • l.adders • Hand Sanders ' .
B. k  B. PAl.NT SPOT LTD. 1
1477 Ellis St. Phone P02-3636j
Fm"ERAL SERV^iais |
RY fair will be held in the Hos- 
Keiowni. B.c. pUal grounds Wednesday, May 
13th, bring the family, {xmy rides,
clowns, balloons-, fish pond, home REQUIRES PART TIME
cooking and handicraft stalls, jj, guto court, motel or what 
Delicatessan and other attrac- 3452 Courier,
tions. Time 2 - 5 p.m.. proceeds ■' 233
for hospital equipment. In c a s e ------------------------------- -----------
of rain , . . will be held in Arena. MOVING TO YOUR_CnY_-;-
Garages, patios, cement steps 
and walks. Phone PO 2-4208, 
582 Wardlaw Ave. 232
PINE GROVE ESTATES
HOBSON RO.\D OKANAGAN MISSION
FAMILY HOME -  NEAR LAKESHORE
Set in new subdivision, access to beach, only 4 miles from 
Kelowna, 1,405 sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, modern kitchen, central 
bathroom and washroom off master bedroom. Part mahogany 
panelled walls, hardwood floors in living area, corner fireplace- 
ceiling-to-floor. Basement has unfinished e.xtra bedroom, re- 
creation room, laundry room and bathroom, gas furnace 
installed. Home has sliding glass doors into patio.
N.H.A. APPROVED
PH O N E J . W . SW AISL.\N D  A T PO 4-4152
1̂ 52 FOUR DOOR PREFECT, 
good condition. Phone PO 2-2578
CHICKEN WIRE. 75'. NEW. 
clothes closet, wardrobe type, 
large size. 30 gallon steel pros
s i  t
was paid to Harold Cross.
In addition, they told the Sen­
ate rackets committee, they paid 
■ , ,, . , , $128,370.95 as salary to relatives
sure tank. 30 gallon steel water Gross thev were forced to put 
tank. new. W ^  and coal range. 
enamelled, 6 holes. 15 length kit­
chen cupboard doors and drawers, 
with handles, hinges, new shower,
c r, prison n 1945 but were not awareKelowna, after o p.m. tl ' , . . . ,______ _______ ______ _________of his criminal record at the
TRIUMPH MOTOR CYCLE. 500 time.
C.C. recently overhauled, apply j A e o m m i 11 c e Investigator, 
347 Leon Ave. after 5 or phone George M. Koiiceki, added that 
PO 2-4072. 233: his inquiry showed that Gross,
president of x
with power mower and disc, twoi^*^"'' 'n*tfi:̂ h(n-‘?mcn s union
Tl'.e company officials said 
they hired Gross a few weeks 
after he was released from
Lnj»\:i iiiutNi:! itiiu ui2>v* v»U( ^  ,
I cultivators, trailer and other relatives of Gross iccci\ca
1947 MERCURY 2-DOOR SEDAN cessorics. Will lake small la te ‘*307.136.80 
Good condition. Phone PO 2-8239 car as part payment. Henry I PRINTS SUPPLL51LNTS
trSchwartz. Phone PO 5-5970 or cail* story of the payments to
at Sawmill road. 232 i Gross was related to the com-
------------------------- jmittce by three officials of Neo
M  Gravure. The firm prints Sunday■ supplements, including the Amcr- 
lean Weekly for the New York 
Journal-American and office sui>
KELOW.NA FUNERAL DIRECTORS 
Phonei
Day PO 2-3040 
Eve PO 2-3040 
PO 2-3004
227 . 229, 231. 232, 234 , 235 Requires employment. Radio. Tel
evision Technician. Experience 
since 1942, and Alberta ticket, 37 | 
vears old and have family. Ernie 
. Amundrud, 9828-88 Ave., Edmon- 
ENERGY AT MIDDLE ton. Alberta. 234
Personal
GAS E Q U IP M E N T
ROCKGAS PROPANE LTD. i
-Your Rockgas Specialists Fot Central!
Okanagan” I
Phone P02-2244 free estimates 526 Bernard
LACK
Age'.’ Revitalize with Ostrex 
Tonic Tablets. Feel livelier, 
stronger, years younger. Only 
69c. At all druggists. 232
-| Have You Taken Advantage 
of the
G R E E N H O U S l^  & N U R S E R IES DAILY COURIER'S
ECONOMY READING
EMPLOYED -TUNE-UP SPEC­
IALIST with 22 years experience 
on Ford and GM Products, de­
sires position in Okanagan. Have 
references. State wages. Write 
Box 3176 Kelowna Courier. 235
For Rent
Evergreens. Flowering Shrub.s. Perennials, 
Potted Plants and Cut Flowers.
E. BURNETT Greenhouses k  Nursery 
163 Glenwood Ave. Phone P02-3512
HARDW ARE STORES
CIL PAINTS
Beatty Washers, Frigs, Deep Freezers, 




BASEMENT SUITE. ONLY 5 
steps down to this very modern 
2 bedroom home. Electric range 
and refrigerator. Ample heat 
and water. No children, no pets 
and non-drinkers. Phone PO 2- 
3366. 237
R E A L  E S TA T E  — IN S U R A N C E  
270 B E R N A R D  A V E . PH O N E PO 2-2739
EXCLUSIVE;
2 bedrooms, livingroom, kit­
chen, 220 wiring, bathroom, 
fully insulated, basement, 
fir floors, sun porch front and 





2 acre farm, land suitable to 
vegetables, 1 acre in pasture, 
grapes, raspberries, straw­
berries: 3 bedroom home, 
living and diningroom, kit­
chen and bath, part base­
ment, 220 wiring, furnace, 2 
garages, chickenbarn.
$12,600 — $2,500 DOWtf 
Good Value.
R. Vickers-PO 2-8742
FOR MORTGAGE MONEY 
and N.H.A, Loans, consult 
CARRUTHERS *  MEIKLE LTD.
164 Bernard Ave. Phone P02-2127
M O T O R C T ^ E S  AN D BICYCLES
IAN F. COLLINSON 
1423 Ellis St.
Kelowna Phone P02-3000
M O V IN G  AND STORAGE
D. CHAPMAN fc Co.
Allied Van Lines, Agents Local. Long 
I  Distance Moving. Commercial and House- 
I hold Storage, Phone P02-2928
N O V E LTIE S  AN D G I F T S ~
^Frank s" Novif̂  ̂ fc gift shop .
Harold Johnston,' Prop.
Bobby Supplies,. Jokes. Tricks, Toys, 
Games. Fine China, Souvenirs, 
i $43 Bernard Ave. Phone PO2-3303
PHOTO S U P P LIE S
PLAN?
N ow  available to regular 
subscribers of your favor­
ite Daily Newspaper, giving 
you
Today's News Today'' j FURNISHED BED - SITTING
' Room for ladies, kitchen facili- 
Phone Circulation Department j ties^ Apply Mrs. Craze, 542 Buck-
//
NOW AVAILABLE — 2 ROOM 
fully furnished suite and bath­
room. Automatic oil heating. 275 




Fill out coupon appearing 
regularly in the paper




, RIRELIN'S CAMERA SHOP 
Photo Finishing, Color Films and Services 
I $74 Bernard Ave. Kelowna
Phono P03-21()8
P LU M B IN G  AND H E A T IN G
T. 4. FAHLMAN
1136* Water St. iPhone PO2-2031
Plumbing and Heating '
_  p r i n x IN o  ~
WALDRON PRESS 
Custom Printing
*3* Bernard Ave. Phone PO2-3U0
“ pW u c b t e n o o b ^^^
BEAUTY COUNSELOR PRO­
DUCTS. Free presentatidris. 
Jean Havyes. Phone PO 2-4715.
land Ave.
APPROXIMATELY 10 ACRES of 
land, suitable for feed or vege­
tables, across the road from 
Benvoulin School. Phone PO 5- 
5879. , 2 3 3
1934 CHEV DELUXE-Radio, 
turn signals, new scat covers, 
immaculate, inside and out.
$ 1 0 9 5Only - .............  .
A Mervyn Special
1957 CORAL D E L U X E  
VOLKS'.VAGEN-Hcatcr, turn 
signals, good rubber, one
r n a n a i , ......... . $ 5 0 0
A Mervyn Special
1953 C H E V  li, TON PIC K-UP
—A real dandy. In first class 
mechanical condition. (hO/IO 
Full Price Only
* A Mervyn Special
1935 FORD COUPE with 
rumble seat. Runs well. d*7 Q




PORCHE and VOLKSWAGEN 
SALES and SERVICE 
1610 Pandosy St.
Phone PO 2-2307
N O TIC E TO CREDITO RS
G EO RG E C E C IL  BROWSE, , „  „  , rx ,
formerly of Wilson Landing, B.C., plcments for the New -York Daily 
DEC EASED ! Mirror. The New York Herald.
NOTICE is hereby'given that Tribune and the Boston Hen Id. 
creditors and others having 
claims against the estate of the 
above deceased are hereby re­
quired to send them to the
GOOD SAVERS 
LETCHWORTH. England (CP) 
Residents of this Hertfordshire 
,town think they are the best 
undersigned executor at 626 Wcst Lgyg,,5 country. Last year
Pender Street, Vancouver, B.C., 
before the 16th day of June, 1959, 
after which date the executor will 
distribute the said estate among 
the parties entitled thereto hav­
ing regard only to the claims of 
which it then has notice. 
OKANAGAN TRUST 
COMPANY. EXECUTOR, 
by Fillmore, Mullins, Gilhooly 
& Bcairsto,
ITS SOLICITORS. 3#
A T TR A C TIV E  2 BEDRO O M  
BUNGALOW  — livingroom 
with heatolater fireplace, 
diningroom, entrance and 
thru hall, full basement with 
gas furnace. Close to Catholic 
Church. Price with Terms  
$14,700.
TWO BED RO O M  H O M E  —
Immediate possession. North 
edn of town. Price $5,250.
N E A T  2 BED RO O M  COUN- 
T R Y  H O M E, near Woods 
Lake. Garage and large lot. 
Ideal for retired couple. 
Price with terms —  $7509.
B U IL D IN G  LOTS in Okana­
gan Mission. From  $1500 and 
up.
INTERIOR AGENCIES LTD.
266 BERNARD AVE., KELOWNA 
PHONE PO 2-2675 PO 2-3492-Evcning
EVENINGS PHONE PO 2-6086.
SLEEPING OR LIGHT HOUSE­
KEEPING front bedroom, nicely ! 
furnished, for lady or gentleman.! 
Close, in. Phone PO 2-7077. 242 ;
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS 
Write P,0. Box 587, Kelowna.
Business Persorial
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by day, week, month, also 
housekeeping 911 Bernard Ave., 
phone PO 2-2215. tf
ONE f u l l y  FURNISHED 
light housekeeping room for 
young men only. Phone’PO 2-6705.'
232
SELF - CONTAINED PARTLY 
furnished suite. A block from 
Post Office. Apply 519 Lawrence 
Ave. Phono PO 2-8128. tf
FURNISHED 3 ROOM SUITE, 
suitable for 1 man or couple. 
Phone PO 2-8613. tf
YVONNE K, HUSH
iLcHen, rcpoi1»> i'llrc((Ui't, bullellni.
Imlntographlug rlt\ .....................................
iKoom 1 ■ 316 nerimrd Phone roJ-2.447 j p |jQ jje  P O  '*-2317
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
In hew house construction, nl.so 
alterations ‘ and repairs, free est­
imates. Phone PO 2-4831. ' ! SLEEPING ROOM, 453 LAWR-
mon wed Irl , tfjENCE Ave. Phono PO 2-2414.
CEMETERY BRONZE TABLETS I ___ ___________ _______
and memorial ginnitc.s. H. FURNISHED SLEEPING ROOM 
Schumnn, 465 Morrison Ave. for rent with kitchen privileges,
tf Phone PO 2-7633. tf
FOR QUICK SALE
New split level three bedroom home with carport . , , oak 
floors, panelled rumpus room, fine brick fireplace, large picture 
window. Automatic gas furnace and gas water heater. Large 
lot has fruit trees and is situated in an exclusive area in 
Kelowna.
L o w  DOW N P A Y M E N T
NO M O N T H LY  P A Y M E N T S  IN  JU L Y  AND AUGUST 
For Appointment to View,
Phone PO 2 -7 9 6 6  a fte r 5 p.m.
AUST!N-M0RR!S 
OWNERS
For your summer driving 
satisfaction and safety — we 
advise you to have your car 
completely
"SUMAAERIZED"
Bring it in any time, and our 
experienced mechanics will:— 
Tune up for economy and 
performance.
Check and top-up battery 
Change oil and filter 
Change thermostate f o r  
cooler running 
Fully lubricate 
Drain . anti-freeze and ,flush 
radiator
Check brakes and tires for 
safety
Check steering and lights
We KNOW that your present 
car has given you complete 
satisfaction . .. . we woiild like- 
to show you the new Morris 
and Austins for '59 . . .  they’re 
sensationally new in design 
and performance.
L A D D ' S
OF LAWRENCE
N O TIC E  TO CREDITO RS  
K A T H L E E N  M A Y  GROGAN, 
Deceased
NOTICE is hereby given that 
creditors and others having 
claims against the Estate of 
Kathleen May Grogan, Deceased, 
late of Kelowna, B.C., are re­
quired to send them to the under­
signed Executors, c /o ’ Fillmore 
& Co., 1470 Water Street, Kelow­
na, B.C., on or before the 5th 
day of June, 1959, after which 
date the Executors will distri­
bute the said Estate among the 
parties entitled thereto, having 
regard only to the claims of 
which they then have notice.
DATED this 28th day 
of April, 1959.
R. E. ARCHER-HOUBLON, 
D. C. FILLMORE,
Executors.
Fillmore, Mullips, Gilhooly 
& Beairsto, Solicitors.
they put away £1,000,000, equal 







1 Insertion .........per word
3 consecutive
insertions —  per word 2Mif 
6 consecutive insertions 
or more per word 2#
Classified Display
One Insertion ---------  $1.12 Inch
3 consecutive
insertions — ----- - 1-05 Inch
6 consecutive insertions
or more — ...........  Inch
Classified Cards
One inch d a ily ------  17.50 month
Daily for 6 months .. 8.50 month, 
3 count lines daily .-$ 9.00 month 
Each additional line 2.00 month
T R A D IT IO N A L  E V E N T
LAMEQUE, N.B. (CP) — Rev. 
C. A. LeBlanc, Roman Catholic 
bishop of Bathurst, will officiate 
at the annual ceremony of bless­
ing the fishing fleet in this north­
ern New Brunswick village June 
28. The day’s events include a 
review of the fleet, with decor­
ated fishing dragges, workboats 
and pleasure craft in procession.
12 ACRE ORCHARD FOR SALE * 
or will trade for house, House) and | 
some ca.sh, Phone PO 2-7233 in i 
Glenmorc. 2341
2 VIEW LOTS ON WESTSIDE 
Rond, 11)0’ and 154’ frontage; 
Two miles from bridge. Price $25 
a front foot. Apply P.O. Box, 1481 
Kelowna. 233
RUBBER STAMPS DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE -  
Free estiinates Doris Guest, 
Phono PO 2-2481. tf
Wanted To RentINTKHIon STAMP CO.
|144> RIIU SI. Phnno PO3 I063
BdlaUolinn And S|)«f<l on Your I .  ........  .... ..... ruTnr'r miTl')! I<’ nironTTlIiimihhrr sump Needi SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE i-uui ul, nc,(«juiui.i, . 1 J oom unfurnl.slu'd h o u s e ,
raps donned vacuuin equipped 226, Royal Anne Hotel,
fn tA fin r TnnU SorViCO I »
, If! ................  '
Phone PO i’U63 4"(373, STROHM'S*...nAR'illYir™~A N D ’"  ̂ BEDROOM HOUSE,
SAND AND G R A V E L  ,,
.... ........., . - I,— - I terior Sentie a k
Delivered Mrelula liom our pH, p h n n «  p n 9 .'»r,71 
Cruiheit H(M(d'V»y _Ur»vel lor ymir d (;k» '' * z -U ( 1.
' J. w. m-:i)Fom» i.td,
S E R V IC E  STATIONS
miNSIlirSK SKHVICK 
Phone P03-3369
Rnkei • Per. W»«h • Tune-Pp* 
Sprlni Change Over
SEW ING S U rP LIF -S
.............. .. nn-M ,.1, ........ central location, reasonable rentBcaut> Sh()|), ~974 houtli Piuuk), ,N. j j po  4-4238.
Open all da.v Wednesday, closed 2 v
I Monday. Hours 9 a,m,-7 p.m. ' ----- ............-z.— -—  ------------- IJ!
 ̂ ’ 1̂ Board And Room
NO JOB TOO BIG  OR TOO 1 _  __ _  _
sm a l l  ' t o a r d ^a n d  R ob lr to
V Cement or bi-ick work, indio, inossimni In comfortable home.
4J3 liernard ,4v,, ‘' ‘C- PO 2-8157, i()8(j Martin Ave. Phono P0 2-
tf,44.-i7
m a d e '
BKWINd miPPI.Y CKSTIIK 
rhene PO3 I091
Unier nmi.A.Maile Vacuum CItener 9.49.93 .
Druah Vacuum Cleaner 9109,93 ' iorVuMMr- Nenint Service a Speciality. pEWUVG
A G A R D E N E R 'S  P A R A D ISE
3 bedroom bungalow with gas fur­
nace and garage. Lovely lot with 
lota of fruit and shade trcp.s. 
Creek running behind properly, 
Full price only $9,700 cash. A 
Multiple Listing, For details fall 
C, Hill PO 2-4960 or Reekie 
Agencies PO 222340. _ 232
A NEW NHA 2 BEDROOM 
House, l/-shapcd living room-din­
ing room, wall to wall carpel. 
Fireplace, full, basement. Down 
payment $3,000, ca.sy terms. 
Phono PO 2-2073 or call at 18,50 
Princess St. (Pridham, subdivls- 
torn. '234
$ 2 ,0 0 0  DOWN ,
Ldvely 2 bedroom stucco bun­
galow only 10 years old with 
full basement and furnace and 
attached garage. Splendid lo- 
ention in south .end, only ,3 
blocks to Inkc and 2 blocks to 
hospital. P R IC E  $11,909.
A MULTIPLE LISTING
P R IC E D  FOR IM M E D IA T E  
SALE $5,850 CA8I| 
FOR C LE A R  TITLE
Fully furnished;5 room bung­
alow - including all Rardon 
toojs, located In North Kiid on 
cRY water and seWer, 6 fruit 
trce.s iincl 25 grape vinos. 
Owner must .sell. Full details 
from C. Hill PO2-4IM0, A. 
Flliitoff Porter 7-2.302 of
REEKIE AGENCIES
2.53 LA5VRENCE AVE. 
Phone PO 2-2.14(1
CUSTOM
I d i a p o H ,  gulirnntced \Vork Com- 
I SH A R P E N IN G  AND R E P A IR S ip jtltlvc  iirlc'e. . Joan Degenhardt,
”  TOMMY' vnAn’’"
Rhar|)«nlni k Hcpairi 
1(31 Killi.SI. I’hon* rO3'3«00
I'or I’lch.Up and Dcllveiy
I Phon^Pb 2-:i(L̂ i,
Small Appliances
GE
TV A N D R A D IO
R. *\ A, T.V. CI.INtC 
(VltlAn *ml\ III I'l Radlu HpMlaUili 
rojjn? 1716 Rlchlrr St,
__   ̂ __  tf, VANCOUVER PRICE.S
FOR ALTERATIONS. GARA(f!ES';p“'»f»'-'n''>̂  
fences, comont work, J, Warniior, I
Phone PO 2-2028, Barr niKl Anderson, 594 Bernardtf
Phona Boats And Engines Gardening and Nursery
U P lIO lilT E R E R S
XM.WI3
'TOR SALE -- USED :!.5 H.P, aT r ic AN " Vl6iJ>/l^^^^^
>W TU N D  u r i i o W K R V -  * ™ ■ m i n  ^ ’ rV Hulland Hn„|, I 'hO iie I 'U  J-.l(i(),l , , .l
tf 8 ROOM HOUSE, NORTH END.
Easy terms. Phono PO 2-4017, , r.
tf nOlLDlNG LOTS FOR SALE 
Phone PO 2-8.527.
Auto linancinq
$■ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
iA MONEY <A
WANTED
For Investment in ,




or Phone PO 2-2127
C A R RUTH ERS &
y t
M EIKLE L T D .
iA 364 Bernard Ave. y t
$ $ $ $ $  $  s . 1
OUSE TRAILERS
New and Used Units Open for 
Inspection Daily
Corner of Vernon and Rutland Roads 
Sec them Now — 158 models to choose from  
CLEARA NC E SALE O F ALL USED TR A ILER S  
NOW IN  STOCK
6 -Y ear Financing —• Anything Accepted In Trade
George Baxter
INTERIOR MOBILE HOMES LTD.
Box 584 -  PHO NE PO 5-.5819
CAR BUYERS! BEFORE YOU 
buy your new or late model car, 
.SCO us about our low co.sl fi­
nancing service, available for 
either dealer or lU’lvnte sales. 
Carruthors & Meiklc, 364 Bernard 
Ave., Kelowna.
, 232, 233, 234,_244, 245, 246
Business Opportunities
It Is easy to become a 
NUTRIA BREEDER
Those fur bearing animals arc 
strictly vogalarlaii and the fur, 
one of the loveliest on earth, Is 
bneoming Increasingly popular 
on the North American continent, 
VVritc for particulars or ylslt the 
First Okanagan Nutria Farm, 
Road No, 17. RR 1, Oliver, B.C. 




2 BEDBOOM HOUSE IN WEST- 
DANK, close to town. Largo 
kitchen and living room. Phono
south 8-5.333. 2.34
WANl^D 
on 5 vent’ old houso. Phone PO 2’ O'l,
Phone I’0'.!-8239
ac.NKn\i. WRUU-Na k nErAins
(HiMiffitnUI lean , 
K(.lanVNA MACIIINK SHOP 
l*b(m« P03-I666
TRY A
P R IC E D  FOR Q U IC K  SALE  
$6,000 F U L L  P R IC E
,3 bedrodm home uiv 6Uxl20 ft. 
lot. Oil fiV'itace, gas water heat­
er, part ba.semeiit. Will consider 16447, __
h u T i i d ^ M O N E Y  i x T l o a n ; t o " b u y .
,, 2706-4.5th Ave., Vernon or »>hone I , ,p„„vnto or vi'flnanco. 
. . ILindcn 2-3271 mornings or e v e - A g e n c i e s ,  2.53 Lawrence
Prc-ciit, ready preserved, gal- 
220. 231,232, 233, V'Uii/.cd nails supplied. Thrcij 
styles to choose from •— Picket 
- Basket - Louvred. Your choice! 
One price $21,05 plus tax 40 feet, 
<i’ high, See them at Valley Build- 
Ing Materials Ltd,, 1005 Ellis Ht„ 
Phone PO 2-2422 for Imniedlate 




yMri M buiMmc ••lUkOftl coMOfntrii V’l nniT qr» .. •//ri'.**'. A**! * l IDOV RlS 1 m A ofiulps 5*
rr#« f i v T  ^ » I IK)IO*nLMNCi, PIiUbCilIING, fluffs G nnv (loy but Hat. ' a*, nn
_ ------ ------- h i), olill-oartl nmi..!' will a„d salving aood, Phono PO^ ^  "  2.34 *
(VIvLIIINm condition for $100, PhoiU' 'no.i if — ------------ ---------- -— n  .  n  r  I!
PO 2-4064, , , , , . , 2 : i : u ' ~ ^ ............... B U IL D IN G  LOTH T f i t S ' &  S U D D llO S
A t I Bf-*Af"N M r,nlcn«hnr«. 100 ft. IrnntnffA. CH . i. 1” ”
^ m WELL- gravel, light loam,' shaL
built 12 ft. plywtHKi lx)at;wlth 7h Rojonu Phone PO:’-8ir.3, 
h.p. 1 \lmude motor, $225. Phone -—'. - A------ -----------------
Radio AccessoriesPO 4-4184, : I _  , 253
bu  I HOARD MOIXJU AND 5
, , , [gallon tank, I’J h p, Vlkitu, $2.50. ■ HAin h RII S K)R EVERY Type
COURIER WANT AD lK)i table radio. Doyr 2321 an d  A nderson, S9« H ernard .
B U IL D IN G  LOTH
Lakeshore, 100 ft. frpntnge, SS,« 
000, $500 down; Bankhead, 100 
ft, $1,000, $250 down; Mission, 
65 xnS, $1,250 cash; Ablxitt St., 
^5 X 120, 84,500, $1,000 cash; Glen- 
more View Ixits TO X 120, 81,800, 
8500 down. Metcalfe Realty. 253 
Bernard A\c.| phono PO 2-4910, 
U " ' 1; ' / ■ ; 231
HIIELLY’H PI’IT HIlOP
Lends, collars, chokes, brushes, 
tags, repellents, soaps, worm lab
lots, flenTH)wder(i, tritlnliiR Ixwks, 
foods ami , vitntyilns. Puppies on 
hand, alsalton and collie cross.
also spaniels, seal poiiil Slumose
k lU cn i., V , ' I , ' ‘
HOME DELIVERY
If y((U wi.'ih to tpive tluj 
DAILY COURIER ■ 
Delivered lo .voiir lg|iTie 












—  2-4445 
. . .  2-4445 
i... B-5.5(K1 
. . . .  7-2235 
. , . (1-26011 
Today"
It's So Easy
to profit by pKicing a ,
DAILY COURIER AD
Just fill in tills form and mail it to:
THE DAILY COURIER WANT AD. DEPT., KELOWNA
FILL IN THIS FORM WITH PENCIL . , . INK WILL BLOT
/  ' ' '  ■ 1 (lay 3 dayii
,to 10 wm'd.s .......................... . .30 ,7.5
lo  15 w ord s .................................. ........... , >45 ,1.13.
to 20 words ....... ,60 1,.50
(Theso Cash Rates Apply if Paid In 10 Dayo)
NAME
6  days 
1,20 
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be taken to court for opening;union said the bylaw was being
Wednesdays.
A city bylaw requires barber 
shops to close Wednesdays. The 
I new centre is open Wednesdays, 
but closed Mondays. —
*T don't know what the union 
expects me to do on Mondays."
Kamloops Youth
Escapes Prison
bolted from a work party and
escaiMH) despite a pistol shot 
fired by a prison guard. Seventy* , 
five prison guards and RCMP ^  
scoured the area for two houraf
without success,
Bondarchuk started a IS-month '
ON THE- HOMB GBCUNOS 
— B-e
By H erm an N . Bnadesen, M .D .
Why do some of our antibiotics 
faU7
Why is it that some drugs which 
were so helpful in t ^  fight 
against microbes a scant few 
years ago are now of little help 
in many cases?
Why is it that the spread of 
antibiotic-resitant staphylococ-cus 
bacteria Is now a cause for con­
cern?
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B JA T  B E C K E K
<Tep Becurd-HoldRr tn M as ten ' 
Indivldaal Cbsvnlin.alilD l*iay> 
Q U IZ
You are South, both sides vul­
nerable. The bidding has been;
W itt  North. East South
1 4  PsM 1 4  ?
What would you now bid with 
Mch of the following five hands?
1. 4KJ8i VAQJS 4AM3 48 
t. 4KT5 BAQ 4Q92 4KJ843 
a. 4JM43 BQ 4AK4 4Q893 
4. 4AQS ViUS 4KJ« 4QJ82; 
a. 4KQM3 BQ87843 4A2 4— [
What would you now bid with 




3. Pass. It is risky to overcalT 
I with a spade. Overcalls should be 
[based on trick-taking values far 
, more than on hi.gh-card values. If 
! partner is weak in spades, we 
I are subject to a severe penalty, 
i since there are very few tricks 
jwe can point to as winners if 
I the spade bid is doubled. Safety 
I is the first consideration.
I 4. On notrump. With 18 high 
card points, some action is indi­
cated, and the question is wheth­
er it is better to double or bid a 
notrump. The best picture of the 
hand is drawn by bidding one no- 
trump. This shows 16 to 18 
points, balanced distribution, and 
strength in all suits. A double
h .a ,. o n r ,p " d «  a „ r  d U r e  I likely. o» Ihe bidding, tha. a
S  is  high S Z ^ i« s a n d ” goS  He made, but the batile
s s r r p « \ s ? i f i . r r d o ^ S i S M
5. one spade, m e  plan is to bid 
such hands. ,!both suits in regular order, even
Rather than overcall w'*n ^uhough the hearts are greater in 
heart or a spade, e i^er of which 1 {gjjgth. The double is not recom- 
might turn out to be the wrong ĵ ĝneied because there is too great
A  S IM P L E  ANSW ER
The answer is simple, although 
the explanation for the answer is 
somewhat more complicated.
The fact is that we have not yet 
conquered the disease microbe. 
We have made great inroads and 
our control is growing tighter. 
But it is hot complete.
Here’s why;
The biological process of na­
tural selection affects microbes 
as well as humans.
Human generations are spaced 
about 20 years apart. Microbes, 
however, act at a tremendously 
faster rate. The streptococcus, for 
example, produces a new gener­
ation every 35 minutes and the 
tuberculosis bacillus every two 
days.
M U C H  Q U IC K E R
Thus, the microbes have a 
much faster ability than man to 
produce mutants, strains which 
appear spontaneously and are 
able to survive hostile changes in 
environment. Therefore, the pres­
ence of an antibiotic deadly to 
their nonmutant relatives, is not 
harmful to this new generation.
Let's take an example.
Microbes cause an infection.
A physician administers an an­
tibiotic which strikes the mi­
crobes a fatal blow by either in­
terfering with their nutritional or 
reproductive process. All the mil­
lions of microbes causing the in­
fection are wiped out—all except 
one.
Because of mutation this mi­
crobe produces a substance which 
Inactives the antibiotic. That is 
the only respect in which it dif­
fers from the others which were 
destroyed. But that is enough.
B EG IN S R E P R O D U C IN G
This microbe begins the re­
production process and all of its 
progeny inherit the ability to 
inactivate the antibiotic. In the 
course of time—it doesn’t take 
long—this new microbal colony 
produces another infection.  ̂
When the same antibiotic is 
used again, it has no effect, and 
another antibiotic must be tried.
Fortunately, new antibiotics 
such as Albamycin and others 
are being constantly produced and 
we continue to gain in our war 
against the microbes. But it ap­
pears to be a never-ending 
struggle..
Q U ESTIO N AND ANSW ER
A. J. A.; What are the symp­
toms of low blood pressure and 
what effect does it have on the 
individual?
Answer: Tiredness and lack of 
energy usually are the symptoms 
of low blood pressure and except 
for the discomfort to the individ­
ual, it has no important effect.
said manager Ron Principe. "Alii VANCOUVER tCP' — A Kam-sentence March 11 following con- 
VANCOUVER (CP)—The man- the 41 stores (in the centre! williloops youth serving his fourthIvicUon in Kamloops on charges 
sger of a six-chair barber shop be closed. Maybe I’m supposed|prison sentence fled into the bush,of tlieft with violence and posses- 
in the new 510,000,000 Oakridgejto play tiddly-winks.” around Oakalla prison sion of stolen goods. I t  was his
shopping centre here expects to' A spokesman for the barber’s ' Police said Albert Bondarchuk fourth Oakalla sentence.
IF I1056 THE RAOE-WE SET I  HAVE NO PW DE-JUST ' ^  
COOLES OF MONEY A  SPORTS 
0AR .W U  NEEDPADLYANP 
AN INFINITE FAITH THAT WE 
I ROTH MARE EACH 
OTHER. HAPPY.
86 SAtART COUNT-IM NOT A BAD SOKC 




choice, it is better to double and 
ask partner to choose the suit. 
Partner will know what we have 
at least an , opening bid and sup­
port for the major suits.
2. Pass. Again there are 15 
points, but this time the pass is 
preferred because the hand does 
not lend itself to a forced re­
sponse from partner. A great 
deal of wind was taken from our 
sails by the club bid. The K-J of 
clubs may turn out to be worth­
less if West has the A-(3. With 
storm warnings in the air, it is 
better not to plunge ahead blindly 
without giving thought to the
a chance that West will bid and 
North will pass, in which case 
it will become dangerous to name 
both suits.' In hands as freakish 
as this, the opponents are apt to 
reach a high level in one of their 




M O R E  O FF E N D E R S
REGINA (CP) — Crime in­
creased in Regina in 1958, Police 
Chief Arthur Cookson says in his 
annual report. Offences under the 
Criminal Code increased 19 per 
cent, and offences by juveniles in­
creased by 157 per cent over 1957.
YOUR HOROSCOPE
By E S T R E L L IT A
FO R  TOM ORRO W
Do not permit yourself to be­
come disturbed if you have to 
make sudden changes in plans 
now. The possibility is there but, 
if you accept matters philosophi­
cally, you will find that these 
changes work to your ultimate 
advantage.
FO R  T H E  B IR T H D A Y
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horscope indicates that some 
of the ideas that occur to you— 
especially thbse regarding' fi­
nances—should be developed 
without delay since their po­
tential could be considerably 
lessened If you wait longer than 
a month or two. Except for brief 
periods in late September and 
late December, monetary mat­
ters will hot be under particu­
larly good influences during the 
latter part of the year. If your
ideas involve speculation, how­
ever, discard them. This is just 
not your year to take chances. 
Conservative policies, carried 
out with the long-range view, 
are the only ones which will help 
you to wind up your year on the 
credit side of the ledger.
In personal affairs, romance 
holds the spotlight this year. 
Those who are single may well 
be wed before the end of 1959 
and. for those already married, 
the stars promise a happy 
strengthening of the marriage 
ties. Early July will be the best 
period for travel, and those in 
creative lines will find the period 
between midrDecember and late 
March highly stimulating along 
inspirational lines.
A child born on this day will be 
exeremely conservative, trust­
worthy and dignified,
F R ID A Y
4:00 News (Prairie)
4:05 You Asked For It 
5:00 News 
5:0S Rambling 
5:30 People’s Exchange 
5:35 Rambling 
6:00 News and Sports 
6:10 Ranibling 
7:00 CBC News 
7:10 Roundup and Talk 
7:30 Echoes of the Highlands 
8:30 The Four Gentlemen 
8:45 The Frank Parker Show 
9:00 Songs of My People 
9:30 Curtain Time 
10:00 News
10:15 Rhythm and Reason 
10:30 Back to the Bible 











icwntATtocooL 61,000/ M O W m e g  
TO $iS m r v  MPPtH TO YOUKKOOO AT TKATT
AiT/jvPC Hm’OirrA m s^i.'A tsvn t taxf





HE A O S T  BB 
BROUGHT TO TRIAL 
THE STATE HAS 
BROUGHT CHARGES 
A S 4N S T '
SEATTLE (AP)—Heavy winds, 
rain and frost caused extensive 
crop and farmland damage in 
Washington state last week, the 
Crop and Livestock Reporting 
Service said
Pastures in bottom lands and 
coastal v a l l e y s  of northwest 
Washington suffered heavily as 
rain-swollen rivers spilled over 
their banks.
In the state’s midsection, fruit 
pollination was retarded by cold, 
windy weather. Killing frosts this 
week added to the damage. 
Spraying also was set back by 
the winds.
Asparagus, sugar beets, grain 
and other field crops also had 
wind losses.
Ba/CK IS TAKBhJ TO TUB HALL OP 
JUSTICE W'HESS HE IS PLACEPIH THE 
LIE DBTECTVP,.
TNPoasAOur n m  lamp the pecplb watch
BXICHS OXPEAL QM BLBCTXOVtC 6CKEEHS..
f  I'LL BBT y o u  
































































8. United into 
a whole
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38. Fail to 
win
40, Insect
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Children’s Story Hour 
9:15 Back to the Bible 
Kiddies’ Corner 
News
Operation Moon Satellite 
Gunsmoke 
News
Be My Guest 
Be My Guest 
News and Sports 














1 Pick of the Hits 
1 Up and Comers 
1 Gunsmoke 
I Leicester Square 
10:00 News 
10:15 Walt’s Time 
11:00 News 
11:05 Today in Sport 
11:10 Walt's Time 
12:00 News in a Minute 
12:01 Walt’s Time
I News and Sign-Off
SUNDAY  
7:15 Sign
K E E P  P U B L IC  IN F O R M E D
NEW YORK (AP)—The West­
ern Electric Company has put a 
new wrinkle in sidewalk superin­
tending. Passersby at the con­
struction site of the company’s 
31-storey building can pick up 
one of 15 telephones and a tape- 
recorded voice fills them in on 
the latest phase of the operation.
i r BLONDIE, 




M l— i".  i-
I  THOUGHT VOU 
\NERE THRU 
WITH IT AND 






SURE LOOKS GRIM 
FROM HERE












518 Bernard Ave, Ph. PO 2-2701
D A IL Y  C R YPTO Q U O TR  -  Here’s how lo work It:
'i'A 'x. Y D L'B.A A X R 
Is L O N G F K L L O W  .
One letter stmply stands for another In this sample A l.s used 
for the thrt‘0  L's, X (or the two O's, etc Single lctte''r». B[)o,strophles, 
the length and formation of the words are alt hlnt.s, Each dnv the 
c<kIo Ictiors are different , 1
, l I X T C F W T C i l  XA( ’ VN'I'.lK TX II K I.X K 
V D C F D W A O 11 p  C 0  C F II i X K A ,X 1* D - 
W,A 0  A (’ W A 11 F C W A ’
Yralerday’s C'ryploqnote: WHEN 'THE WELL IS D H \’ WE 
KNOW THIE WORTH OF W A T E R -. f r a n k l in .
Ask For . . .
1ITTTI
'i(iiW(lii/i(ui(if
CLARA, WILL YOU PLEASE 
LOCK A L L  MY FISHIN’OE/ 
IN YOUR G A t3A C E .,?f
..,6 0  I  CAN KEEP MY I 









































on and Strau.ss 




Back To The Bible 
News
British Israel 
Canada at Work 












Latin American Music 
Wpg. Slimmer Concert 
News
Together With Rciiords 
Capital Report 
CBC Weather 
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Sam Konkin Is 




VERNON (CPt—Sam KonWn. bombings In the Okanagan Val- line near McCullough.
29-yfar-old IVjukhobor, Thursday>Icy of soulh-cenUal British Co-! Konkin was ordered to stand 
night was sentenced to two years lumbia. retrial last fall after an assue
when 'Convicted on two of five Explosions destroyed a wash- court jury failed to reach agree- 
bomb-cpnspiracy charges. room at a Kelowna hotel and an-'ment on a verdict.
An assize court jury convicted*other knocked out a power pole* In handing down sentence, Mr. 
Konkin of conspiracy to make ex->t Armstrong. Bombs were dis-Justice J. 0. W i l^  said the 
plosives to enable another person j covered in a hotel here and on a; bombings could only have ^ n  
to cause serious property dam-!ferry at Kelowna. .perpetrated by a, man who
age and of possession of cxplo-j Another explosion tore up a see-'elded to be an enemy of our socl- 
slvcs and materials that could jtlon of track on the Kettle Valley !cty.”
be used In the making of ....... • ......  m
bomb.
He was acquitted of three other 
charges. The jury deliberated* 
five hours.
The charges were laid after a 





cart load of groceries from a 
store operated by John and 
Michael Epifanlo.
MUSICAL PROTEST
CHATEAUROUX, France <AP) 
The band of a Moroccan infantry 
unit of the F r e n c h  army
CROWN JEWELRY MISSING
NEW YORK (AP) — Arch­
duchess Marie of Austria re­
ported Thursday that one of the 
few surviving pieces of the Aus­
trian crown jewel.s is missing.
The archduchess, 24. described
the antique gold, poarl ear-splitting sour
brooch as priceless. She said s h e : T h u r s d a y  at ceremonies wel- 
wore it Tuesday night In the Gaulle. The
bassador Hotel. A search of jnc commander or-
iballrcMm failed to produce ihC|jjpj.p^ band leader jailed for 
brooch. I30 days. Dc Gaulle then ordered
VANCOUVER (CP^ — Mr. Jus-| lllGH-SPEEO TURN :ihc penalty lifted.
m a n ^ n S ^ R ^ ^  SAN FRANCISCO (APi-Scvcn^ STUDY PROHIBITIVE TAX
S s d a v  orthe so^ “"'J HAVANA <AP--Cuba’s revolu-
8890 000^1959 nrovincinl objcctive|»8‘̂ '̂  Thursday when a car turned tionary government is studying a 
w C e n  r L S ^  high speed into Francisco,tax plan that might put a $5,000
Street off Divisldero. P o l i c e  tab on licence plates for big lu.x- 
NANAIMO (CP-—Brien Thien,ibooked the driver, 76-ycar-old ury cars. Finance Minister Rufo 
14, Ray Boroski, 12, his brotheriFrank Needham, for drunk driv- Lopez Freesquet said Thursday. 
Larry, 15. Ron Blank, 13. Bruce'ing. He told a Rotary Club luncheon
Diplock, 11. and Wayne Dicdrich-| inT T vnT
son, 13, will compete with five- huuc. jemi-luxury cars is part
other boys in Nanaimo’s annual' TEXCOCO, Mexico -AP-—Ton of a program aimed at curbing: 
soap box derby scheduled for Tcxcoco businessmen decided at the outflow of foreign exchange. 
'M av 18. ia rotary club meeting to buy ai
* ^ j lottery ticket together. Their j CAPITAL OFFENCE
; VANCOUVER <CPi — Gerald 1 ticket won the main prize of! TALLAHASSEE, Fla. lAP)—
• Sutton Brown, official Vancouverjjgoo 000 in the national draw'ingjGovernor Leroy Collins signed 
city planner, has been elected tvednesdav night. Each man will | into law Thursday a Florida bill
[president of the Planning Insti-0^  $80 000 
tute of B.C. J. W. Wilson of the “
■ Lower Mainlai.d Regional Plan- 
[ ning Board was elected vice- 
• president, and Tom McDonald.
■ acting-secretary.
DENIES DRUG CHARGE
imposing the death penalty for 
any terror bombing which results 
in a fatality. The measure was
SANTA MONICA, Calif. <AP-'inspired by the recent wave of 
Actor Jay Robinson, charged school, church and synagogue
bombings and bomb threats.with selling dope, testified Thurs
pp’NTrr'TON (PP) — nPMP^®^ heroin to anPENTICTON (CP) RCMP ^  visited his home last
H n r r v  K d v v a rd  “  . . .  . • ______ t__.
COLUMBUS. Ohio (A P I-  
Eighteen students used their 
"Musical instruments” as lire 
extinguishers to douse their 
flaming “ship" here Thurs­
day.
They were riding on a 
papcr-machc ship, one of sev­
eral Boats on parade during 
Ohio State University’s May 
Week c e l e b r a t i o n ,  when 
Barnes broke out in the stem.
The 18 were singing to 
music produced by strilng 
water - filled bottles. They 
poured the water on the lire 
and abandoned ship.
PAUL. Idaho (AP) — Offi­
cials of this southern Idaho 
villag<t have solved a dis­
tressing problem.
They thought clerk Alvin 
Stimpson, deputy clerk Alma 
Stewart and water superin­
tendent and general handy­
man Arnold Sampe were just 
too many employees for a 
village with a population of 
about 600.
So they fired the three and . 
hired Martell Lindsay to do 
all three jobs. His salary: 
$225, The s a m e  as was 
Sampe’i,
PEMBROKE. Wales 1 Reut­
ers)—A special train steamed 
out of here Tliursday night 
carrying a whole farm—ani­
mals, tons of machinery, fur­
niture, and household cqui|> 
ment—to a village 150 miles 
away.
More than 70 cattle. 150 
sheep, tractors, mow'ers and 
other farm cauioment be­
longed to John Coleman were 
moved on the 25-car train.
Coleman, 32, chartered the 
train to move his possessions 
from hi.s IPO-acro farm near 
here to nis new, 200-acro 
farm at Rushbury, northwest 
England.
”Wc are taking everything 
except really indescribable 
junk,” he said.
M agistrates Oppose U niform  
Fine Scale In Court Cases
VERNON (CP) — Magistrates: ineffective in curbing the trouble 
in B.C. favor using their own we are trying to deal with." 
discretion in punishing traffic 
offenders, rather than establish­
ing a uniform scale of fines.
The question of discretion ver­
sus a uniform scale was summed 
up at a provincial magistrates* 
convention here Thursday by 
Magistrate A. D. Pool of Van­
couver:
"Magistrates must exercise 
discretion" so that a driver won’t 
take a “calculated risk" on the 
assumption that he is only going 
to receive a $25 fine for a certain 
infraction.
He said all factors must be 
taken into consideration by a 
magistrate before sentencing.
"You can set a general scale 
of fines but you can’t apply it 
rigidly," Mr, Pool said.
Magistrate Frank Smith of 
Vernon added: “We have to use 
discretion to meet the circum­
stances of each individual case
PAGE It KELOWNA DAILY COURIER. FRIDAY. MAT I. INt
Kamloops Commissioner Resigns 
Because Of Insufficient Work
NORTH KAMLOOPS (CP) —'.said he would comment at a Ulet 
_  ! J 1 A » 1 Commissioner Romaine Newman date.
/ 'resigned from all council com-i *
M c^nald. police magistrate hasn’t been
Richmond, who claimed citizens enough interesting jobs toj |ic ,  clai e  “citize s 
are entitled to a little greater 
degree of certainty of what they 
are going to get” when they 
appear in court.
One magistrate will line a 
driver $25 for driving without 
due care and attention, whereas 
in another locality the fine will 
be $100, be said.
“I ask you to consider the j Wednesday night with no reports 
ramifications that arise in peo- to make while some other com-
do
He said, “ I have received 
second-rate positions on second 
rate committees. I am fed up 
with the way the committees 
have been set up in the last two 
years.
“How do you think I feel sitting j 
in on council meetings every






Fined $500 For 
Offering Bribe
missioners have two or three i 
committees to report on?" |
Commissioner Newman Is serv­
ing his third year on the council.
He said in an interview when 
first elected he was given assess­
ments “and then part of the work 
was assigned to someone else."
"I felt like I have been stabbed 
in the back."
Council chairman Don EUsay
COLORFUL JUDGE DIES
NEW YORK (AP) -  Benjamin 
E. Greenspan. 67, one of the 
more dramatic city magistrates 
in his days on the bench, died 
Tuesday. Recitals of poetry, quot­
ations from Horatio Alger and 
writing such sentences as 
must not be cruel to my horse” 
1,(K)0 times were among the pun­
ishments meted out by Green­
span as a magistrate from 1931 
to 1935.
here arrested arry E war  
Bray, 22. Wednesday on Nov. 13. He said testimony by
SAFE DRIVERS 
LONDON I CP I
ray, 22. ednesday on a "''ar*:jj^^ert Lvnn that he bought dope;235,000 drivers have entered this 
rant issued by Vancouver police; R o b i n s o n  with markediyear’s national safe-driving corn-
money was completely falsein connection with the robbery of Ernest Postowski, 21. Rich­
mond. Postowski told ixilice he 
picked up two hitch-hikers, one 
of whom knocked him unconsc­
ious and stole $40,
KAMLOOPS (CP) — RCMP 
have added two constables to the 
detachment here to increase en­
forcement of the city’s traffic by­
law.
KAMLOOPS (CP)-North Kam­
loops 1959 tax rate has been set 
at 37 mills, seven mills less than 
last year. Biggest capital expend­
iture from the general revenue 
was $50,000 for a new municipal 
hall.
CELEBRATION
(Continued From Page 1)
bonfire wUl be a huge replica of 
a mortgage document.
Mayor Parkinson has promised 
the full cooperation of the city, 
pointing put that there will be no I 
cost involved to city taxpayers. 
It was also explained that pro­
vincial taxpayers will not be sad­
dled with the costs of the cele­
brations, expected to run into 
several thousands of dollars.
Sponsors, advertisers and do-j 
nations will take care of a largo 
portion of the expenses. The 
Social Credit League of B.C. will 
pick up the tab for the balance.
SEVEN CANDLES
One of the many highlights will 
be the cutting of a seven-tier 
birthday cake, lighted with seven 
candies. It will bo large enough 
so that every person who desires 
tt piece mav have one.
' It is proposed to have special 
boxes made so that the cake can 
be prc.scrvcd as a memento, or 
sent away to friends or to any one 
Who requests a piece.
• The premlci' Is the honorary 
• chairman of the Aug. 1 gala, and 
Noel Murphy of Vancouver tfio 
co-ordinating chairman. Mayor 
Parkln.son ,is chairing the local 
committee.
All cabinet inini.stcrs and,many 
(departmental heads in the gov­
ernment arc expected to be here 
for the fiesta, Two parades will 
be held during the day, pretty 
well following the routs of the 
annual Regatta parade.
Coming so close to the Re­
gatta—.slntcd for Aug, 12-15—the 
mortgage-burning and birthday 
party arc expected to add to tlic 
zest of the annual carnival 
t Regatta) week in Kelowna.
ONE INVADER LEFT dents.
PANAMA (.^P) — Five Cuban j 
invaders of Panama who had re­
fused to surrender were captured 
without a fight Thursday in a 
swamp near the ancient Carib­
bean port of Portobelo, the na­
tional guard reported. Only one 
diehard of the Cuban expedition­
ary force was officially listed as 
still at large.
AIDS DESTI'TUTE FAMILY
CHICAGO (AP) — A grocer 
gave two big bags of food Thurs­
day to the destitute family of an 
unemployed laborer who was 
caught stealing $200 wortli of food j 
from his store. Recipient of the j 
food was Mrs. Nancy Brown, 20, | 
mother of two small boys. Her 
husband. Adolph, 22, is in jail 
after attempting to haul away a
MORE OFFENCES  ̂ ,
LONDON iCPi — ProvL-iional
More than figures for England and Wales Ped by police when a beer 
show there were 626,509 indictable bottle was hurled from his car, 
offences last year, 14.8 per cent!
(petition organized by the Royal!more than in 1957, Home Secrc-|
'Society for Prevention of Acci-ltary R. A. Butler told the House,by
An attempt to assess an arbi-, 
trary, uniform fine . . . would be
---------- -------------------------------- 1 VANCOUVER (CP) — Retiring
B.C. Liberal Leader Arthur Laing 
said B.C. will have burned up 
all its credit before Premier Ben 
nett gets around to touching off 
a debt-burning fire at Kelowna.
Mr. Laing told a Liberal asso- 
iciation meeting: "Our province 
iis in a grave financial position 
land, the way we arc going, tax- 
i VERNON (CP) — Penticton I payers will not be able to carry 
[equipment contractor Ralph Emil,’-he load.”
I Strand. 35. was jailed for two! He said the government has 
hours Wednesday for offering a [sold $5,000,000 worth of munlci- 
bribc to a police officer. |)al bonds in Vancouver at the The first abattoirs — public
! Mr. Justice J. 0. Wilson sen- low price of $91.82. It is holding slaughter-houses for meat—were
■tenced Strand in assize court to'$20,000,000 in unsold school bonds, built in Paris in 1818 
ithe short jail term and fined him he said, and has $30,000,000 from 
$500. 'the bank for the Pacific Great
The penalty section of the Eastern railway, the toll high- 
criminal code, Mr. Justice Wil-iways and bridges authority and 
son e.xplained, docs not pcrmit'.tho B.C. Power Commission, 
the court to impose a fine with-; “There is something wrong 
out a jail sentence. iwith the management and the
Strand pleaded guilty to offer-1 sooner we get rid of this crowd, 
ing $20 to Constable C. E. Woods the belter.” 
at Osoyoos Jan. 6. I Mr. Laing said he felt the
Court was told Strand had been'Liberals could form the next pro- 
heavily and was stop-ivincial government.
SHORTENED NAME
Fredericton, capital of New 
Uranium was first identified!Brunswick, originally was named 
the German scientist Martin'Frederick Town by Governor
M O i m M 4
t̂O
Rustcraft Cards
beautiful in thought and 
design
various prices 
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n a t u r a l l y
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"Any nun is « public enemy who 
doesn't build with 
miterials from ^
i/Vm. Haug & Son Ltd.
1335 Water St. Ph. PO 2-20G6 
GIcnmorc Yard — PO 2-3208 
Comer Glenmore Rd. and 
Clement Ave.
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER 2nd ANNUAL
COOK BOOK CONTEST
Here's an O pportunity for You or Your Club to  Make
m
ijoT vaK m i
Well, not exactly, but we do 
state with pride that the 
materials wo do carry aro all 
well-known established brands 
renowned throughout Canada 
for proven quality. You know 
that you will find just what 
YOU need for building and 
iiomo improvements when you 





W e W ash Your Car Clean in a JK fy
, II Includes, washing the car . . vacuuming , . . eleuiiliig the
windows inside and out . , . comiilcte Interior'dusUiig . . , 
vnniuniing and painting the floor mats . . cleaning white
lyali,, ' V ^
/^Il lor Only ̂  1.98
' Saturday and Sunday
8t00 km . - lOtOO p.m.
lunshine Service
Phone P02>3369
COR. BCRNARD and VERNON Rl>.
I
. . .  0̂ help your 
favorite project. . .
It's fun iuul profitable, too! 
All entries properly .submitted 
may be published in our 2nd 
Annual Cook Book on Friday, 
May 29.
First Prize
$ 2 0 ° o
\ ■ ,
Second Prize









' f l i
■ ’ y'T"
COOK BOOK RULES TO BE FOLLOWED
Write plainly on one side of the paper only, Include name and 
address.
in case of women’s clubs, submit full name with initials of 
member submitting recipe and name of club oh EACH recipe.
Give complete cooking or baking instructions, including types 
of cooking utensils, oven temperatures, time, etc.
A minimum of twenty recipes liiust be submitted by women’s 
clubs only.
5. In the case of individuals a minimum of one recipe is sufficient
to be eligible. . \
6. Recipes may be of, any type of food Or beverage and no more 
than half arc ;o be cookies or cakes.
7. Entries must be addressed to the Cookbook lulitor, Kelowna 
liaily Courier, Kelowna, B.C., or leave your entries at the 
Offices of the Courier between 8:30 and 5 p.iy. Any recipes 
submitted may be published in the Courier Cook Book.
All recipes m u s t  be s u b m it t e d  b y
MAY 15
A t  h o m e
i n  a n y  c o m p a n y . . .
Y o u  can  a lw a y s  fe e l r ig h t a b o u t  ■ 
s e rv in g  O ld  S ty lo , J u s t  a b o u t  
e v e ry o n e  kn o w s , an d  lik e s  th o  
' b e e r  th a t 's  b re w e d  n a tu ra lly  . . .  '
ag ed  s lo w ly . . .  th e  O ld  S ty le  w a y .
T h is  c la s s ic , m e llo w  b e o r  h a s
b e e n  a  B .C , fav (3 rito  fo r  m o re
th an  tw e n ty  y e a rs  . . . n 9 W e v e n  
m o re  p o p u lar. ^
\jor FRt-e HO M E  DE L IV E RY  phonO)
' - 7  P O p la r  2 - 2 2 2 4
a iC I< S '  C A P IL A N O  B R E W E R Y  L I M I T E D
|hl« idvedii'fmont li nol pi/hliiliert or (lijpUyeil b/ Iho liquor * 
’ Conitol Boifd or by Ihi Covtinmenl o( Btiiijb Columbii, *, h .m
